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ABSTRACT
Intracellular distributions of the activation of threshold foil detectors
were'measured in seven heavy water-moderated lattices of uranium metal
rods: 0.25-inch-diameter, 1.027% U-235 rods on triangular spacings of
1.25 inches, 1.75 inches, and 2.50 inches; 0.25-inch-diameter, 1.143%
U-235 rods on triangular spacings of 1.25 inches, 1.75 inches, and 2.50
inches; and 0.75-inch-diameter, 0.947% U-235 rods on a triangular spac-
ing of 2.50 inches. The reactions used in the measurements included
In115(n, n')Inl1 5 m, U 2 3 8 (n, f), Ni 5 8 (n, p)Co 5 8 , and Zn 6 4 (n, p)Cu 6 4 . The
distributions were found to be the same for the different reactions with
the possible exception of the zinc reaction in the more widely spaced
lattices. The distributions were found to be strongly dependent on rod
diameter and rod spacing, but independent of U-235 concentration, at
least for the small differences in concentrations existing in the lattices
studied. Methods were developed for correcting the experimental data
for the activity resulting from competing capture reactions which
accompany the threshold reactions.
A kernel method was developed, the UNCOL code, for computing the
spatial distribution of the uncollided fast flux in assemblies with cylindri-
cal fuel elements. Good agreement was obtained between experimental 1results and the results of UNCOL calculations using values of 0.093 cm
and 0.100 cm- 1 for the removal cross sections for heavy water and
uranium, respectively. These values, which can be considered experi-
mental values of the removal cross sections, are close to the calculated
values found in the literature for one energy group above 1.35 Mev,
0.0899 cm- 1 for heavy water and 0.1039 cm- for uranium.
The results of UNC L calculations also gave good agreement with
distributions of the Ni 5- (n, p)Co 5 8 reaction measured in the experimental
facilities in and around the MITR core.
A relationship between 628 and the UNCOL results was derived. This
relationship was applied to previous neasurements of 628 and was found
to correlate the experimental results very well for values of 628 less
than about 0.055. The systematic discrepancies for higher values was
attributed to spectral shifts occurring in the more tightly spaced lattices
of 0.75-inch and larger rods.
The HEETR code was used to calculate the intracellular distributions
of the threshold reactions used in the experiments as well as values of
628 for the lattices in which experimental results had been obtained. The
calculated intracellular distributions agreed well with both the experi-
mental results and those of UNCOL calculations. The calculated values
of 628 were consistently lower than corresponding experimental values.
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1Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The MIT Heavy Water Lattice Project
The Department of Nuclear Engineering of MIT, with the support
of the United States Atomic Energy Commission, has undertaken a
program of experimental and theoretical studies of the physics of D 2 0-
moderated lattices of slightly enriched uranium rods.
The main purpose of this program is to add to the understanding
of fundamental reactor physics. The emphasis, therefore, has been on
the development of methods for determination of basic lattice parame-
ters, comparison of the experimental results with existing theory, and,
where possible, extension of the theory.
The results of this program are given in annual progress reports
as well as in individual reports. A summary of reports and papers on
the work of the Lattice Project as of August 1965 is given in Appendix E.
1.2 Significance of Fast Neutron Distributions
Although intracellular thermal flux distributions have been studied
experimentally in great detail in lattices, little attention has been given
to the fast neutron flux distribution. A knowledge of fast neutron distri-
butions is important for the following reasons:
(1) it can lead to a better understanding of 628 (the ratio of fissions
in U238 to fissions in U 235) and the fast fission effect;
(2) it is needed in order to predict certain radiation damage effects;
(3) it can make possible improvements in the calculation of reso-
nance absorption;
(4) it may improve or simplify the treatment of fast neutrons in
multigroup methods;
(5) techniques used to study fast neutron distributions in thermal
assemblies may be useful in fast assemblies where fast
neutrons constitute a major part of the neutron energy spectrum.
2Some of these factors are considered in more detail below.
The contribution of fast fission to the multiplication process in
thermal reactors is frequently expressed through the fast fission factor,
e, one of the terms of the four-factor formula. In low enrichment
assemblies, the combination of a relatively high value of E and a rela-
tively low over-all multiplication factor makes fast fission important
because it contributes a substantial portion of the excess reactivity.
The fast fission factor is not a uniquely defined quantity, and several
definitions have been used (S1, C2, C3, Di). Furthermore, E cannot be
measured experimentally; instead, a related parameter 6 defined as
U2 3 8 fsinrttohe23528
the ratio of the U fission rate to the U fission rate, has been
extensively measured (B1, B2, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8, El, F1, F2, G1, H1, H2,
K1, K2, K3, K4, K5, K6, M2, N1, 01, P1, P2, P3, S2, U1, W1, W3, W4).
Wolberg, Kaplan, and Thompson (W4) have reviewed the experi-
mental 628 data and discussed some of the various techniques that have
been used.
Theoretical methods of calculating e and/or 628 include those based
on collision probabilities (C2, M3), escape and transmission probabilities
(C9, C10), those using Monte Carlo results (D1, A2) and a semi-empirical
one-group method proposed by Hellens and Honeck (H2). The methods
based on collision probabilities are of limited applicability and accuracy.
One difficulty is the limited accuracy of much of the high energy cross-
section data, and another difficulty is the complexity involved when more
than a single rod is treated. The Monte Carlo results from the MOCA-II
code (D1) appear to agree quite well with experiment, though many high
energy cross-section data are needed. One example of the use of escape
and transmission probabilities is the HEETR code written by Dr. H. K. Clark
(C9, C10). This code has been used in the present work and is discussed in
greater detail in sections 3.3 and A.2. The semi-empirical one-group theory
of Hellens and Honeck is discussed in sections 4.2.
The importance of fast neutron distributions for the calculation of
radiation damage is exemplified by organic coolant or moderator materials
such as santowax. Radiation damage is important in the use of santowax,
and more than one-half of the dose rate is due to fast neutrons in a typical
reactor environment. Furthermore, there is experimental evidence that
3fast neutrons produce a much greater effect per unit dose (i. e., a higher
"G value") than gamma rays in the degradation of santowax (T1).
The spatial distribution of the fast neutrons can affect resonance
absorption because the fast neutrons constitute the sources for the reso-
nance energy region. In any homogenized treatment, therefore, the
resonance absorption, particularly at the higher energies, is influenced
by the spatial distribution of the fast neutrons. Thus, D'Ardenne (D2)
has improved resonance absorption calculations by reading into the
GAM-II code (J1) weighting coefficients based on fast neutron advantage
factors measured in the present work.
1.3 Contents of the Report
In the present work, the spatial distributions of fast neutrons were
studied both experimentally and theoretically. The experimental work was
based on measurements of the spatial distributions of the activation of
several threshold reactions in a number of lattice configurations as well
as in the MIT Reactor. The theoretical study included the development of
a kernel method, the UNCOL code, for computing the spatial distribution
of the fast flux. The theoretical study also included calculations of both
spatial and energy distributions of fast neutrons using the HEETR code.
A description of the physical facilities used for the experimental
work is given in Chapter II; the experimental procedures, including
counting and data analysis methods, are described in that chapter. In
Chapter III, the theoretical foundation of the kernel method used in the
development of the UNCOL code is discussed. The assumptions implied
in the use of the HEETR code and some of the features of this code are
given in Chapter III. The RATIO code, which was written to compute
certain energy-dependent parameters by using the results of HEETR cal-
culations, is also briefly described in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, the
experimental fast neutron distributions, as determined by threshold foil
activation, and the corresponding fast neutron advantage factors are
compared with those predicted by UNCOL and HEETR. Experimentally
determined 628 values are compared with the predictions of HEETR;
and fast neutron advantage factors are compared with the results of the
one-group theory. Results of UNCOL calculations for the MIT Reactor
4are also given in this chapter; they are compared with the results of
foil measurements made in experimental facilities of the MITR and with
data obtained by the MIT Organic Loop Project. In Chapter V, recom-
mendations for future work are proposed.
In Appendix A, a description of the input, the Fortran listing, and
the output, along with sample problems, are given for the UNCOL,
HEETR, and RATIO codes. Appendix B contains some remarks about
the single collision transport kernel. These remarks are a result of the
experience of developing the UNCOL code and may be useful in other
work in which integrals of a similar type are used. Appendix C describes
a method of analysis for complex gamma-ray spectra that was developed
for use with the results of the indium reaction. Appendix D contains
results of additional UNCOL calculations which illustrate the effects of
variations in the values of the cross sections used in the UNCOL code.
A summary of the publications of the MIT Heavy Water Lattice Project
is given in Appendix E. Nomenclature and references are given in
Appendices E and F, respectively.
5Chapter II
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 The MIT Lattice Facility
Cross-sectional drawings of the MIT exponential facility are shown
in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. The facility consists of an exponential tank which
is supported above a graphite-lined cavity or "hohlraum." The 5 ft. X 5 ft.
thermal column of the MITR is used as a source of thermal neutrons
which enter the cavity and are reflected upward through a graphite
pedestal into the bottom of the exponential tank. The tank, which contains
the lattices and the heavy water, is 67-1/4 inches high and either 36 inches
or 48 inches in diameter, depending on the particular lattice being studied.
Studies were made with seven lattices in the present work. The
first three consisted of 0.25-inch-diameter uranium metal rods enriched
235*to 1.027% U * The rods were clad with Type 1100 aluminum, 0.028
inches thick, and arranged on triangular spacings of 1.25 inches, 1.75
inches, and 2.50 inches. The next three lattices were identical to the
first three except that the U235 concentration was 1.143%. The seventh
lattice was composed of 0.75-inch-diameter uranium metal rods, clad
with 0.0325-inch-thick, Type 1100 aluminum and arranged on a triangular
spacing of 2.50 inches. In all cases, the length of the fuel rods was 48
inches. The fuel rods were supported by aluminum upper adapters
positioned in girders at the top of the tank. Aluminum adapters were also
used at the bottom of the rods and were positioned in holes drilled for the
purpose in an aluminum grid plate.
Lattices studied earlier with the MIT Lattice Facility included
1.00-inch-diameter, natural uranium metal, aluminum-clad rods on
The exact U-235 concentration of these rods is somewhat uncertain at
the present time. It is likely that the correct value is closer to 1.016%
U-235 (P5). In view of the uncertainty, and to be consistent with earlier
reports, the valie of 1.027% will be used throughout this report.
- 72" TANK
- 48" TANK
-FUEL ROD
-DUMP LINE
STEEL SHIELDING DOORS
GRAPHITE REFLECTED HOHLRAUM
SECTION OF THE SUBCRITICAL
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8triangular spacings of 4.5 inches, 5.0 inches, and 5.75 inches (see
Appendix E). The MIT Lattice Facility, together with its ancillary equip-
ment, has been described in detail in an earlier report (H3). Other MITR
irradiation facilities used for foil irradiation include the vertical sample
assembly in Fuel Position #1, the sample assembly in Position #23, the
Graphite Vertical Sample Positions #2, #5, and #6, and the pneumatic
tube facility 1PH2. The MITR facilities are discussed in more detail in
section 2.10.
2.2 Methods of Measuring Fast Neutron Distributions
The two principal methods used for the detection of fast neutrons
are foil activation and ionization chambers, Other methods, such as the
use of calorimeters, have also been used but are of interest mainly for
special applications.
Foil activation methods (A3, B3, B4, D3, D4, D5, G2, G3, H4, H5, K7,
L1, L2, M4, M5, R1, R2, R3, S2, S3, S4, S5, T2, T3, T4, T5, U2, W4) are based
on threshold reactions, i. e., reactions that are energetically possible
only for neutrons of a minimum, or threshold, energy. These reactions
include (n, p) reactions, (n, f) reactions and inelastic scattering (n, n')
reactions which form isomers with a sufficiently long half-life. The
greatest advantage to be gained from the use of foils over competing
methods is that foils can be made very small. Foil activation can there-
fore be used to measure the fine structure of the flux without significantly
perturbing the details of the flux being studied. Foils also offer the
advantage of providing information relative to energy-dependent parameters.
This is accomplished by the use of several different reactions with different
cross-section energy dependence. Some nuclear reactions occurring in
foils permit the direct measurement of a parameter of interest, an
238
obvious example being the fast fission of U
The use of threshold reaction foils has the disadvantage of providing
integral results from which the determination of differential parameters
such as the differential energy spectrum is difficult. Furthermore, cross
sections for fast neutrons are generally small compared with thermal
cross sections. This fact, coupled with the generally smaller magnitude
of the fast flux, means that reaction rates can ordinarily be expected to be
9small, producing low counting rates, with consequent loss of accuracy.
Foil activation generally requires a large number of corrections,
such as, for differences in foil weight, irradiation and decay times.
Foil data analysis must also take into account any neutron flux depression
by the foil, radiation, absorption within the foil, and errors that may be
introduced by competing reactions. Table 2.1 lists some of the threshold
reactions most often used.
Ionization chambers sometimes utilize one of the threshold
reactions such as fast fission. These have some of the advantages of
foils and are usually more convenient to use than foils. In other types
of ionization chambers, the particles detected are the secondaries
resulting from elastic collisions. With suitable data analysis, these
devices can be used to measure neutron energy spectra. The chief dis-
advantage of the use of ionization chambers is their size. Even small
ones produce perturbations that can be difficult to account for, and fine-
structure measurements such as intracellular distributions are not
possible. It is primarily for the latter reason that foil activation was
chosen as the method to be used in the present work.
2.3 Fast Neutron Threshold Reactions Used in This Work
The choices of reactions for use in the present work were limited
by several considerations. The magnitude of the fast flux above about
1 Mev in the lattices studied was comparatively low (as opposed to
typical values for reactors, for example). Furthermore, in the high
energy range, the neutron flux is certain to decrease with increasing
energy. These two factors combined to eliminate all but the reactions
having thresholds less than about 3 Mev and with comparatively large
cross sections. That this criterion is essential is evident when one
considers that the results of the reactions finally chosen had statistical
uncertainties as high as 20%. Although low count rates can often be
increased simply by increasing the foil size, this was not possible in
the present case because of the small dimensions available for intra-
cellular traverses. Similarly, only those reactions which permitted the
use of metallic foils were attempted because the density of foil material
in powdered foils was too low. Only reactions resulting in gamma-ray
10
TABLE 2.1
A Listing of Fast Neutron Threshold Reactions
Reaction Half-Life of Approx. ThresholdProduct Energy (Mev)
Rh 1 0 3 (n, n')Rh10 3 m 54 min. 0.2
Np237 (n, f) 0.4
HgI 9 9 (n, n')Hg19 9 m 43 min. 0.5
In115 (n, n')In115m 4.5 hr. 0.5
U 238(n, f) 1.0
Th 232(n, f) 1.2
Ni 58(n, p)Co58 71 days 2.0
Fe 54(n, p)Mn54 291 days 2.0
Nb 93(n, n')Nb93m 3.7 years 2.0
P n31 31 2.62 hr. 2.3
S32 p32 14.5 days 2.3
Zn64(n, p)Cu64 12.8 hr. 3.0
Pb 2 0 4 (n, n')Pb20 4 m 67 min. 3.0
Ti 46(n, p)Sc46 86 days 3.4
A127(n, p)Mg27 9.5 min. 4.0
Si 28(n, p)Al28 2.30 min. 4.5
Fe56(n, p)Mn56 2.58 hr. 5.1
Ti48(n, p)Sc48 44 hr. 5.1
Mg24(n, p)Na24 15 hr. 6.3
Al 27(n, a)Na24 15 hr. 6.5
T1203(n, 2n)T12 0 2  12 days 8.5
Pb 2 0 4 (n, 2n)Pb 2 0 3  52 hr. 9.0
In 1 1 5 (n, 2n)In 1 1 4  49 days 9.3
Mn 5 5 (n, 2n)Mn 5 4 291 days 11.0
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emission were considered because the large number of foils used
and the large amount of handling required would probably have
complicated beta counting efforts owing to the combination of
geometry and absorption effects. No reactions were actually
eliminated for this reason since the only pure beta decay
31 .30
reactions which might have been used were P (n,p)Si" and
S 32(n,p)P 32, and phosphorous and sulfur were not available in
metallic form. Neptunium, which would have been a particularly
desirable material because of its low threshold energy, could be
obtained only in oxide form, clad in aluminum. (The use of
neptunium is also complicated by the high background caused by
the decay of neptunium, but Rydin (Rl) has used it successfully.)
There are also limitations because of the half-life of the
activity produced. The maximum length of time available for a
lattice run was approximately 90 hours. Hence, unless the cross
section was quite large, reaction products with half-lives longer
than a few days would reach only a fraction of saturation, and
count rates would be too low. At the other extreme, activities
with half-lives of a few minutes had to be ruled out because
the minimum time attainable between shutting down the lattice
and starting to count foils is approximately one luur. This
results from the need to wait for the fissiun product activity
of the fuel rods to decay sufficiently to permit handling and
from the time required in handling of fuel rods and foils to
prepare the foils for counting.
Still another criterion is that competing thermal or epi-
thermal reactions must not predominate over the desired fast re-
action. For example, iron and niobium would present difficulties
because they are practically impossible to obtain free from
manganese and tantalum, respectively. Both of the latter elements
have very large neutron capture cross sections and the nuclides
formed decay with the emission of energetic gamma rays.
For the reasons given above, the list of the reactions
considered was narrowed to the following: Rh10 3 (n, n')Rh l03m
In115 (n,n')In1 1 5m, U238(nf) Th2 32 (n,f) N158(n,p)Co58,
Nb93(n,n')Nb93m, Zn64 (n,p)Cu64, and Pb204(n,n/)Pb2o4m. Early
attempts to use the Rh, Th, Nb, and Pb reactions were
unsuccessful owing to low counting rates. No further efforts
were made to use Nb or Pb, since it appeared unlikely that
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satisfactory results could be obtained. Furthermore, the energy ranges
covered by the cross sections for these reactions are effectively covered
by the cross sections for other reactions. Experiments with In, U238
Ni, and Zn were generally successful, and these reactions are considered
in more detail later in this chapter. The energy dependence of the cross
sections for these reactions is shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 from data com-
piled by Rydin (R1). The rhodium and thorium reactions were not success-
fully used but are discussed further below.
The energy dependence of the thorium fission cross section is shown
in Fig. 2.5. The curve of thorium fission cross section as a function of
energy is quite similar in shape to the cross-section curve for U238 fast
fission. The thorium fission cross section has a slightly higher threshold
energy and is smaller in magnitude than U238 by a factor of approximately
four. The thorium fission reaction is of interest primarily for three
reasons. First, reactors containing thorium for breeding are likely to
be built in the future, and thorium fission will contribute to the multipli-
cation factor. Second, the U235 concentration of the depleted foils used
in the present work was 17 parts per million. This material is scarce
and expensive and a more typical value for the U235 concentration is
about 300 parts per million. The use of the more common foils for fast
neutron detection requires a correction for U235 fission that may exceed
50% of the total count rate. Thorium, with its cross section similar to
238
that of U2, offers an inexpensive, readily available substitute that
does not require corrections for a competing reaction. Another reason
for persisting with efforts to utilize the thorium fast fission reaction is
that it offers some additional flexibility in the counting procedure. As
will be discussed below, when integral fission product gamma counting
is used with the U238 (n, f) reaction, the cut-off energy is commonly set
at 0.72 Mev. This is to ensure that only gamma rays resulting from
fissions are counted and not those resulting from neutron capture. The
decay sequence for thorium following neutron capture is:
232 233 23.3 min. 233Th + n -Th __. Pa +±P(1.23 Mev)
27.4 days 233
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The gamma rays associated with these beta decays have lower
energies than the maximum beta energies; but even when a beta shield
is used, there is bremsstrahlung with a maximum energy equal to the
maximum energy of the betas. Hence, after a delay of two or three
hours to allow for decay of Th 2 3 3 a discriminator setting of 0.57 Mev
could be used with assurance that no gammas from the decay of Pa233
were being counted. This would seem to be an attractive way to
increase the count rate so as to give statistical accuracy comparable,
for example, to that obtained with the depleted uranium foils. Unfor-
tunately, however, the natural background activity resulting from the
decay of Th232 has a large peak just above 0.57 Mev (apparently
208
resulting from Tl , one of the members of the thorium decay chain)
and other peaks above that one. This increased background tends to
offset the advantage of the increased count rate. Efforts were made to
integral-count the thorium fission product gamma rays with energy
cut-offs at 0.57 Mev, 0.65 Mev, and 0.72 Mev, respectively. No opti-
mum setting was found and satisfactory results were not obtained with
any of the settings. The natural background activity is, of course,
independent of the experiment so that, for experiments performed in
higher fluxes, the 0.57 Mev cut-off might well prove to be advantageous.
The cut-off energy for fission product counting of thorium might
be lowered below 0.57 Mev without introducing significant errors from
the bremsstrahlung associated with the beta decay of Pa 2 3 3 . The
bremsstrahlung associated with electrons of a given energy incident
upon a target show a continuous energy spectrum. The maximum
bremsstrahlung energy corresponds to the energy of the incident
electron, but the most probable energy is lower (E2). Furthermore,
the continuous beta energy spectra associated with beta decay have a
most probable energy less than the maximum, the maximum energy
having a very low probability. These two factors together imply that
only a very small fraction of the bremsstrahlung associated with beta
decay consists of X rays with energies near the maximum beta energy.
Thus, it is likely that the integral fission product gamma counting of
thorium foils could be extended to energies below 0.57 Mev, particularly
if the foils have been covered with cadmium, without introducing
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significant error. The above argument is only qualitative and analytical
treatment of the bremsstrahlung activity counted would be exceedingly
complex. However, suitable experiments could establish the accepta-
bility of a lower cut-off energy.
The Rh 103(n, n')Rh103m reaction is of special interest because of
its very low threshold energy. Two cross-section curves were found in
the literature: one curve is theoretical (V1) and the other experimental
(J2). The experimental curve represents a relative measurement only,
so it has been normalized in Fig. 2.5 to give agreement with the theo-
retical curve at 1.5 Mev. Since the fast flux can be expected to increase
with decreasing energy and since the threshold energy is low, a larger
fraction of the rhodium reaction rate should be due to the portion of the
neutron spectrum below 1 Mev than for most other reactions. This
reaction should then be a useful tool for investigating the lower energy
portion of the fast neutron spectrum. The neutrons below 1 Mev are
especially interesting, not only because of the large value of the flux in
this energy region, but also because the scattering-in from higher
energies undoubtedly constitutes a major source for this group. For
example, approximately 70% of the fission spectrum is above 1 Mev and
the fraction of the rhodium reaction rate in a fission spectrum that is
due to neutrons with energies less than 1 Mev is about 3%. The fraction
of the rhodium reaction rate that is due to neutrons with energies less
than 1 Mev is about 10% in neutron energy spectra typical of heavy
water lattices (see section 4.4, for example). Although 10% is still a
small fraction of the total reaction rate, it is a larger fraction than the
percentage of the other reactions due to interactions with neutrons having
energies below 1 Mev. Typical values of this fraction for the
In 115(n, n')In115m and U 238(n, f) reactions are 4% and 0.3%, respectively.
The nickel and zinc reactions have cross sections with threshold energies
above 1 Mev, so they provide no information regarding the neutrons below
this energy.
Experimentally, the inelastic scattering of rhodium is a difficult
reaction to use for three reasons. First, the half-life of 54 minutes
causes a considerable loss of activity before counting. The smallest
time interval between the end of the irradiation and the beginning of
counting was never less than one hour, even when elaborate
preparations were taken beforehand. Thus, the count rate was
less than one-half the saturated value for the first foil
counted. In a typical experiment, approximately 18 foils had
to be counted, so that subsequent count rates were decreased
even more by decay before counting. Another difficulty stems
from the low energy of the gamma ray emitted in the decay of
RhlO 3 m, which is only 40 key. This energy is not far above the
noise threshold for typical counting arrangements with scintil-
lation crystals and photomultiplier tubes. Furthermore, at
this energy, gamma absorption within the foil limits the use of
thicker foils as a means of increasing the count rate. In the
experiments, two 0.005-inch-thick foils were used in each
position and then counted side by side so as to increase the
surface area for counting. Finally, the rhodium counting is
complicated by the fact that it is difficult to obtain Rhodium
foils free from iridium. Iridium has a thermal cross section of
approximately 440 barns and a substantial resonance integral.
The half life of Ir194 is 19 hours, and both produce gammas
with energies greater than 40 key - the energy of the gammas
from RhlO3m
2.4 Foil Fabrication Procedures
All foils were formed with hardened punches and dies
machined to close tolerances and had clean, smooth edges. The
foils were weighed on a Fisher precision microbalance (Model
1-912). With the exception of the depleted uranium foils, a
completely new set of foils was punched out and weighed for each
run. This served to keep to a minimum the background effect of
competing (n,y) activity. Because of their limited availability,
the depleted uranium foils had to be re-used: the history of
each was recorded. These foils were background-counted before
irradiation and were always allowed to decay for at least six
months between runs.
All foils were of high chemical purity, greater than
99.9%. The depleted uranium had a U235 content of 17.7 parts
per million as determined by Wolberg (W4).
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All the foils irradiated in the moderator region were 0.25 inch in
diameter. The zinc, nickel, and indium moderator foils were 0.020 inch
thick; the thorium moderator foils were 0.010 inch thick; the depleted
uranium and rhodium foils were 0.005 inch thick. In the lattices of 0.25-
inch-diameter rods, all the fuel foils were 1/16 inch in diameter, while
in the lattice of 0.75-inch-diameter rods, they were 1/8 inch in diameter.
All fuel foils were 0.010 inch thick except the depleted uranium foils
which were 0.005 inch thick.
2.5 Foil Holders
The fuel foils were positioned in special fuel slugs with depressions
milled out for this purpose. Typical slugs used in the 0.25-inch fuel rod
lattices are shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7. In the first three lattices studied
(1.027%) fuel buttons of the type shown in Fig. 2.7, with depressions on
the sides, were not available. When data from the earliest runs were ana-
lyzed, it was found that the steepest gradients in the fast flux distributions
came near the edge of the fuel. It was desirable, therefore, to have
additional foils positioned in this vicinity. At first, 1/16-inch-diameter
foils were placed in the 0.006-inch air gap between the fuel and clad.
This procedure was made difficult by the small space available. Only
very thin foils could be used, and accurate positioning was difficult,
owing to slippage that occurred when the rods were loaded and unloaded.
There was insufficient space for catcher foils between the foils and the
fuel; furthermore, it was not uncommon for the fuel slugs to jam up in
the cladding when the fuel foils were unloaded. The depressions milled
at the edge of the fuel slugs used in the lattices of 1.143% and 0.947%
235
U concentration circumvented all these difficulties. The fuel buttons
used in the lattice with 0.75-inch-diameter rods were similar to the type
shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 except for dimensions and the presence of five
foil positions on each side rather than four as in Fig. 2.6.
Hereafter, for the sake of brevity, the foils irradiated in the moder-
ator are referred to as "moderator foils," and those irradiated in the
fuel are called "fuel foils."
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It was found necessary to use catcher foils with the fuel slugs to
prevent fission product contamination of the fuel foils in all cases.
Wolberg (W4) found it necessary to have catcher foils in experiments
in which fission product gamma rays were counted integrally, but
catcher foils were not needed when gamma rays in photopeaks resulting
from thermal activation were counted (S6). In the case of the threshold
reactions, however, the activations are so low that the count rates from
fission product contamination are significant when catcher foils are not
used, even when the counting is limited to the gamma photopeak of the
energy desired. The error resulting from this effect varies with the
reaction but generally exceeds 30% of the total count rate when only
one side of a detector foil is not covered with a catcher foil. Presumably,
it is twice as large if both sides of the detector foil are exposed to fuel.
In all cases reported here, a 0.001-inch-thick aluminum catcher foil
was used on one side, while 0.001-inch-thick mylar tape was used on
the other side and served also to secure the fuel foil in place.
The moderator foils were positioned in the lattices of 0.25-inch-
diameter rods by holders of the type illustrated in Fig. 2.8. Since the
foils were positioned at different heights, a height correction was
required, as discussed in section 2.8. Mounting the foils on horizontal
positioning strips would have eliminated this complication. However,
for the 0.25-inch-diameter lattice, the design shown in Fig. 2.8 was
deemed necessary in order to avoid excessive "shadowing" of the foils
farthest from the rod and to obtain an adequate concentration of foil
locations near the fuel. The moderator foil holders used in the lattice
of 0.75-inch-diameter rods were similar except that the foils were all
positioned at the same height since more space was available. Excessive
shadowing was avoided in this case by bending the holder slightly to form
a "v" as shown in Fig. 2.8.
The moderator foils were covered with cadmium in all cases in
order to minimize the effect of competing capture reactions. The cad-
mium covers were assembled from a 0.060-inch-thick ring and two
0.020-inch-thick, 0.254-inch-diameter discs. This arrangement, while
not necessarily either water-tight or "neutron-tight, " minimized the
amount of cadmium used and permitted rapid unloading of the foils for
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counting. Since the only purpose of the cadmium covers was to reduce
thermal activation (no cadmium ratios were computed), this type of
cover was satisfactory.
A rough estimate of the effectiveness of the cadmium covers can
be obtained from estimates of the cadmium ratios of the competing
capture reactions. The cadmium ratios are approximate, since they
depend on the neutron energy spectra in the resonance and thermal
regions and the spectra vary from lattice to lattice. As will be seen in
sections 2.7.1 - 2.7.4, the competing reactions that are most trouble-
some include: In 115(n, y)In116 (cadmium ratio about 5); U 235(n, f)
(cadmium ratio about 20); and Zn 68(n, T)Zn69 (cadmium ratio about 17).
One additional moderator foil was taped flat against the outside of
the cladding in order to obtain an additional data point nearer the fuel.
This foil was left bare because a cadmium cover in this position would
probably have produced a significant perturbation in the thermal flux in
the rod to which it was attached.
The fuel foils were left bare in all cases. Since the thermal flux
inside a rod constitutes the major source term for the fast flux origi-
nating in that rod, cadmium covers around the fuel slugs would have
produced a substantial perturbation in the fast flux being measured.
This perturbation would not only have been large but also would have
been difficult to correct for. Furthermore, the thermal flux is depressed
in the fuel, and, as will be seen, the fast flux peaks in the fuel, often
quite sharply. Thus, the fast-to-thermal flux ratio is higher in the fuel,
and there is less to be gained by the use of cadmium covers in the fuel.
2.6 Experimental Procedures
All detector foils were cleaned with acetone and then weighed on
a microgram balance. The fuel buttons were cleaned with acetone and
a 1-mil aluminum catcher foil was inserted into each foil position. The
fuel foils were then mounted on the fuel buttons and secured in position
with 1-mil mylar tape. The fuel buttons containing the fuel foils were
then loaded into special, split fuel elements. The foils were always
placed at a carefully measured height at least 16 inches from the bottom
of the lattice. Higher counting rates could have been achieved by
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irradiating at lower positions in the lattice where the thermal flux was
greater, but the U238 cadmium ratio, R 2 8, has been found to be a
function of axial position in these lattices (D2) up to a height of 16 inches.
At about this height, the cadmium ratio reaches its equilibrium value
and remains constant at higher positions. For this reason, a height of
16 inches in the lattice was considered to be the lowest at .which measure-
ments representative of the lattices studied should be made. The fuel rod
containing the fuel foils was always located in either the center position
of the lattice or else in the first ring out from the center position.
The holders for the moderator foils and the cadmium covers were
cleaned with acetone before the foils were mounted. The holders con-
taining the moderator foils were then attached to regular (non-split) fuel
rods at a height such that the bottom edge of the holders was 16 inches
from the bottom of the fuel. The fuel rods were loaded in either the
second or third rings out from the center position of the lattice. The
region in the immediate vicinity of the center rod of the lattice could not
be used for the rods with the holders for the moderator foils because it
was covered with a lucite plate in which holes were drilled for the rod
positions. The holes were only slightly larger than the rod diameter and
were therefore too small to permit the passage of the holders for the
moderator foils when the rods were lowered into place. This arrange-
ment reduced slightly the counting rates of the moderator foils and
necessitated a radial correction in addition to the height corrections
mentioned in section 2.8. On the other hand, it was desirable to have
the moderator holders and the cadmium covers separated somewhat from
the foils in the fuel in order to minimize the perturbation effects dis-
cussed in section 4.6.
The length of the various lattice experiments and cooling times
are listed in Table 2.2. The experiments with depleted uranium,
thorium and nickel were always combined in order to utilize the lattice
facility more efficiently on long irradiations.
Upon removal of the rods from the lattice at the end of a run, the
foils were extracted from the special rod, cleaned with acetone and
mounted on special aluminum planchets for counting.
TABLE 2.2
Experimental Parameters for Threshold Detectors
Approx. Approx. Fission Irradia- 7 Radiation
Reaction Threshold Spectrum Cross tion, Cooling Counted T(Mev) Section (mb) Time Time (Mev) 1/2
In115(n, n')In115m 0.5 290 8-12 hr 8 hr 0.335 4.5 hr
U 238(n, f) 1.0 580 1 wk 3 hr fiss. prod. -
Th 232(n, f) 1.2 140 1 wk 3 hr fiss. prod. -
Ni58(n, p)Co58 2.0 550 1 wk 3 d 0.81 71.3 d
Zn64(n, p)Cu64 3.0 269 12 hr 4 hr 0.551 12.8 hr
Rh103(n, n')Rh103m 0.2 840 90 min 1 hr 0.04 54 min
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2.7 Cottkting Methods
All counting was done in a specially equipped counting room. The
room was air-conditioned and furnished with its own independent electri-
cal power supply to provide maximum stability of the counting equipment.
A block diagram of the counting system is given in Fig. 2.9. The pre-
amplifier was designed and built by Mr. David Gwinn.
Each foil had to be hand-counted in each run. No automatic
counting equipment was available which combined the use of a multi-
channel analyzer, adequate shielding for high energy gamma rays, and
at least a 3 X 3 in-ch sodium iodide scintillation crystal. As previously
discussed in section 2.3, gamma-ray counting was used in all cases.
Some of the pertinent counting data are given in Table 2.2. A more
detailed discussion of the counting procedure for the thorium and rhodium
detectors is given in section 2.3. The counting methods used for depleted
uranium, indium, nickel, and zinc are discussed in more detail below.
2.7.1 The U238 (n, f) Reaction
The depleted uranium foils were integrally counted for fission
product gamma rays. The energy cut-off of 0.72 Mev was used for the
reasons given by Wolberg (W4); his arguments are similar to those
which apply to thorium and were discussed in section 2.3 above. Neutron
capture in U238 leads to the sequence of reactions:
238 U239 23 min. 239U + n- N p +(1. 2 Mev)
2.3_days 2392.3 Pu + p (0.72 Mev).
Arguments similar to those in section 2.3 can be used to support the use
of a cut-off energy below 0.72 Mev. There is less incentive for using a
lower cut-off energy with depleted uranium which has a larger fast
fission cross section and consequently produces more fission product
activity.
2.7.2 The In 1 1 5 (n, n')In11 5 m Reaction
The In 115(n, n')In115m reaction is complicated by the competing
115 116
neutron capture reaction, In (n, )In1. The magnitude of the capture
cross section is approximately 150 barns for thermal neutrons and is
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substantial for resonance energies above the cadmium cut-off. As a
result, the In 1 1 6 activity (T = 54 min.) is detectable even 8 to 12
1/ 2 115m
hours after the end of the irradiation, when the counting of the In
activity must begin. The In116 activity consists of gamma rays with
energies greater than the 0.335-Mev In115m activity, so there are
Compton effect counts from In 1 1 6 activity underneath the 0.335-Mev
photopeak. The contribution from the two decay schemes could be
resolved by analysis of the 0.335-Mev photopeak data alone. An example
of this method is the use of the FRANTIC code (R4). The method
described in Appendix C, however, was found to be more desirable. In
this method, the gamma rays under two photopeaks were counted for
115m
each foil - the 0.335-Mev In photopeak and a 0.406-Mev photopeak
116from 54-minute In1. One foil, usually a moderator foil with a rela-
tively high count rate, was counted eight or ten times in order to get an
accurate calibration as outlined in Appendix C. All other foils were
usually counted on three passes; after that, the count rate had decayed
too much for additional counting.
2.7.3 The Ni58(n, p)Co58 Reaction
The nickel foils presented little experimental difficulty. As stated
in section 2.5, all the moderator foils were covered with cadmium to
minimize the effects of thermal reactions. In the case of nickel, this
was not necessary, but it was done for consistency and to study the
possible perturbation caused by the cadmium covers.
The activity of the nickel foils was allowed to decay for approxi-
mately three days before counting. This permitted the decay of the 9-
hour isomer of Co 58, thereby increasing the relative count rate of
71-day Co58 and simplifying decay-time corrections. Only the 0.81-Mev
photopeak was counted because this method gave the best signal-to-noise
ratio and an adequate count rate. The positron annihilation peak at
0.511 Mev is substantial, and in some cases, particularly when sodium
iodide crystals smaller than 3 X 3 inches were used, greater accuracy
could be obtained by counting the 0.511-Mev peak or both peaks.
No correction was needed for burn-up of Co58 and Co 58m by
neutron capture because the thermal neutron flux in the lattices studied
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was about 108 neut./cm 2-sec. For measurements in the presence of
thermal fluxes greater than 1013 neut./cm 2-sec, cadmium covers must
be used and/or burn-up corrections must be computed (M6).
2.7.4 The Zn 64(n, p)Cu 6 4 Reaction
The use of the Zn 64(n, p)Cu64 reaction is complicated by the
neutron capture reaction, Zn 6 8 (n, T)Zn 6 9 The presence of Zn69 is
especially troublesome because its decay scheme is similar to that of
Cu 64, both with respect to half-life (14 hours for Zn69 and 12.8 hours
for Cu 64) and gamma energies (0.44 Mev for Zn69 and 0.511 Mev for
Cu 64). When the gamma activities of these foils are counted, the two
peaks can be resolved by standard scintillation counting. The peaks
overlap at the lower edges, however, and the Cu64 activity must be
corrected for counts resulting from the Zn69 activity. The method of
determining this correction can be explained by reference to Fig. 2.10.
The Cu64 activity counted corresponded to the gamma rays with energies
between Ecut-off and E m , the part labeled A2 in Fig. 2.10. The cor-
rection that must be made is for the Zn activity that extends above
E cut-off This activity corresponds to the part labeled A3 in Fig. 2.10.
The first assumption made is that both the 0.44-Mev photopeak and the
0.511-Mev photopeak can be approximated by Gaussian distributions.
The second assumption is that, since the energies of the two photopeaks
are not very different, the standard deviation of the 0.44-Mev photopeak
is the same as that of the 0.511-Mev photopeak. The desired correction
was then made as follows:
1. The Cu64 activity of an activated copper foil was counted and
the resulting 0.511-Mev photopeak was plotted. The combi-
nation of a high count rate and the absence of other photopeaks
around the plotted photopeak made possible an accurate
determination of the standard deviation:
a = 1.177 W, (2.1)
where
u = standard deviation (energy or channel)
W = half-width at half-maximum (energy or channels)
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2. For each foil, the gamma rays were counted in the interval
between 0.44 Mev and (0.44-2-) Mev. This activity corre-
sponds to the part labeled Al in Fig. 2.10.
3. The distance between 0.44 Mev and Ecut-off was measured
in units of the standard deviation.
4. With the use of tabulated integrals of the Gaussian distribution,
the ratio, R, was determined:
R = A3/A1 . (2.2)
5. The desired correction, A3, was obtained as the product of
R and A1.
The activity, Al, counted in step 2,includes a contribution from
the 0.511-Mev photopeak. This contribution is labeled A4 in Fig. 2.10.
Once A3 has been determined and subtracted from A2, it is possible to
use a procedure analogous to the one described above to determine A4.
Then Al is corrected by this amount, step 5 above is used to compute
a new value of A3, and the process is iterated. In the foils counted in
the present work, such iterations affected the final result by less than
0.1% because the 0.44-Mev photopeak was larger than the 0.511-Mev
photopeak and because the distance between 0.44 Mev and 0.511 Mev was
greater than the distance between 0.44 Mev and E cut-off. Both of these
factors tend to reduce the relative value of A4.
Two restrictions must be observed when the above procedure is
used with this reaction. The counting is sensitive to gain shift in the
counting equipment. This implies that both high count rates and long
counting times must be avoided unless auxiliary gain-stabilizing equip-
ment is used. The second limitation is that the fast-to-thermal flux
ratio must be favorable. In typical lattices, the ratio of the height of
the Zn69 peak to the height of the Cu64 peak varies from approximately
two to four, depending on the lattice spacing and rod size. Measure-
ments made in the highly thermal spectra available in the pneumatic
tubes of the MITR and the MITR Medical Therapy Room show that for
these spectra the Cu64 peak is barely detectable on the side of the Zn 6 9
peak, even when the foils are covered with cadmium. In spectra such
as these, with a lower fast-to-thermal ratio, analysis is possible only
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by using other methods: for example, by using lithium-drifted-
germanium diode detectors with higher energy resolution.
2.8 Data Processing Methods and Experimental Uncertainties
The following corrections were made to the count rates of all
foils to obtain results normalized to a location at the center of the
lattice at a height of 16 inches from the bottom of the lattice:
1. background (including foil background where applicable),
2. differences in activity decay from a common reference time,
3. differences in foil weight,
4. irradiation location relative to the macroscopic J flux dis-
tribution in the lattice, with the use of experimental results
for the radial buckling (H9),
5. irradiation location relative to the axial flux distribution in
the lattice (height of irradiation), with the use of experi-
mental results for the axial buckling (H9).
No corrections for counter dead time were needed because a
TMC-256 channel analyzer was always used in the "live-time" mode;
i. e., dead-time corrections were made automatically.
No correction was necessary for pulse pile-up. This correction
may be nec'essary in 628 experiments when foils of natural uranium, or
of higher U235 concentration, are irradiated and counted. Such foils
may have count rates of 105 cpm or higher when they are integrally
counted above some cut-off energy (0.72 Mev, for example). In these
instances, a significant fraction of the count rate may be due to pulse
pile-up counts (W4, D2). The count rate increases sharply with
decreasing energy in such cases, and pairs of lower energy pulses can
combine to produce a pulse above the cut-off energy. In the present
work, the only uranium foils used had a U235 concentration of 17.7 parts
per million. The maximum count rates achieved were approximately
103 cpm.. Assuming a typical pulse pile-up factor of 3.3 X 10-5
iLseconds/ count (W4), the correction for pulse pile-up is less than 0.1%
of the total for the maximum count rates. Since this correction would
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be even less for the remainder of the foils counted, no attempt was made
to correct for pulse pile-up.
No correction was made for the displacement of fuel by the detector
foils as discussed by D'Ardenne (D2). The maximum correction, as
determined by extrapolation from D'Ardenne's results, is less than 0.05%
and applies to the lattices of 0.25-inch-diameter rods on 2.5-inch spacings.
All foils of a particular run were counted at the same distance
from the scintillation crystal. The distances varied from approximately
1 cm to 2.5 cm. Tests showed no measurable geometric effects due to
the different diameter foils used at these distances.
The activity of the depleted uranium foils irradiated in the fuel had
to be corrected for U235 fission activity. For this purpose, 628 was
assumed to be constant inside the fuel. This assumption is a poor one
but leads to negligible error, provided the depleted foils are sufficiently
depleted. The fractions of the activity of the depleted uranium foils that
235
resulted from U fission are listed in Table 2.3.
TABLE 2.3
U235 Fraction of Fission Rate in Depleted Uranium Foils
Rod Lattice U2 3 5
Diameter Spacing Concentration 628 F
(inch) (inches) (%)
0.25 1.25 1.027 0.0259 0.060
1.75 0.0232 0.066
2.50 0.0181 0.083
0.25 1.25 1.143 0.02526 0.056
1.75 0.02044 0.068
2.50 0.01639 0.083
0.75 2.50 0.95 0.06091 0.028
I 23
F is the U235 fraction of the fission rate in the depleted uranium foils.
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The In115m counting was also corrected for In activity as dis-
cussed in section 2.7.2 and Appendix C.
The fission product counting of the depleted uranium foils required
additional data processing owing to the absence of a constant half-life for
activity decay-time corrections. For this purpose, the time dependence
of the fission product activity for each run was fitted to a polynomial by
a least-squares computer code. A third-degree polynomial was found to
give a reasonable fit. D'Ardenne (D2) also tried semi-log and log-log
fits as well as higher order polynomials. There appears to be no sig-
nificant difference in any of these forms for obtaining the time dependence
of fission product gamma activity during a time interval of a few hours.
A computer code was written early in the course of the work for
making all the above corrections and analyzing the data. The code did
not prove to be useful and much of the analysis was made with a desk
calculator. Among the reasons for this were: all foils were counted by
hand, without automatic sample changing equipment; a multichannel ana-
lyzer was used for all runs and detailed analysis of the output was gener-
ally required; no "foil library" was available - with the exception of the
depleted uranium foils (which had to be repeatedly re-weighed, anyway)j-
all foils used were unirradiated and had to be weighed before each
experiment; the moderator holders used in all of the seven lattices
studied were such that the position of each individual foil had to be
accurately measured and appropriate calculations and corrections made.
The above factors combined to produce cases having little in common
and requiring large amounts of computer input. This meant that the
amount of time spent preparing input data and the delays that are some-
times encountered in the use of a computer frequently exceeded the
amount of time required to do the computations on a desk calculator.
*
This conclusion assumes that counting does not begin until at least
two or three hours after the end of the irradiation. The time dependence
of fission product gamma activity immediately after irradiation might be
more difficult to fit.
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The following factors contributed to the experimental uncertainties
for all the foils counted:
1. the statistical uncertainty of the count rates,
2. the errors in weighing the foils,
3. the uncertainty in the height of irradiation in the lattice,
4. the uncertainty in the positions of the foils relative to the
adjacent fuel rod (i. e., position within the lattice cell)
during irradiation.
In addition, there were uncertainties that affected only certain reactions.
These included:
1. the uncertainties introduced by fitting curves to the time
dependence of the fission product activity of the depleted
uranium foils,
2. the uncertainties in the calculation of the U235 (n, f) correction
to the activity of the depleted uranium foils,
3. the uncertainties in the corrections for Zn69 activity in the
use of the Zn 64(n, p)Cu64 reaction,
4. the uncertainty in the correction for In116 activity in the use
of the In 115(n, n')In115m reaction.
The statistical uncertainties in the count rates constituted the
major part of the experimental uncertainty for most of the foils counted.
The magnitude of the statistical uncertainties varied, not only with the
different reactions used and with the different experiments with each
reaction, but also with the different foils used in a given experiment.
The variation in the uncertainties among the foils in a given experiment
was especially large for some of the experiments in the lattices of 0.25-
inch-diameter rods. In these lattices, the fuel foils were 1/16 inch in
diameter and 0.010 inch or less in thickness, whereas the moderator
foils were 1/4 inch in diameter and usually 0.020 inch thick. It was not
unusual for the moderator foils to outweigh the fuel foils by a factor of
30. Even though the magnitude of the fast flux was greater in the fuel,
the activity of the moderator foils was often 15 or 20 times greater than
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that of the fuel foils. The largest values of statistical uncertainties
came in counting some of the zinc foils. The gross count rates were
sometimes as low as 50 cpm, with background count rates as high as
25 cpm. These values gave statistical uncertainties of about 25%. The
smallest values obtained for statistical uncertainties were about 2%
from counting some of the indium foils.
The uncertainty in weighing the foils was approximately 0.05 mg.
The percentage uncertainty varied from about 1% for the smallest foils
used to about 0.025% for the largest foils used.
The uncertainty in height of irradiation in the lattice was roughly
1/8 inch for the fuel foils and 1/4 inch for the moderator foils. These
distances corresponded to uncertainties in the activation of about 0.5%
for the fuel foils and 1.2% for the moderator foils.
The inaccuracy in the positioning of the foils relative to the adja-
cent fuel rod had little effect on the foils near the center of the rod and
on the foils near the cell edge. At these positions, the gradients of the
fast flux were small. Near the edge of the fuel rod, the gradients were
large, and the maximum uncertainty due to inaccuracies of 0.010 inch
in positioning of the foils in this region could be as high as 5%.
It was difficult to isolate the uncertainties resulting from the
fitting of curves to the decay of the fission product activity of the
depleted uranium foils. These uncertainties were not easily distinguished
from the statistical uncertainties in counting these foils. The difficulty
was compounded by the lack of any physical justification for the use of a
polynomial for the time dependence of fission product activity decay.
Since the true curve is not known to be a polynomial, certain analytical
procedures (H6) for estimating this type of uncertainty cannot be used.
By comparing the activities of individual foils calculated with polynomials
of different order, a rough estimate of 2% can be made for the uncertainty
in curve fitting.
The uncertainty associated with the correction of the activity of the
depleted uranium foils for activity resulting from the U 235(n, f) reaction
is considered negligible. The correction for U 2 3 5 fission product activity
was less than 9% in every experiment. The reported experimental
uncertainties of the 628 values used to calculate this correction were
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usually less than 3%. The net uncertainty from this source was there-
fore much less than 1%.
The results of the zinc experiments are estimated to have an
additional uncertainty of about 3% owing to inaccuracies in the corrections
for Zn69 activity. One reason for this uncertainty is the sensitivity of
the correction to the value of the standard deviation of the assumed
Gaussian distribution of the gamma-ray photopeaks. A second reason
is the sensitivity of the correction to any gain shift that occurs in the
counting equipment while the foils are being counted. These two factors
combined can change the correction for Zn69 by as much as 20%. Since
the values of the corrections were about 15% of the total count rate in
some cases, the net effect is the introduction of an additional 3%
uncertainty.
The values of the correction of the indium foil results for the
presence of In116 activity varied widely for different foils and for the
same foils counted at different times. In a typical counting period, the
contribution of the In116 activity was initially greater than 50% of the
1115mtotal count rate of the In15 photopeak. As the 54-minute In 1 1 6
decayed more rapidly than the 4.5-hour In , this percentage
decreased. The procedure described in Appendix C can be used to
compute the required correction for In116 activity with an accuracy of
at least 10%. Since, for most of the indium foils counted, the correction
for In116 was less than 50% of the total count rate, the additional
uncertainty from this source averaged less than 5%.
The combined effects of all the experimental uncertainties are
shown with the results in section 4.1.
2.9 Perturbation Experiments
The moderator foils were 0.25 inch in diameter and were covered
with cadmium. Any perturbation of the thermal flux in the nearest rod
due to the presence of the cadmium directly affected the most important
source of fast neutrons. To study this effect, axial flux traverses were
made inside the fuel rod directly adjacent to the moderator foils.
Measurements were made in each of the three lattices with 0.25-inch-
diameter fuel rods. The foils used for the axial traverses were bare
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foils made of Au(13.6%)-Pb alloy and were 0.25 inch in diameter. The
foil counting and data analysis procedures were the standard ones used
by the MIT Heavy Water Lattice Project; they are discussed in more
detail in reference S6. The results of the experiments are discussed in
section 4.6.
In addition to the above experiment, the Ni 58(n, p)Co58 reaction
was studied in the moderator with a modified foil holder. As discussed
in section 2.7.3, the nickel foils can be left bare because competing
thermal reactions do not interfere with the counting of the Co58 activity.
Accordingly, a run was made with bare foils, with a moderator foil
holder constructed of 0.012-inch-thick aluminum, the total weight of
which was approximately 0.75 grams. This type of holder practically
eliminated any possible depression of the fast neutron flux in the foils
due to the cadmium covers and the aluminum holder, and avoided any
thermal flux depression in the adjacent fuel rod.
Another experiment was performed to test the validity of the
height correction procedure. A moderator foil holder was constructed
similar to the type shown in Fig. 2.8 except that it was "inverted." The
foils were positioned along a line slanting downward, going away from
the fuel rod, rather than upward as in the normal holders. The foils
closest to the fuel rod in this case were positioned higher in the lattice
than those farthest from the fuel. The height corrections were there-
fore applied in reverse order; i. e., the closest foils had the largest
correction and those farther away, the smallest correction. This situ-
ation is just the opposite of the normal holders and therefore provides
a test of the height correction procedure.
The results of these experiments are given in section 4.6.
2.10 MITR Experiments
Measurements were made to obtain information on the macro-
scopic distribution of the fast flux in the MIT Reactor. Cadmium-
covered, 0.0625-inch-diameter, nickel foils were irradiated for one
hour in the thimble in Fuel Position #1, for one and one-half hours in
Position #23, and for three hours in the pneumatic sample facility 1PH2
and the experimental facilities 3GV2, 3GV5, and 3GV6 which are located
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in the graphite reflector of the MIT Reactor. The locations of these
positions are shown in Fig. 2.11. The distances from each position to
each of the fuel element positions are given in Table 2.4. The measure-
ments were made in each facility at a height corresponding to the axial
midpoint of the fuel. The values of the distances listed in Table 2.4
were taken from a blueprint for a cross section of the reactor at a point
two inches below the midpoint of the fuel. Since the graphite vertical
facilities are not parallel to the fuel, there is some error involved in
those values; but the slant of the facilities is slight and the resulting
error is probably negligible. Fuel element Positions 6 and 13 have also
been included in Table 2.4. Although no measurements could be made at
these positions at the time the data were obtained, they are sometimes
used as sample facilities and are therefore of interest. Similarly,
Position 20 is the present location of the MIT Organic Loop In-Pile
Section. Foil data have been obtained by the Organic Loop Project for
this position.
The foils were counted with the procedure described in section
2.7.3. It is important that cadmium covers be used for nickel irradi-
ations to reduce the high thermal fluxes existing around the reactor core.
58 58mBoth Co with a half-life of 71 days and the 9.1-hour isomer, Co
have large thermal neutron capture cross sections. Although corrections
for the resulting burn-up of the activity counted can be made (M6), the
corrections can be large and require knowledge of the neutron energy
spectrum. The use of cadmium covers eliminated these complications.
FIG. 2.11 MITR CORE
TABLE 2.4
Distances Between Foil Positions and MITR Fuel Elements
Distance Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel Fuel
in Inches #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11 #12 #13 #14 #15
Pos. 1 - 6.37 6.37 6.37 6.37 6.37 6.37 13.25 13.25 13.25 13.25 13.25 13.25 13.25 13.25
Pos. 6 6.37 11.00 12.75 11.00 6.37 - 6.37 18.18 19.31 19.31 19.31 16.06 13.12 9.81 7.31
Pos. 13 13.25 19.43 16.06 9.81 7.24 13.12 18.25 25.59 22.81 18.56 18.56 6.85 - 6.85 12.87
Pos. 20 20.93 18.12 14.56 18.87 24.87 27.18 24.31 14.00 8.37 9.43 9.43 22.37 28.00 31.93 33.87
Pos. 23 20.93 24.87 18.87 14.50 18.06 24.31 27.18 28.00 22.43 15.62 15.62 8.31 13.88 20.81 26.74
1PH2 26.56 31.93 29.75 23.81 19.31 22.43 28.68 38.68 36.81 32.68 32.68 20.18 14.12 12.68 17.25
3GV2 29.00 33.00 26.68 22.75 26.25 29.56 35.43 35.31 29.18 22.31 22.31 16.50 21.31 28.12 34.43
3GV5 29.00 32.87 35.37 32.44 26.19 22.62 26.68 42.75 44.94 44.68 44.68 34.31 28.06 21.25 16.37
3GV6 29.00 30.94 35.06 34.00 28.37 23.06 24.62 36.87 40.69 42.12 42.12 37.81 32.56 25.81 19.31
#16 #17 #18 #19 #20 #21 #22 #23 #24 #25 #26 #27 #28 #29 #30
Pos. 1 13.25 13.25 13.25 13.25 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93 20.93
Pos. 6 7.31 9.81 13.12 16.06 27.18 27.00 26.00 24.31 21.00 19.37 17.74 16.25 14.81 14.56 17.68
Pos. 13 18.56 22.81 25.59 26.37 28.00 23.93 19.12 13.87 7.87 7.93 10.00 13.12 18.31 23.18 30.75
Pos. 20 33.62 31.24 26.81 20.81 - 8.06 15.87 23.12 32.18 35.37 37.93 39.81 41.50 41.50 36.81
Pos. 23 31.12 33.56 33.87 31.93 23.12 15.93 7.75 - 12.00 17.06 21.93 26.31 32.18 36.75 41.50
1PH2 24.00 30.31 35.25 38.18 42.18 37.62 31.68 24.50 12.56 7.50 4.68 7.94 15.94 23.87 37.12
3GV2 39.25 41.81 42.06 39.81 28.06 20.00 12.25 8.19 16.94 23.12 27.75 32.68 39.38 44.50 49.81
3GV5 16.81 22.18 29.06 35.25 49.88 49.25 47.06 42.00 32.68 27.75 22.37 16.94 9.75 9.19 24.06
3GV6 15.81 18.19 24.44 31.18 49.25 52.94 48.87 46.00 38.68 34.50 29.56 24.38 16.18 10.88 15.87
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Chapter III
THEORETICAL AND ANALYTICAL METHODS
3.1 Introduction
Two computer codes written in the course of this work, UNCOL
and RATIO - and a third code, HEETR, written by Dr. H. K. Clark of
the Savannah River Laboratory - are discussed in this chapter. The
UNCOL code computes the relative spatial distribution of the fast flux
in and around fuel rods. The HEETR code calculates fast flux distribu-
tions and other parameters for uniform lattices and for lattices of
clustered rods. The RATIO code computes activation ratios from
HEETR results.
3.2 The UNCOL Code
3.2.1 Introduction
Methods making use of transport theory can be divided into three
general types: kernel methods, integral transport theory methods, and
general transport theory methods. The relative merits of each type are
discussed elsewhere (W1). The kernel methods are characterized by
simplicity and directness. They have the disadvantages of being limited
in their applicability and of requiring, in most cases, experimental data.
Kernel methods are particularly suitable for treating fast neutrons
because the cross sections involved are small and the number of inter-
actions of interest are limited. For these reasons, a kernel method
was selected for use in developing a theoretical representation of the
fast flux. This effort resulted in the UNCOL code which computes the
spatial distribution and magnitude of the uncollided fast flux. The com-
putation consists of integrating a modified form of the single collision
transport kernel for cylindrical shell sources. The integration is over
the radius of all fuel rods in the assembly. The results are multiplied
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by the appropriate weighting coefficients (usually a J distribution) and
then summed to give the relative fast flux at points of interest.
The following assumptions are made:
(1) the kernel for cylinders of infinite length may be used for
cylinders of finite length;
(2) the homogeneous kernel may be used for heterogeneous con-
figurations by making suitable adjustments in the cross
sections;
(3) the spatial distribution of the fission rate within a fuel rod
may be expressed by the relation: S(r') = C' + C (r')
3.2.2 Applicability
The group of fast neutrons treated is not well defined. Some
restrictions on the group can be specified, however, and qualitative
boundaries can be defined.
Consider a source of fast neutrons with some energy spectrum,
S(E). The neutrons with energies greater than some value, EL, are of
interest. It is assumed that all neutrons with energies above this value
are either source neutrons which have undergone no interaction or
neutrons which have experienced interactions that did not significantly
affect their direction of travel. It is clear that this assumption is valid,
provided EL is sufficiently large. The cross sections of interest are
then of the "removal" type used in multigroup calculations. If EL is too
small, the method will fail because a significant fraction of the neutrons
with energies greater than EL will have experienced interactions
(notably, inelastic scattering and large angle elastic scattering) which
significantly changed their direction of travel. Since no provision for
treating changes in direction is included in the model, the latter group
cannot be accurately calculated.
In the present case, the source group, S(E), is the fission neutron
spectrum. The assemblies studied are cylindrical and are composed
primarily of uranium and heavy water. Although the magnitude of EL is
not required for calculations, a rough estimate is useful in order to
estimate the range of applicability of the results, For this purpose, it
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is convenient to consider uranium and heavy water separately.
Murley (M3) has considered in detail the energy spectrum of the
neutrons which have had one or two collisions in uranium. The spectra
of these neutrons and of fission neutrons are shown in Fig. 3.1. More
than 70% of the once-collided neutrons have energies below 1 Mev.
Furthermore, this group does not include those neutrons which were
captured in the first collision (i. e., it is smaller than the uncollided
group). In addition, some (probably most) of the once-collided neutrons
with energies greater than 1 Mev have changed their direction of travel
only slightly. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that a large fraction
of the neutrons above 1 Mev (perhaps 90% or more) are adequately
covered in the model described above.
The treatment of the heavy water is more difficult. While in
uranium elastic scattering can be almost completely ignored and the
effects of inelastic scattering are not complicated, in heavy water this
is not the case. Except for some inelastic scattering by oxygen (which
poses no problem), the reaction of primary interest is elastic scattering.
The analysis is complicated by the fact that in elastic scattering by
heavy water, both the incident neutron energy, E, and the energy trans-
fer, AE, must be considered. Furthermore, there is no fixed value of
the scattering angle which provides a measure of change of direction
below which the model can be said to be valid and above which the model
fails. Accordingly, it is not particularly profitable to attempt a detailed
analysis for the determination of EL in heavy water. Instead, the model
can be compared with experiments and some qualitative observations
made.
The first observation is that both the fission spectrum and the
elastic scattering cross section of heavy water decrease faster than
linearly with increasing energy for energies greater than about 1 Mev.
Both of these factors tend to limit the fraction of neutrons above 1 Mev
which have been scattered through "large" angles. The second obser-
vation is that small angle scattering is favored by both high Z nuclides
and low Z nuclides: the former because of the higher cross section for
small angles, and the latter because of the translation from center-of-
mass coordinates to laboratory coordinates.
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In view of the above arguments, it appears that the lower energy
bound for the group of neutrons which can be treated by the present
model is probably somewhere in the vicinity of 1 Mev.
3.2.3 Derivation
The single-collision transport kernel expresses the first collision
neutron density at a point r, resulting from a cylindrical shell source
of infinite length and of radius r'. The kernel has been tabulated by
Weinberg and Wigner (W1); it has also been derived from the point
kernel by Cady (Cl).' It is:
T (r, r') = $ f0 K (Zry) I(Zr'y) dy, r > r', (3.1)
T (r, r') = E f0 K9(Er'y) I9(Ery) dy, r < r' (3.2)
If we are interested, not in the first collision density, but rather
in the fast neutron flux, we need only divide T c(r, r') by Z (the total
cross section) to give the uncollided flux transport kernel, T c(r, r').
This procedure is a straightforward one for monoenergetic source
neutrons in a homogeneous medium. The consideration of an energy-
dependent source in a multiregion assembly requires a definition of
what is meant by the uncollided flux and an appropriate calculation of
the cross section used. In this case, the uncollided flux is the inte-
grated flux above a minimum energy, E Then, for consistency, the
cross section used must be the effective removal cross section.
If the source is not a cylindrical shell but a cylindrical rod, the
uncollided flux at point r is obtained by integrating T c(r, r') over the
radius of the rod:
TR(r) f 2 dr' 27rr' Tc (r, r'). (3.3)
R n
*Some additional remarks concerning this kernel are made in Appendix B.
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Equation 3.3 is valid only if the source is constant over the radius
of the rod. This restriction can be removed by the introduction of a
source term, S(r'), suitably normalized, which gives the radial depend-
ence of the source. We may then write:
R
TR(r) = f 2 dr' 27rr' S(r') Tc (r, r') . (3.4)
R 1
The form of the source term S(r') is arbitrary. The only require-
ment is that it should give a reasonable approximation to the source dis-
tributions of interest. It is mathematically convenient to express S(r') in
the form of a polynomial in even powers of r':
S(r') = C + C 1 (r') 2 + C 2 (r') +. . . + CN( ,) 2 N. (3.5)
This form has the advantage that, being an even function of r', it better
represents the source because, on physical grounds, the fission reaction
rate distribution is symmetric about the center of the fuel rod except for
macroscopic perturbations. In fact, as will be seen in section 4.1.1,
truncation after the first two terms of Eq. 3.5 provides an excellent
approximation for cases of interest.
Truncating Eq. 3.5 after two terms and substituting into Eq. 3.4
gives:
R2 F3] 00TRa(r) = f2 dr' [C0r'+C 1 r' ] f K0(Ery) I 0 (Er'y) dy, r > r'; (3.6)
R1-
R 2
TRb(r) = R dr' C +r' 1 ' ] f, K 0 (Er'y) I 0 (Ery) dy, r < r' . (3.7)
Reversing the order of integration in the last two equations gives:
TRa(r) = f dy K 0 (Ery) fR 2 dr' [C 0 r'+C r'3] I(Er'y) , (3.8)
1 fR 
~
TRb(r) = f dy 0 (Ery) f 2 dr' [C0r' +Cr'3] K(Er'y). (3.9)
1 R 
-
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The integrations over r' can be performed analytically with the aid
of the following relations:
f x I(x) dx x I (x) ,
fx K (x) dx = -x K 1(x)
f x 3 1(x) dx = - 4 f xI9(x) dx +
f xK9(x) dx
[x31 1 (x) + 2x2I1(x) ,
- [x3K (x) + 2x 2 K o(x)
(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
Making the appropriate change of variables and using Eqs. 3.10 - 3.13,
we get:
TR(r) = dy K 0 (Zry) PR(Rl, R 2 , , y),
1
TRb(r) =
1
(3.14)
(3.15)dy I 0 (Ery) PRb(R1, R 2 ' Z, y),
1 (ER
2y)
zy
PRa(R. R2 CoR
2
3 4C 1R2
1 2
2C R 2
+ 2o(R2y)
2CR 2
I~ (E~R 1 y)
PRb(R , R 2 y y) K y
K1 (MR 2y)
Zy
1 R3+C9R +CR1 3
Co 1
4C 1R 1
(Ey)
2 j
2C R2
,y) 2
0 (ER 1 y);
(3.16)
4C 1 R 1+
4C R1 R(Ey) 2
4CR2
+ 12
_ C
+ C1R
2CR 2
+ 2 K0(ZR i
(Ey)
2C R212 K0 (ER 2 y)
(3.17)
Equations 3.12 and 3.13 are special cases of a general reduction
formula due to Watson (W5).
f x 3 K9(x) dx = 4
where
3
2
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The integrations in Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 are done numerically in
UNCOL. The parabolic rule for integration is used (H6), but the mesh
spacing is left arbitrary to be included as input to the code. These
points are discussed in greater detail in Appendix A.
For points inside the fuel rod, the uncollided flux is the sum of
integrals of three types. Equation 3.14, with R 1 = 0 and R2 = r, gives
the contribution from the cylindrical portion of the rod from the center
out to the radius r. Equation 3.15, with R = r and R 2 = R 0 , gives the
contribution of the annular section of the fuel rod "outside" the point of
interest. The third type of integral gives the contribution from fuel rods
other than the one in which the point is located. For this, Eq. 3.14 is
used repeatedly with R = 0, R2 = R and with r equal to the distance
to the center of each rod.
For points outside the fuel, Eq. 3.14 is used repeatedly for each
rod with R = 0, R2 = R and r the distance to the center of each rod
calculated.
Until now, the procedure for the calculation of the cross section,
Z, has been left open. For a homogeneous medium, Z should be the
effective removal cross section consistent with the considerations of
section 3.2.2. It is probably best determined by experiment, but it
should be closely approximated by the removal cross section of the
highest energy group in a set of multigroup constants. As stated in
section 3.2.1, the group should be one with a lower boundary at approxi-
mately 1 Mev.
The extension to two regions requires further definition of Z. The
accuracy of the method is probably improved if the values of Z for the
two regions are not very different. Fortunately, cross sections for fast
neutrons (especially if averaged over an energy interval) do not show
the extreme variations that are often seen in thermal cross sections.
In UNCOL, Z is treated as a function of distance from the center of the
fuel rod for which the calculation is made. The weighted average of the
fuel and moderator values is calculated by using the fractions of the
straight line distance as weights:
zFRo + ZM(r-R0)(r) = Mr(3.18)r
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For points inside the fuel rod for which the calculation is made, Z = Z F'
Results of UNCOL calculations for the lattices studied, as well as
for the MIT Reactor core, are given in Chapter IV. A FORTRAN listing
of the code is given in Appendix A which also includes sample input and
output for several different types of calculations.
3.3 The HEETR Code
The HEETR code is an integral transport code used to calculate
high energy events in thermal reactors (C9, C10). A brief description
follows.
HEETR is a multigroup, multiregion code for cylindrical assemblies
and is written in FORTRAN II. The basic assumptions used in the code
are:
(1) scattering in the laboratory system is isotropic;
(2) the distribution of secondary neutrons is uniform within each
region;
(3) the distribution of currents at interfaces is uniform over the
interface;
(4) the number of neutrons passing through an interface per unit
solid angle is proportional to the cosine of the angle that the
direction of travel makes with the normal to the interface;
(5) the reactor is infinite.
The neutron current leaving a region is expressed, in terms of
the current entering the region, by means of transmission probabilities
and, in terms of sources within the region, by means of escape proba-
bilities. For regular lattice arrays, a cell boundary condition is used
(net current at outer interface of outer region equals zero). For
clusters of cylindrical fuel elements, Dancoff factors are used to
approximate the interaction between elements.
The code requires as its input values of microscopic group cross
sections, dimensions, and nuclide concentrations. The relative spatial
distribution of thermal fissions is also required. For each neutron
group, the code computes disadvantage factors in each region. The
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spatially averaged flux integrated over energy, and spatial averages of
nuclear parameters are also calculated. In particular, the ratio of U2 3 8
fissions to U235 fissions, 628, is calculated for each fuel region as well
as for the entire fuel rod. The lower energy bound for which the code is
applicable is not specified, but the code is probably useful down to the
energies at which resonance self-shielding becomes significant.
Some modifications were made in the code for use at MIT, so that
the program used is somewhat different from the one listed in reference
C10. The modifications are limited mainly to control sequencing and
parameter dimensions. A listing of the FORTRAN deck and sample input
and output are given in Appendix A. The results of HEETR calculations
made for the lattices studied in this work are given in section 4.1.1.
3.4 The RATIO Code
The RATIO code was written to analyze the energy spectra calcu-
lated by the HEETR code in terms of various fast reactions. It calculates
a matrix of the ratios of the fast reaction rates. It also calculates for
each reaction and spectrum the relative contribution by each energy
group to the total activation. The boundaries of the energy groups are
variable. The code was written for a five-group structure, but the
extension to a greater number of groups is straightforward.
In RATIO, the multigroup energy spectrum is converted into a
"fine-mesh" differential energy spectrum as follows. In all except the
highest energy group, the spectrum is treated as a histogram consistent
with the relative values of the different groups; i. e., the flux is assumed
constant over the energy range of each individual group. The highest
energy group is treated as a portion of the fission neutron energy
spectrum. The highest energy group is then normalized so that its inte-
gral is consistent with the relative fluxes in the groups computed by
HEETR. This procedure involves the assumption that the lower bound
of the highest energy group is sufficiently high so that the spectrum above
this point does, in fact, correspond to part of a fission spectrum. As
will be seen in Chapter IV, this criterion seems to be satisfied in the
cases considered. Some sort of special treatment such as this one is
needed for the first group. This group has no specified upper energy
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bound. If, for example, in the calculation of activation integrals, an
upper bound is chosen and it is arbitrarily set too low, the activation
due to neutrons above this energy is completely ignored. Conversely,
if some value is set for the upper energy bound and this value is too
high, then it is likely that the activation occurring at the lower energies
in the group will be underestimated. The source of this difficulty is the
exponential nature of the energy spectrum of the flux at the higher
energies. The choice of the fission spectrum shape is then not only
logical on physical grounds but is needed for consistent calculations.
With the above procedure, a fine-mesh flux is computed in incre-
ments of 0.25 Mev. The saturated specific activation for a given
reaction, denoted by i, is then:
A. = O(E) o.(E) dE. (3.19)
1 0
The integration of Eq. 3.19 is done with the aid of the trapezoidal
rule. The cross-section data used are identical with those compiled by
Rydin (R1) except for the Rh 1 0 3 (n, n')Rh10 3 m data which were compiled
from the theoretical curve by Vogt and Cross (V1).
A print-out of the FORTRAN source program and sample input
and output of RATIO are given in Appendix A.
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Chapter IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH
ANALYTICAL METHODS
4.1 Spatial Distributions of Fast Neutrons
4.1.1 Lattice Results
The intracellular spatial distributions for the In115(n, n')In115m
238 58 58 64 64U (n, f), Ni (n, p)Co , and Zn (n, p)Cu reactions are given in
Figs. 4.1 - 4.4 for the lattices of 0.25-inch-diameter rods containing
2351.027% U2. The intracellular spatial distributions for these reactions
in the lattices of 0.25-inch-diameter rods containing 1.143% U235 are
given in Figs. 4.5 - 4.8. For both U235 concentrations, the lattices with
0.25-inch-diameter rods had spacings of 1.25, 1.75, and 2.50 inches,
respectively. The results for the one lattice of 0.75-inch diameter rods
containing 0.947% U2 3 5 are given in Figs. 4.9 - 4.12; the spacing in this
lattice was 2.50 inches.
The experimental results are normalized at the edge of the lattice
cell because the results obtained with the moderator foils were more
accurate (mainly because of their larger size) than the results obtained
with the fuel foils. It is important to keep this normalization in mind
when interpreting the results. For example, it might be concluded from
Fig. 4.1 that the magnitude of the fast flux inside the fuel rod of the
lattice with 2.50-inch spacing is greater than the fast flux inside the fuel
rod of the lattice with 1.25-inch spacing. In fact, the contrary is true:
since the interaction effect between rods increases as the rod spacing
decreases, the magnitude of the fast flux also increases. The magni-
tude of the fast flux in the fuel of the lattice with 1.25-inch spacing is
*The actual magnitude of the fast flux also depends on a number of
other things. The MIT Reactor is the source of neutrons for the lattice,
so the magnitude of the fast flux in the lattice varies with the power
level of the reactor. Similarly, the height of the regulating rod of the
reactor is a factor because it is located near the end of the thermal
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therefore greater than in the fuel of the lattice with 2.50-inch spacing.
The results of the UNCOL and HEETR calculations are plotted
together with the experimental results. These results are also normal-
ized at the cell edge to be consistent with the experimental results.
The UNCOL results plotted in Figs. 4.1-4.12 were obtained with
a consistent set of removal cross sections as discussed in section 3.2.2.
Calculations were made with many values of the removal cross sectidns:
the removal cross sections of the fuel and the moderator were varied
independently from 0.05 cm~ to 0.2 cm~. The values of 0.1 cm and
0.093 cm~ for the removal cross sections of the fuel and moderator,
respectively, led to the best correlation of experimental results obtained
under widely varying conditions. In particular, as discussed in section
4.5 below, this set of values also provides a satisfactory comparison
with results obtained in the MITR core and experimental facilities. The
conditions in the reactor and at the experimental facilities contrast
sharply with those in the lattices studied, both with respect to dimensions
of the fuel elements and moderator-to-fuel volume ratio. The values of
the removal cross spetions that led to the best correlation are close to
the calculated values of group removal cross sections published by
other workers. For example, ANL few-group calculations give, for a
-1
single- group lying above 1.35 Mev, removal cross sections of 0.0899 cm
238for D 20 and 0.1039 for U (A4, C9). Some insight into the sensitivity
of the calculations to changes in the values of the cross sections can be
gained from the results discussed in section 4.13 and Appendix D.
The only other input data for the UNCOL calculations that require
explanation are the polynomial coefficients for the spatial distribution
of fissions inside a fuel rod. As discussed in section 3.2.3, it has been
assumed that this distribution may be expressed by means of a polynomial
of the form:
column through which the source neutrons must pass on their way to the
lattice. The diameter of the fuel rods in the lattice is also a factor, and
the fast flux in the fuel increases with increasing rod size. Finally, the
fast flux decreases toward the top and the edges of the lattice because
the thermal flux decreases in these areas.
This is the most appropriate group for comparison for which calcu-
lations were found.
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S(r') = C0 + C r, 2  (4.1)
It is convenient to normalize the distribution so that C is equal to unity;
then only C 1 must be determined. For a first approximation, S(r') could
be expressed by the thermal flux distribution within a fuel rod as
determined either experimentally or by calculation, for example, with
THERMOS (H7). In the more tightly spaced lattices, however, there is
significant fast and resonance fission. The resonance fission may be
assumed to be independent of position within the fuel rod (S6); the fast
fission distribution is the same as that being calculated. Thus, we may
write:
S(r') = 1.0 + C1r2
= OTH(r') + 625 + 6 2 8 OF(r'). (4.2)
This formulation assumes that 628 is constant within the fuel rod.
Although this assumption is not justified, its use leads to a negligible
error because 628 is much smaller than unity. Since Eq. 4.2 involves
OF(r'), the distribution being calculated, the procedure is an iterative
one. An estimate is made of 4F(r'); C1 is then calculated (by a least-
squares method, for example); then 4F(r') is calculated. If the assumed
distribution differs from the one calculated, the assumed distribution is
corrected and the process repeated. Since 628 is always much smaller
than unity, the process converges rapidly and, at most, only a few iter-
ations are needed. The procedure described was used in the present
work because it gives a more accurate fission distribution when the
experimental values of 625 and 628 are available than if only thermal
fissions are included. In the lattices studied, the omission of fast and
resonance fission leads to errors of less than 1% in the calculation of
the fast flux distribution. Hence, if 625 and 628 are not known, they
can be estimated or taken as zero. On the other hand, the assumption
that the fission rate is constant inside the fuel rod (setting C 2 to zero)
will, in general, affect the results significantly. The effect on the
results is greatest for the larger rod diameters and may be as much as
5% in terms of the peak-to-minimum ratio for lattices of one-inch-
diameter rods. It is important, therefore, to obtain some estimate of
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the thermal flux distribution inside the fuel rod. In the present work,
therefore, THERM(S was used to calculate the thermal flux distribution
(H10), and measured values of 628 and 625 were used. The fission dis-
tributions, as computed by the above procedure, are compared with the
polynomial approximations in Table 4.1.
The calculated spatial distributions shown in Figs. 4.1 - 4.12 are
for intracellular rod-to-rod traverses, i. e., the distributions along a
line from the center of a fuel rod toward the center of an adjacent rod
in the lattice. These distributions are consistent with the experimental
ones because the holders for the moderator foils were always positioned
to correspond to a rod-to-rod traverse. An option in the UNCOL code
permits the calculation of the spatial distribution for a rod-to-moderator
traverse along a line from the center of a fuel rod toward the midpoint
between two adjacent rods in the lattice. Calculations for rod-to-
moderator traverses gave results that were not very different from
those for rod-to-rod traverses. The spatial distributions within the fuel
rods were the same for both types of calculations. The calculations for
rod-to-moderator traverses gave distributions that were slightly lower
in the moderator than those for rod-to-rod traverses. The differences
were greatest for the region near the cell edge where they ranged from
0.8% to 1.6%. The slightly lower values for positions in the moderator
for the rod-to-moderator traverses are a result of the slightly greater
distances between these positions and nearby rods compared with the
distances for the corresponding positions on rod-to-rod traverses.
The HEETR results are the calculated activity distributions for
each reaction considered, in contrast to the UNCOL results which are
fast flux distributions. A HEETR calculation provided the neutron energy
spectrum for a lattice cell and the spatial distribution, within the lattice
cell, of each of the five energy groups described in Table 4.2. (In this
table, the fission spectrum component for each group is also given with
the spectrum normalized so that its integral is unity.) With the HEETR
energy spectrum as input, the RATIO code computed, for each reaction,
the percentage of the total activation due to each of the five energy groups.
These results were then used with the spatial distribution of the five
energy groups computed by HEETR to compute the activity distributions.
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TABLE 4.1
Comparisons of the Fission Distributions Inside the Fuel Rod
with the Polynomial Approximations to the Distributions
Rod Lattice
Diameter Spacing 6 6 C r S (1.) S (2.)
(Inch) (Inches) 25 28 1 (cm) exp pol
1.25 0.0525 0.0274 0.90
1.75 0.0310
2.50 0.0188
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.75
0.75 3.50 0.045*
0.0
0.079
0.159
0.238
0.3175
0.0217 0.90 0.0
0.079
0.159
0.238
0.3175
0.0183 0.92 0.0
0.079
0.159
0.238
0.3175
0.061 0.2782 0.0
0.254
0.508
0.762
0.9525
0.052 0.290 0.0
0.254
0.508
0.762
0.9525
1.0
1.0054
1.0224
1.0503
1.0879
1.0
1.0055
1.0236
1.0515
1.0901
1.0
1.0057
1.0239
1.0527
1.0922
1.0
1.0188
1.0758
1.1636
1.2533
1.0
1.0188
1.0760
1.1710
1.2643
1.0
1.0055
1.0226
1.0509
1.0907
1.0
1.0055
1.0226
1.0509
1.0907
1.0
1.0057
1.0231
1.0520
1.0927
1.0
1.0179
1.0717
1.1615
1.2523
1.0
1.0187
1.0760
1.1683
1.2630
Estimated.
(1.) Sexp =TH(r) + 625 + 62 8F r) (Normalized at r = 0) .
(2.) Spo= 1.0 + C 1r2
2.50 0.060
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TABLE 4.1 (continued)
Rod Lattice
Diameter Spacing 6 6 C r S(Inches) (Inches) 25 28 1 (cm) exp pol
S
5.00 0.03
ingle 0.01
ro
4.5
1.0 5.0
and 5.75
0.047 0.30 0.0
0.254
0.508
0.762
0.9525
0.0551 0.186 0.0
0.127
0.381
0.635
0.889
0.75
1.0
1.0
0.0340 0.0596 0.1900.0268 0.0583
1.1430
0.0
0.127
0.381
0.635
0.889
1.143
0.0
0.127
0.381
0.635
0.889
1.143
Estimated.
0.0479 0.0597 0.190
1.0
1.0192
1.0776
1.1745
1.2700
1.0
1.0031
1.0196
1.0719
1.1453
1.2430
1.0
1.0027
1.0277
1.0772
1.1507
1.2443
1.0
1.0028
1.0281
1.0782
1.1527
1.2474
1.0
1.0193
1.0774
1.1741
1.2721
1.0
1.0029
1.0269
1.0749
1.1469
1.2429
1.0
1.0030
1.0275
1.0766
1.1501
1.2482
1.0
1.0030
1.0275
1.0766
1.1501
1.2482
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TABLE 4.2
Limits of the Energy Groups in the HEETR Calculations
Normalized< N(E)
Group EL(Mev) Fission Spectrum
1 3.679 0.14659
2 2.231 0.20703
3 1.353 0.22383
4 0.8208 0.17596
5 0.4979 0.11346
The fraction of the fission spectrum below 0.4979 Mev
is 0.13313.
As noted in section 4.4, the spatial distributions of the first four energy
groups are similar. Since these four groups contribute nearly all the
activation for the reactions studied, there is very little variation in the
different activity distributions. This result is especially evident for the
lattices with rods 0.25 inch in diameter.
The HEETR calculations were made with the cell boundary approxi-
mation as discussed in section 3.3 and the transport cross section option.
The results of calculations with total cross sections showed no significant
differences from those obtained with the transport approximation. The
microscopic cross-section input data used were from a 15 energy group
set supplied by H. K. Clark from data in references Y1, 02, and 03.
The calculations reported here were made with the first five groups (i. e.,
the high energy range) of the fifteen-group structure for which the data
were compiled. It was necessary, therefore, to change only the transfer
cross sections. The transfer cross sections affected were those of the
type (i-j), where i denotes groups 1 - 5 and j denotes values greater
than 5. Each 5-group (i-6) transfer cross-section value is the sum of all
the 15-group (i-ij) values for j greater than 5.
In comparing the experimental and calculated results, there are
two conspicuous examples of discrepancies. These two examples are
results with the zinc reaction in the lattices with 2.5-inch spacing and
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those with the nickel reaction in the lattice with 0.25-inch-diameter rods
235
containing 1.027 % U , at the spacing of 1.25 inches. The results with
the zinc reaction include higher normalized fluxes in the fuel for the 2.5-
inch lattices, as shown in Figs. 4.4, 4.8 and 4.12, than predicted by the
calculations. This result could be due in part to the perturbation effects
discussed in section 4.6. But this effect is too small to account for all
of the difference, which is as high as 20%, and should affect the results
of all the reactions equally. There are two experimental factors that
are unique with the zinc reaction in comparison with the others utilized.
The first is the necessity for correcting for the Zn69 activity as dis-
cussed in section 2.7.4. The second factor is the low statistical accu-
racy that could be attained with the zinc reaction. As shown in Fig. 2.4,
the cross section for the Zn 64(n, p)Cu64 reaction has a relatively high
threshold energy and is not large for any energy. Both the correction
for Zn69 activity and the statistical uncertainty are greatest in the
lattices with 2.5-inch spacing. The ratio of Zn69 activity is higher in
these lattices than in the others because the ratio of the thermal flux to
the fast flux is higher. The statistical uncertainty is larger than in
other lattices because the fast flux is lower, owing to the smaller inter-
action effect between rods and to the lower values of the multiplication
factor in these lattices.
It is difficult to explain physically why the spatial distribution of
the zinc reaction in the lattice of 2.50-inch spacings should be very
different from the distributions of the other reactions in these lattices.
A difference in the intracellular distributions of the different reactions
implies a spectral shift going from one region of the lattice cell to
another region. As will be shown in section 4.4, such spectral shifts do
occur, but only in the energy range below about 1 Mev. The relatively
high value of the threshold energy of the zinc reaction means that
spectral shifts would have to occur in the energy range above about
3 Mev to account for a different distribution of this reaction as com-
pared with the others, and such a spectral shift in this energy range
seems very unlikely. In fact, it is difficult to see how the neutron
spectrum above about 3 Mev can be very different from a fission spectrum.
The possibility of a different spatial distribution for the neutrons of
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higher energies could be explored by changing the HEETR group structure
so that the highest energy group would be subdivided into several groups.
This procedure would require a new set of nuclear data consistent with
the new group structure. An experimental test of the spatial distribution
of the neutrons of higher energies could be made by using additional
reactions having sufficiently high threshold energies. Among the possi-
bilities in Table 2.1, the Mg 2 4 (n, p)Na 2 4 reaction and the Al 2 7 (n, a)Na24
reaction appear to be the most attractive due to their suitable threshold
energies, values of half-life of the products that are convenient for
experiments, and availability in metallic form. The use of these reac-
tions was not possible in the present work, owing to insufficient acti-
vation and resulting low counting rates. The increase in the power of the
MITR to 5 MW might permit their use in future lattices, however,
especially in lattices of larger diameter rods, and also provide greater
activation of the zinc reaction with corresponding improvement in the
accuracy of the experimental results.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment for the Ni58(n, p)
Co58 results for the lattice of rods of 1.03% U 2 3 5 on 1.25-inch spacings
may have been due to a systematic experimental error. It would be
difficult to construct a physically meaningful curve through the data
points. The discrepancy is probably too great to attribute to experi-
mental scatter, especially since the accuracy attained in the more
closely packed lattices was generally higher than in the others. It
appears, judging from the computed curves and the other distributions,
as though the experimental points in the fuel are all too low by a factor
of approximately 1.3. This factor is too large to be due to a mistake in
the correction for radial location in the lattice tank. These corrections
are usually less than 5%. Furthermore, since the rod supporting the
foils in the moderator was always farther from the center of the lattice
than the rod containing the fuel foils, the radial correction factor tends
to reduce slightly the relative peaking in the fuel. In this case, the rod
containing the fuel foils would have had to have been located in the
seventh ring rather than in the center position in order to account for
the difference. A more likely explanation is that the moderator foil
holder slipped at some point before or during the run. If the moderator
foils were actually located about six inches lower than assumed, an
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error of this magnitude would result. This possibility was recognized
after the first two lattices were studied. In subsequent experiments, the
position of the moderator holder was measured both before and after the
experiment. The results in question were obtained with the second
lattice studied, and the height of the moderator holder was measured only
before the run. No opportunity afforded itself to repeat this experiment.
The accuracy attained in the lattice with 0.75-inch-diameter rods is
generally higher than that for the lattices with 0.25-inch-diameter rods.
This result is expected for two reasons. All other factors being equal,
the magnitude of the fast flux increases with increasing rod size. The
increase in fuel area per unit cell (by a factor of nine) significantly
increased the fast flux. Furthermore, the larger rods made possible the
use of 1/8-inch-diameter foils inside the fuel, whereas only 1/16-inch-
diameter foils could be used inside the 0.25-inch-diameter rods. The
total count rate per foil was thereby increased by a factor of four.
Wolberg (W4) measured the intracellular distribution of the U 2 3 8 (nf)
reaction in and around a single 1.00-inch-diameter, natural uranium rod
in D 20. The results together with the UNCOL results are plotted in
Fig. 4.13. The experimental results inside the fuel rod are more accu-
rate than those in the moderator and the results are therefore normalized
at the center of the rod.
Except as discussed above, there appear to be no large differ-
ences between the experimental results, the results of the UNCOL
calculations, and those of the HEETR calculations. The HEETR results
give distributions with a greater slope inside the fuel than do the UNCOL
results. The HEETR results show some slight variations among the
different reactions, at least in the lattice of 0.75-inch-diameter rods.
The UNCOL results, on the other hand, represent flux distributions and
cannot discriminate among the different reactions. These differences
between UNCOL and HEETR are not large, however, and the two methods
can be said to match the experimental results with comparable accuracy.
The fact that agreement between UNCOL results and experimental
results was obtained in so many cases using a consistent set of values
for the removal cross sections is evidence that the assumptions made in
the derivation of UNCOL in section 3.2 were justified.
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4.1.2 Leakage Effects
The UNCOL code is well suited for studying fast neutron leakage
effects in lattice assemblies of different diameter. The diameter of the
lattice assembly enters into the calculations in two ways. First, the
diameter determines the extrapolated radius of the assembly, which
affects the argument of the J source distribution and thereby influences
the weighting coefficients for the contribution to the fast flux at a point
in the lattice from the surrounding fuel rods. Second, for a given fuel
rod spacing, the diameter determines the number of rods in the lattice
assembly and, therefore, the number of rods contributing to the fast flux
at a given point. Thus, as the size of the lattice is increased, the contri-
bution of the interaction effect between fuel rods is increased because the
number of fuel rods contributing to the interaction effect is increased and
because the weighting coefficients for these interaction contributions are
increased. An increase in the interaction effect between fuel rods tends
to reduce the peak-to-minimum ratio of the fast flux in the lattice cell
because the contribution of the interaction effect is nearly the same for
different points in the lattice cell. An increase in the interaction effect
also tends to increase the value of 628 because the magnitude of the fast
flux in the fuel is increased relative to the thermal flux.
These effects can be illustrated by comparing results of calcu-
lations around the center rod for lattices of 0.25-inch-diameter fuel rods
spaced 2.50 inches apart. Results obtained with UNCOL are plotted in
Fig. 4.14 for a miniature lattice, a lattice occupying a three-foot tank
(as in the results of section 4.1.1), and an "infinite" lattice. The mini-
ature lattice has an extrapolated radius of 10.55 inches and only three
rings, for a total of 37 fuel rods. The lattice in the three-foot tank has
an extrapolated radius of 19.317 inches and seven rings for a total of
169 rods. The "infinite" lattice has 22 rings for a total of 1, 519 rods,
and has a (nearly) constant macroscopic source distribution as opposed
to a J source distribution for the other two lattices. The contribution
from the entire outer ring of the infinite lattice is less than one part per
million of the total. The approximation to an infinite lattice is, there-
fore, very good. The results are the relative values of the fast flux
around the center rod when the thermal flux in the center rod has the
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same value for all three lattices.
The fractional differences in the values of the fast flux are not
large for points inside the central fuel rod. Even the value of the fast
flux in the fuel in the miniature lattice is only about 5% less than for
corresponding points in the "infinite" lattice. This result shows that
628 measurements can be made in miniature lattices without the need
for a large correction for leakage.
The fractional differences in the values of the fast flux are
greater for points located in the moderator. At the midpoint between
rods, 1.25 inches from the center of the central rod, the miniature
lattice has a fast flux that is only about 75% of the flux at the corre-
sponding point in an infinite lattice. It is possible that this difference
in the distributions also affects the resonance flux distributions and,
consequently, the effective resonance integral. This effect may be
smaller for neutrons of lower energies, however, so that differences in
the effective resonance integrals may be relatively small.
It is worth while noting that the actual difference in the values of
the fast flux in the fuel that is observed between two different sized
assemblies is almost the same for different points within the lattice
cell. For instance, the difference in the values of the fast flux in the
fuel and in the moderator for the "infinite" lattice and the lattice with
an extrapolated radius of 10.55 inches is about one unit in the relative
flux. This result suggests that the spatial distributions of the fast flux
in different sized assemblies can be obtained by adding to the results
for a single rod, a value of the fast flux due to interaction effects that
is the same for different points in the lattice cell.
The results for a single 0.25-inch-diameter rod in D 20 are also
included in Fig. 4.14. A comparison of this curve with the three other
curves shows that in all the lattices with 2.50-inch spacing, most of the
fast flux inside a 0.25-inch-diameter fuel rod comes from the rod, itself;
in other words, the interaction between rods is small. On the other hand,
no single rod contributes the greater part of the fast flux at points well
out into the moderator. The calculation shows, for example, that at a
point 1.25 inches from the center rod, the single rod value is only
2.13%, 1.73%, and 1.55% of the values for the miniature lattice, the
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three-foot lattice, and the infinite lattice, respectively.
The effects of axial leakage are also of interest. It was assumed
in the derivation of the equations used in the UNCOL code that the fuel
rods were infinitely long so that the axial flux in the fuel rods was
constant. The lattices in which the experiments were done were four
feet in length and had axial flux distributions that were exponential
functions of height. The axial relaxation length of the flux varied slightly
from lattice to lattice but was approximately 30 cm. Simms (S6) has
derived a modification of the THERMOS code to account for the effect
of this difference on the spatial distribution of the thermal flux, since
THERMOS assumed a constant axial flux. Simms' results indicate that
an exponential axial flux gives an intracellular distribution of the
thermal flux that differs from that resulting from a constant axial flux
by less than 0.3% in terms of the peak-to-minimum ratio (cell edge to
cell center). While these results are not directly applicable to the
intracellular distribution of fast neutrons, it can be argued on physical
grounds that this distribution should be even less sensitive to the axial
variation than is the intracellular thermal neutron distribution. The
mean-free path of fast neutrons is approximately 10 cm in a uranium-
heavy water assembly. The age to thermal energy in uranium-heavy
water lattices is approximately 100 cm 2 . The mean-square displace-
ment between the point of origin and the point of thermalization is then
about 600 cm 2, so the crow-flight distance between these points is about
25 cm. Thermal neutrons at a given point, therefore, have come from
farther away than the fast neutrons at the same point. The deviation of
an exponential function from linearity increases with distance. Since
the thermal flux depends more strongly than the fast flux on neutrons
coming from distant points, the effect of the exponential axial flux on
the spatial distribution of the thermal flux should be greater than on the
corresponding distribution of the fast flux. Hence, by using Simms'
results, we may conclude that the presence of an exponential axial flux
in the experiments caused an effect on the intracellular distribution of
the fast flux that should be less than 0.3% in terms of the peak-to-
minimum ratio. This conclusion is supported by the results of experi-
ments in which 628 has been measured at different heights in the lattice
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(W4, D2, H9). The experimental values of 628 have been found to be
constant above a height of 12 inches in the lattice. This result indicates
that the thermal flux and the fast flux had the same axial dependence.
The effect of the finite length of the lattice on comparisons with
calculations in which the lattice was assumed to be infinite in length can
be approximated by additional UNCOL calculations. The calculations
consist of computing the fast flux at a given point (corresponding to the
point at which the experiments were done) that results from an array of
fuel rods disposed as shown in Fig. 4.15. These rods form two slabs,
each three feet in width, which are infinite in the horizontal direction.
The upper slab extends upward an infinite distance from a height that is
32 inches above the location of the experiment. The lower slab extends
downward an infinite distance from a height that is 16 inches below the
location of the experiment. The UNCOL code can be used to calculate
the fast flux at the experimental point that results from the fuel rods
arranged as shown in Fig. 4.15 because they are infinitely long in the
horizontal direction. These rods not only fill the space that would be
occupied by the extension of the lattice into one of infinite length, but
also fill an infinite volume outside such an extension. It can be argued,
therefore, that the fast flux at the experimental point computed for such
an arrangement is greater than the fast flux resulting from that part of
an infinite lattice that is outside the four-foot length of the experimental
lattice. Calculations for this type of arrangement were made in which
the diameter and spacings of the fuel rods corresponded to the diameter
and spacings of the fuel rods in the lattices studied. In every instance,
the magnitude of the fast flux calculated for these arrangements was
less than 0.4% of the values of the fast flux calculated for the corre-
sponding infinite lattice. These results do not provide a basis for a
complete comparison of the infinite lattice assumed for the UNCOL cal-
culations and the finite lattices used in the experiments because the
exponential axial flux has not been accounted for. The results are a
further indication, however, that for lattices as large as those studied
in the present work, the axial leakage effect on intracellular distributions
of the fast flux can probably be neglected.
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4.1.3 Results Obtained in Water-Moderated Lattices
The only information found for the distribution, in lattice cells with
water moderator, of the activations induced by fast neutrons was due to
Klein (K7). He measured the U 238(n, f) reaction rate in and around a
0.387-inch-diameter fuel rod in a water-moderated lattice with a
moderator-to-fuel volume ratio of 4:1. The results are given in Fig. 4.16,
together with the results of UNCOL and HEETR calculations. The agree-
ment between the UNCOL results and the experimental results is
improved by increasing the removal cross section of the moderator from
0.093 cm~ to 0.098 cm ~. This increase is to be expected because water
has a higher removal cross section than heavy water. (The values for
heavy water and light water values from the LASL 16-group set for a
-1 -1
single group above 1.4 Mev are approximately 0.0815 cm and 0.0935 cm ,
respectively, depending upon how the first two groups are combined (A4).)
The HEETR results also agree well with the experimental results.
The curve calculated with HEETR has a steeper slope than the curve
obtained with UNCOL inside the fuel rod. A similar result was found for
the D 20 lattices, although the difference is small. The experimental
results deviate by less than 10% from either of the two theoretical curves
over the entire lattice cell.
The value of 628 computed with HEETR for the water-moderated
lattice is 0.076, which agrees with the experimental value of 0.076 ± 0.002
obtained at Brookhaven (H2).
4.2 Advantage Factors for Fast Neutrons
In many theoretical analyses, the calculation of parameters
expressing high energy events - for example, fast fission - depends on
multigroup calculations of the fast neutron energy spectrum in homoge-
nized lattices. The homogenization procedure involves volume-weighting
the regions of the lattice. This approximation is reasonable in the high
energy range, especially for water-moderated lattices, because the
mean-free paths are long for neutrons in the Mev energy range and are
comparable with the dimensions of the lattice cells. Heterogeneous
effects, however, introduce some error in this procedure. In an attempt
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to account properly for these effects, Hellens and Honeck have proposed
a simple one-group theory (H2) with which they have been able to corre-
late experimental information about fission ratios in water-moderated
lattices. One result of the theory is Eq. 4.3 which gives the ratio of the
average fast flux in the fuel to the average in the moderator. This ratio
may be called the "advantage factor for fast neutrons;"
= 1.0 + PEI V , (4.3)
MF
where
1 = average chord length of fuel rod (cm),
F, = removal cross section (cm~ ) of the moderator,
= moderator-to-fuel volume ratio,VF
p = a numerical factor (related to chord length distributions in
fuel and moderator) which serves to improve the accuracy
of Eq. 4.3.
The value of P has been inferred from experiment and from Monte Carlo
calculations (H8, H2): it varies from approximately 0.45 for tightly
packed lattices to 0.667 for single rods.
Good agreement has been observed between the values predicted
from Eq. 4.3 and the experiments by Klein at Bettis and Bliss and Price
at Brookhaven (B5) for water-moderated lattices.
The predictions of Eq. 4.3 applied to heavy water-moderated
lattices are plotted in Fig. 4.17 with Z 1 = 0.093 cm~ and P = 0.4, 0.5,
and 0.6. Also included in Fig. 4.17 are the experimental results and the
results of UNCOL calculations for the seven lattices studied. The results
of several additional UNCOL calculations are also included: those for
two additional lattices of the 0.75-inch-diameter fuel rods (3.5-inch and
5.0-inch spacings, respectively); and those for three lattices of 1.0-inch-
diameter fuel rods (4.5-inch, 5.0-inch, and 5.75-inch spacings,
respectively).
The agreement with the predictions of Eq. 4.3 is reasonably good
although the results of the UNCOL calculations indicate a variation with
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rod size that is not accounted for by Eq. 4.3. The agreement with the
predictions of Eq. 4.3 is improved if p is increased as the lattice spacing
is increased, in accordance with results reported for water-moderated
lattices. In fact, the range of values for p from 0.45 to 0.667, to give
agreement with results from water-moderated lattices as the lattice
spacing is increased from small values to infinity (single rods), appears
to hold equally well for heavy water-moderated lattices.
4.3 Correlation of Experimental and Theoretical Values of 628
Measurements of 628, the ratio of U238 fission to U235 fission,
have been an integral part of the program of the MIT Heavy Water
Lattice Project. Results and experimental details are reported in
references 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 14, 21, 28, 30, and 31 of Appendix E.
The HEETR code has been used to compute 628 for all the lattices
studied up to August, 1965. The results are compared with the experi-
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mental results in Table 4.3, which also contains values of 628, the value
that would have been measured in the same type of lattice but with an
infinite diameter. The procedure used for this calculation is discussed
in more detail later in this section.
The agreement between the experimental values of 628 and those
calculated with the HEETR code are fair, with the HEETR values con-
sistently falling somewhat below the measured values. The discrepancy
in each lattice amounts to less than 5% of the calculated value except for
two of the lattices of the 1.027% enriched rods and one of the lattices of
1.143% enriched rods. There is some evidence of a trend toward better
agreement between calculation and experiment as the rod diameter is
increased, but not of any apparent pattern for the discrepancies in
terms of the lattice spacings. The trend toward better agreement as
the fuel rod diameter is increased could be the result of greater accu-
racy in the experiments for these lattices, since the magnitude of the
fast flux (and of 628) increases with increasing rod size. Another possi-
bility is that the assumptions used in the HEETR code are better at the
larger rod diameters, particularly the assumption about the directional
dependence of the neutron current at the interfaces. Clark has reported
comparisons of values of 628 calculated with HEETR with those measured
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TABLE 4.3
Calculated and Experimental Results for 628
Rod Lattice U 2 3 5  628 628
Diameter Spacing Concentration HEETR Experimental 628(Inches) (Inches) (%) Calculations Results
0.25 1.25 1.027 0.02467 0.0259 ± .0011 0.02725
1.75 0.01863 0.0232 ± .0016 0.0240
2.50 0.01566 0.0181 ± .0004 0.0185
0.25 1.25 1.143 0.02464 0.02526 ± .0023 0.02657
1.75 0.01861 0.02044 ± .00075 0.02119
2.50 0.01564 0.01639 ± .0010 0.01678
0.75 2.50 0.947 0.05866 0.06091 ± .001826 0.06402
1.00 4.50 0.72 0.05904 0.0597 ± .0020 0.0608
5.00 0.05745 0.0596 ± .0017 0.0605
5.75 0.05602 0.0583 ± .0012 0.0590
in heavy water-moderated lattices of 1.0-inch-diameter, natural uranium
rods and clusters of these rods at the Savannah River Laboratory (C10).
In these comparisons, the calculated values consistently exceeded the
experimental values by as much as 8%. As mentioned in section 4.1.3,
the HEETR result for the water-moderated lattice discussed was in good
agreement with the experimental value of 628.
The UNCOL code cannot be used to calculate 628 directly. It is
possible, however, to derive a relationship between 628 and the magnitude
of the fast flux as computed by UNCOL:
or
fission rate in U 238 F28
628 fission rate in U 2 3 5  F25 '
628 2 N28 28(E) 4(E) dE
F EL
(4.4)
(4.5)
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If it is assumed that the shape of the energy spectrum above EL is the
same for all cases of interest,
28
6 = kN 2 (4.6)28 F25 '
where P denotes the integral flux above the threshold energy, and k is
a constant.
The source term for the UNCOL fast flux calculation is S. In
terms of the physical events taking place:
S = v25F25 + V28 F28 (4.7)
= F 2 5(V 2 5+v28628) (4.7a)
Hence, we get:
F 2 5 - S (4.8)
(v 25+v 628)
or
kN28 25+V 286 ) .k6 = + 628 9
28 S
If the source terms are normalized consistently for different cal-
culations, S can be treated as a constant. Such a normalization can be
made by computing an average source value for the fuel rod. For the
input to UNCOL, we have:
2S = 1.0 + C 1 r2, (4.10)
and it follows that:
R RfS 27rr dr fi (r+Cyr3) dr
fR27rr dr - f r dr
0 +0
5= 1.0 +0.5 C1 R 2 , (4.12)
where R is the rod radius in centimeters.
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If 5 is now substituted for S in Eq. 4.9, an implicit relationship is
obtained for 628. The value of 628 can be considered to be a function
only of @, the magnitude of the fast flux computed by UNCOL. In fact,
the relationship between 628 and @ is nearly linear because the effect
of 628 on the right-hand side is very small for the lattices studied. It
is convenient to plot Eq. 4.9 in the form:
6 =kGd , (4.13)2 8
where
G= N2 8 /25+ 28 6S = 28/*
Many measured values of 628 are available and G can easily be calcu-
lated for these values. Then, if the model is valid, it should be possible
to plot 628 versus GD and obtain a straight line.
In Fig. 4.18, the experimental values of 628 from Table 4.3, as
well as single rod values for 0.25-inch, 0.75-inch, and 1.00-inch-
diameter fuel rods, are plotted against GT. In the calculation of G, a
value of 2.45 was used for v25 and a value of 2.84 was used for v28 (S7).
The value of the fast flux used is the average value inside the fuel rod
computed from UNCOL results averaged in a manner identical to that
used to compute 5.
This method appears to work well for values of 628 less than
approximately 0.055. Above this value, there appears to be a system-
atic deviation, with the measured values falling below the predicted
values.
It is not clear why this method should fail to correlate experi-
mental values of 628 above 0.055. One possible explanation is that the
238
assumption of a constant spectral shape at energies above the U (n,f)
threshold energy becomes increasingly less valid as lattice parameters
are changed to give values of 628 greater than 0.055. The lattice
The point corresponding to an experimental value of 0.0479 for 628 is
for a lattice of 0.75-inch-diameter rods on 5.0-inch spacings and having
a U-235 concentration of 0.937%. This is a preliminary result and may
be revised after additional data analysis (D6).
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parameters that have the greatest effect on 628 are the fuel rod diameter,
fuel rod spacing, and the U235 concentration. In the lattices studied in
the present work, the U235 concentration varies only slightly. An
increase in the fuel rod diameter and/or a decrease in the rod spacing
tend to increase 628 and also tend to increase the relative amount of
inelastic scattering for neutrons with energies above the U fast fission
threshold. As will be shown in section 4.4, this increase in inelastic
scattering in the lattices of larger rod diameters and smaller spacings
produces neutron spectra that are softer, for energies greater than
1 Mev, than the spectra in lattices of smaller rods and greater spacings.
In fact, there is very little spectral shift among the lattices having values
of 628 less than about 0.055, but a significant softening for just those
lattices with values of 628 greater than 0.055. Furthermore, this
spectral shift is consistent with the systematic disagreement between
the experimental values of 628 greater than 0.055 and those predicted by
the UNCOL method. The U 2 3 8 fission rate can be written:
F28 _ f N2 8 a 2 8 (E) 4(E) dE. (4.14)
EL
The assumption that the spectral shape above EL does not change made
it possible to eliminate the integral:
F28 = kN 284 . (4.15)
As an aid to understanding the effects of spectral shift on the U 2 3 8
fission rate, a28 (E) may be considered a weighting coefficient. In com-
parisons involving no spectral shift, Eq. 4.15 is useful because the
constant term, k, does not change. If the spectrum is then softened,
28
however, the value of k decreases because af (E) is smaller for lower
energies (see Fig. 2.3).and has the effect of a smaller weighting coef-
ficient in the integral of Eq. 4.14. Thus, the UNCOL method tends to
predict values of 628 that are greater than experimental results because
the method does not account for spectral softening that occurs in lattices
of large rods that are closely packed.
Two additional points deserve mention. First, both the results
from HEETR and those of the UNCOL method indicate that in comparisons
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of one lattice of rods of 1.027% U235 with another lattice of rods of 1.143%
U 2 3 5 but identical in all other respects, the values of 628 should not be
very different. The HEETR results show a difference of about 0.1%
between lattices that are identical except for U235 concentration. This
0.1% difference is almost exactly the difference in the U238 concentration
of the two enrichments, which is the only factor that varies in the UNCOL
treatment of these lattices. The significantly higher experimental values
for the rods of 1.027% U 2 3 5 are in disagreement with these theoretical
results. Papay has noted that the higher values for the rods of 1.027%
U235 are difficult to explain physically and has suggested that the differ-
ences in the experimental values may be due to mistakes in the enrich-
ment of the fuel slugs used in the experiments (P6).
Second, as described in section 4.1.2, the UNCOL code may be
used for calculations in which the diameter of the lattice assembly is
effectively infinite. Combination of this procedure with the one
described above for the calculation of 628 makes it possible to calculate
00
628, the value that would exist in a lattice of infinite diameter. This
procedure amounts to a correction of the experimental value of 628 for
the effects of leakage. Heretofore, the treatment of fast leakage effects
has been based on diffusion theory which may not treat accurately the
behavior of the fast neutrons involved (H2). It is important to note that
the assumption regarding the shape of the spectrum above the U238 fission
threshold should be valid for comparisons of experimental lattices with
the infinite (but otherwise identical) lattice, even for lattices of large-
diameter fuel rods and tight spacings. For example, the neutron
spectrum above 1 Mev in a lattice of 1.0-inch-diameter, natural uranium
rods on 5.0-inch spacings, contained in a four-foot-diameter tank, should
not be significantly different from the spectrum in a lattice that is identi-
cal except for an infinite diameter. Thus, although the UNCOL method
does not correlate accurately the experimental values of 628 for lattices
of 1.0-inch-diameter rods, the ratio of the fast flux calculated by UNCOL
for the infinite lattice to that obtained for the experimental lattice pro-
vides a correction factor that can be used to correct the experimental
value of 628 for leakage. Values of 628 obtained in this way are included
in Table 4.3.
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4.4 Calculations of Energy Spectra
The HEETR code has been used to calculate spectra for the lattices
studied. Differential energy spectra are obtained by means of the pro-
cedure described in section 3.4. The spectra are in the form of histo-
grams except for the highest energy group. This group is assumed to
have the same shape as that portion of the fission spectrum covering the
same energy interval.
The results of calculations for all three lattices of 0.25-inch-
diameter fuel rods, and for one lattice each of the 0.75-inch-diameter
and 1.00-inch-diameter fuel rods, are shown in Figs. 4.19 - 4.21.
Spectra have been calculated for three different locations in each lattice
cell for which calculations were made: the middle of the moderator region,
the cladding, and the center of the fuel rod. All spectra have been normal-
ized to the same value for the highest energy group to facilitate the obser-
vation of trends. The spectrum of the fission neutron flux has been
included for comparison in each figure.
All the spectra show an increasing deviation from a fission
spectrum as the neutron energy is decreased. The spectra of the highest
two energy groups deviate little from a fission spectrum, so the assump-
tion that the first group has the same shape as a fission spectrum over
that energy range is probably justified.
A definite trend toward softer spectra is evident as the lattice
spacing is decreased and/or the fuel rod diameter is increased. This
trend is more evident for spectra inside the fuel than elsewhere in the
lattice cell and can be explained on the basis of increased inelastic
scattering. As discussed in section 4.3, the trend toward softer spectra
for the larger rods and tighter spacings is consistent with the failure of
the UNCOL method to correlate accurately the experimental values of
628 in lattices of such rods. As shown in Fig. 4.19, there is practically
no difference in the spectra above 1 Mev inside the fuel for the lattices
of 0.25-inch-diameter rods. The spectra inside the fuel in the lattices
of the larger rods are increasingly softer as the energy is decreased
below about 2 Mev.
The HEETR results have also been used with the RATIO code to
compute activation ratios in the various spectra for the fast neutron
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threshold reactions used in the present work. These results are given
in Table 4.4 in terms of the U 238(n, f) reaction rate. The rhodium reac-
tion has also been included because of its relatively low threshold energy.
Attempts were also made to obtain experimental values of these ratios.
To do so, however, it was necessary to determine absolute counting rates.
The experimental conditions involved - small foils, low counting rates,
long time intervals between runs, substantial variations in counting equip-
ment, and irregular lattice shutdowns, to mention just a few - introduced
such large experimental uncertainties in the absolute counting rates as to
make such comparisons of little value. Furthermore, it is evident from
Table 4.4 that the variation in these ratios is very small for the cases
calculated. Table 4.4 includes results over a wide range of lattices with
possibly different spectra, and also values corresponding to a fission
spectrum. The HEETR calculations show some spectral shift in this list.
It can be concluded, therefore, that threshold reactions do not provide a
sensitive method of detecting small changes in fast neutron energy spectra.
4.5 UNCOL Calculations for the MITR
A distinct advantage of kernel methods, such as the UNCOL code,
is that they can be used for calculations in nonuniform arrays. An
example is the MIT Reactor, a horizontal section of which is shown in
Fig. 2.11. The central fuel element (#1) and the first ring of six fuel
elements (#2 through #7) constitute a regular lattice array with a tri-
angular spacing of 6.375 inches. The second ring of -twelve fuel elements
(#8 through #19) departs slightly from this pattern. The reactor shim
control rods are positioned between the first and second rings. The
spacings between the elements of the second ring are therefore increased
to 6.85 inches to form a circle of radius 13.250 inches around the central
element. The spacing is further increased in the outer ring of ten elements
(#20 through #30). These elements fall on a circle of radius 20.935 inches
about the central element and are not uniformly spaced along the circle.
The design of the reactor is discussed in greater detail in reference T6.
The fast neutron distributions of interest in the MITR are not the
distributions in and around a fuel element as in the lattices (although
these could also be calculated). Instead, the relative values in the
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TABLE 4.4
Activation Ratios for Various Spectra
Lattice U 2 3 8 f)/Ration
Configuration Location U28nfeac
in
Rod Rod Lattice 115 58 64 103
Diameter Spacing Cell In (n,n') Ni (n,p) Zn (n,p) Rh (n,n )
(Inches) (Inches)
0.25 2.50 Cell average 1.81 2.51 9.03 0.617
0.25 1.75 Cell average 1.80 2.51 9.04 0.613
0.25 1.25 Cell average 1.80 2.52 9.06 0.610
0.75 2.50 Cell average 1.79 2.55 9.17 0.595
0.75 5.00 Cell average 1.79 2.54 9.11 0.602
1.00 4.50 Cell average 1.79 2.55 9.17 0.595
Fission Spectrum 1.97 2.20 7.60 0.735
0.25 2.50 Fuel 1.83 2.55 9.13 0.629
0.25 2.50 Cladding 1.82 2.56 9.20 0.621
0.25 2.50 Moderator 1.81 2.49 8.96 0.618
0.25 1.75 Fuel 1.82 2.54 9.11 0.625
0.25 1.75 Cladding 1.81 2.55 9.15 0.618
0.25 1.75 Moderator 1.80 2.50 9.00 0.613
0.25 1.25 Fuel 1.81 2.54 9.12 0.618
0.25 1.25 Cladding 1.80 2.54 9.13 0.613
0.25 1.25 Moderator 1.80 2.51 9.04 0.610
0.75 2.50 Fuel 1.78 2.61 9.35 0.592
0.75 2.50 Cladding 1.78 2.60 9.33 0.592
0.75 2.50 Moderator 1.79 2.53 9.08 0.598
0.75 5.0 Fuel 1.79 2.62 9.41 0.598
0.75 5.0 Cladding 1.78 2.65 9.51 0.592
0.75 5.0 Moderator 1.80 2.47 8.89 0.613
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different fuel element positions and the experimental facilities are of
interest. The calculation of these relative values requires several modi-
fications of the UNCOL procedure used for the lattice calculations as
well as an additional approximation. The approximation involves the
cylindricalization of the rectangular fuel elements and the modifications
include the following:
(1) calculations must be made for annular shape to properly treat
reduced-plate elements;
(2) the distances between a point of interest and the individual
fuel elements must be read into the code;
(3) the weighting coefficients for the individual fuel elements must
be read into the code;
(4) the nuclear properties of graphite must be taken into account
when calculations are done for positions 3GV2, 3GV5, and 3GV6.
The cylindricalization of the rectangular fuel elements is reasonably
straightforward. The elements are assumed to be cylinders with a cross-
sectional area equal to that of the rectangular elements: cylinders with
a diameter of approximately 3.1 inches. This equivalence relation is not
unique and others could be used, such as equating the outer perimeter of
the element with the circumference of the cylinder, which would give a
diameter of about 3.5 inches. Areas (or unit volumes) are the standard
basis for unit cell calculations, however, and this is probably the most
meaningful basis for the present application because it preserves the fuel-
to-moderator volume ratio.
The consideration of annuli is a consequence of the use of "reduced-
plate" elements as experimental facilities in the MITR. For this purpose,
either six or eight of the sixteen fuel-bearing plates are removed from
the center of the element and a sample thimble inserted. The resulting
arrangement can be treated conveniently as an annulus. The inner diame-
ter is computed so that the area of the annulus is the same fraction of the
cylindrical area as the percentage of the remaining plates. For example,
if eight of the sixteen plates are removed, then the area of the annulus
must be one-half the area of the cylinder.
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The distances between the fuel elements and points of interest are
taken from blueprints of the reactor as discussed in section 2.10. They
are given in Table 2.3.
The weighting coefficients have been taken to be the actual power
produced by the individual elements. Since the U235 content varies from
one element to the next, relative thermal fluxes are not an adequate index
of the fast neutron source, even if they are known. The MITBURN code
(M7), which was written to compute fuel burn-up in the MITR, provides
the individual element power for any configuration and power level of the
MITR that is of interest. But the weighting coefficients for the "annular"
reduced-plate elements must be adjusted because the weighting coefficient
as used in UNCOL is a specific unit, or intensive, quantity. In other words,
if the cross-sectional area of the reduced-plate elements is reduced to an
annulus and the weighting coefficient is not proportionately increased, the
specific power of the element will be too low because the decrease in the
size of the element will have been accounted for twice.
The modification to include a third region composed of graphite is
necessary because the lattice calculations were based on a two-region
treatment. There are approximately five inches of graphite between the
vertical sample facilities (3GV2, 3GV5, and 3GV6) and the core tank. In
the first set of calculations, no allowance was made for the presence of
this graphite, and the calculations predicted relative values of the fast
flux in these facilities that were lower than the experimental values by a
factor of about five. These calculations were based on the assumption
that the space between the fuel elements and the facilities were completely
filled with heavy water. The low results were a consequence of the much
higher fast neutron removal cross section of heavy water as compared
to that of graphite.
To account for the presence of the graphite, two additional quanti-
ties are required. The first is an effective removal cross section for
graphite. The second requirement is an effective thickness of graphite
through which the neutrons pass in reaching the facilities. The pro-
cedure used was first to calculate the graphite thickness and then to
vary the cross section until acceptable agreement with experiment was
obtained.
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The exact graphite thickness could have been measured between
each facility and each fuel element. The result would have been a
matrix similar to the matrix of Table 2.3. Instead, an average value
was calculated and used for the calculations for all the fuel elements.
This method is somewhat more general, in the sense that it does not
restrict use of the code to the MITR; the results are not affected. It
is assumed that the edge of the core tank is a straight line in the
immediate vicinity of the graphite facility. Then, as shown in Fig. 4.22,
d is the perpendicular distance between the facility and the core tank,
0 is the angle between the perpendicular and the direction of interest,
and r is the graphite thickness of interest.
T ank wall Direction of interest
d
Facility
FIG. 4.22 Theoretical arrangement for graphite facility calculations.
We are interested in an average value of r; therefore, we write:
0R r d0 10
R G= r=_ _1 _ o d dB (4.16)G 00 0 .) cosO6
f0 dO 0
0
or,
0=0
RG =-6{nln sec 0 + tan 0|} 0. (4.17)
0 0=0
Taking 0 = 450, d = 5 inches, we get:
r = 1.12d = 5.6 inches = RG'
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The graphite thickness and cross section enter into the calculation
of the over-all cross section in a manner similar to that discussed in
section 3.2.2 for the two-region case; i. e.,
(r) = RF + G RG + FM(r-RF-RG (4.18)
r
Equation 4.18 is exact for the case of pure attenuation (no "build-up
factor"), which is consistent with the model for the UNCOL code. In
fact, within the limitations of the model, there is no restriction to the
number of regions to which an equation of the type of Eq. 4.18 can be
extended.
There are two sets of experimental data with which results of the
above calculations can be compared. The first set involves the
Ni 5 8 (n, p)Co 5 8 measurements described in section 2.10. These measure-
ments were performed August 12, 1965. The fuel arrangement at that
time corresponded to MITR Core Configuration #62, for which the
weighting coefficients (power per element in MW) are given in Table 4.5.
The results of the measurements are compared with the UNCOL calcu-
lations in Table 4.6 where both are normalized to the value at Fuel
Element Position #1. The agreement between calculations and experi-
ment is quite good with the exception of the results for 3GV6. In all the
other experimental facilities, the results of the calculations are slightly
higher relative to Position #1 than the experimental results. The calcu-
lated value for 3GV6 is approximately 20% lower than the experimental
value.
The value of the removal cross section for graphite used for the
calculations for 3GV2, 3GV5, and 3GV6 was 0.030 cm . This value
gives results that agree well with experiment and is not very different
from the value of the removal cross section for carbon calculated from
the first two groups of the LASL 16-group set (A4). The theoretical
value so determined is 0.0348 cm~ for one group of fast neutrons above
1.4 Mev.
The second set of experiments with which UNCOL calculations for
the MITR have been compared is a series of foil measurements made by
personnel of the MIT Organic Loop Project (T7). These foil measurements
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TABLE 4.5
Weighting Coefficients for MITR Core Configuration #62
Fuel Element Position
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
22
26
28
29
30
20, 21, 23,
Weighting Coefficient
0.1250
0.1252
0.1210
0.1158
0.1172
0.1191
0.1240
0.0629
0.0703
0.0670
0.0867
0.0726
0.0633
0.0836
0.0899
0.0651
0.0891
0.0740
0.0818
0.0422
0.0375
0.0436
0.0328
0.0307
24, 25, 27 0.0000
10-plate element
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TABLE 4.6
Experimental and Calculated Relative Fast Fluxes
for MITR Core Configuration #62
Results of
Experimental UNCOL
Experimental Results Calculations
Facility (Relative) (Relative)
Position 1 1.0 1.0
Position 23 3.025 X 10- 2  3.114 X 10-2
1PH2 3.090 X 10- 2  3.229 X 10-2
3GV2 1.017 X 10-2 1.116 X 10- 2
3GV5 3.816 X 10-2 3.834 X 10-2
3GV6 1.988 X 10-2 1.586 X 10-2
were based on the Ni 58(n, p)Co58 reaction. The measurements were
made in experimental thimbles and in monitor tubes of the organic loop
in-pile section. The irradiations were made in Fuel Position 1 and
Fuel Position 20 of the MIT Reactor between April 1963 and August 1965.
The results are normalized to the first experiment and are compared in
Table 4.7.
TABLE 4.7
Comparison of UNCOL Calculations and Organic Loop Data
Results of
Experimental UNCOL
Core Experimental Results Calculations
Configuration Facility (Relative) (Relative) Remarks
39 Position 1 1.0 1.0 10-plate
element in
50 Position 1 0.766 0.833 Position 1
52 Position 1 0.289 0.241 No fuel in
Position 1
A cadmium-
61 Position 20 0.0236 0.0204 lined sample
assembly and
61 Position 20 0.0211 0.0204 in-pile section
occupied
Position 20.
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The UNCOL calculations for the MITR cannot be more accurate than
the MITBURN code from which the weighting coefficients are taken. The
generally good agreement between the results of UNCOL calculations and
experimental results provides additional confidence in the accuracy of
MITBURN calculations as well as some assurance that the UNCOL code
can be successfully used for calculations in the MITR.
4.6 Perturbation Effects
Measurements were made as described in section 2.9 in an effort to
determine perturbation effects on results obtained with the cadmium-
covered foils in the moderator.
In the first set of measurements, the axial distribution of the
Au 97(n, T)Au198 reaction was measured with bare Pb-Au (13%) foils,
0.010 inches thick. The results for the threelattices with the 0.25-inch-
diameter fuel rods are shown in Fig. 4.23. The flux is depressed locally
in the vicinity of the moderator foils, with a maximum deviation of about
10% (below the normal value). The results are similar for all three
lattices, although the lattice with 1.75-inch spacing seems to have a
slightly greater depression than the other two. The 1.25-inch spacing
might have been expected to show the greatest depression, since the
cadmium covers were closer to the fuel and since they occupied a
greater percentage of the moderator volume in the lattice cell. But the
neutron spectrum in the thermal and resonance range is different for the
three lattices; it is harder for the tighter lattices and, as will be shown
in the discussion that follows, this accounts for the apparent discrepancy.
In retrospect, the choice of gold foils for use in measuring the
effect of the cadmium covers on the axial distribution of the thermal flux
does not appear to have been a wise one. The thermal flux is the
parameter of interest because nearly all of the fissions occurring in
235these lattices (which are the sources of the fast neutrons) are in U
The value of the thermal fission cross section for U235 is about 570
barns (A4) and the value of the effective resonance integral for infinite
dilution is about 274 barns (A5). The value of the thermal cross section
197 198for the Au (n, T)Au reaction is 98.8 barns (A4). The effective reso-
nance integral is a strong function of the foil thickness. If it is assumed
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that a Pb-Au (13%) foil, 0.010 inch thick, is equivalent to a pure gold foil,
0.0016 inch thick (this assumption should cause the value of effective reso-
nance integral to be overestimated), a value of 394 barns is appropriate
(S6). The ratios of the effective resonance integral to the thermal cross
section are about 0.475 for U235 fission and 3.9 for the gold reaction used
in the experiment. These ratios show that a larger fraction of the gold
reaction results from interactions with resonance neutrons than is the
235 9
case for the U (n, f) reaction. The fraction of the gold reaction that is
due to interactions with resonance neutrons can be calculated by using
235
Eq. 4.19 and the experimental values of 625, the ratio of the U fission
235
rate in foils covered with cadmium to the U fission rate in bare foils.
The ratio of epicadmium to subcadmium activation can be written:
ERI
Up
epicadmium activation 
_ o
subcadmium activation - (0.886 0.414P) '
where,
p = the ratio of the integral resonance flux to the integral
thermal flux.
The experimental values of 625 vary from about 0.02 to 0.05 for the
lattices of 0.25-inch-diameter rods (H9). The solution of Eq. 4.19 for
p gives values of 0.038 to 0.1 for these lattices; these values can then
be used to compute the epicadmium-to-subcadmium activation ratios
for the gold reaction. Results of these calculations indicate that the
ratio of epicadmium to subcadmium activation for the gold foils used
in the experiments varied from 0.16 to 0.42 as the rod spacing is
decreased from 2.50 inches to 1.25 inches in the lattices of 0.25-inch-
diameter rods. These results indicate that a reduction of 10% in the
activation of the gold foils corresponded to a reduction in the thermal
flux of 12% for the widely spaced lattices and of 17% for the tightly
spaced lattices.
The Na 23(n, )Na24 reaction would have been a better choice than gold
for use in the experiment because the ratio of the effective resonance
integral to the thermal cross section is about 0.514 (A4, A5).
The effective energy for "cadmium cut-off" is assumed to be 0.4 ev.
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The activity distribution in the moderator of the Ni 58(n, p)Co58
reaction, measured by using bare foils and a modified foil holder, is
shown in Fig. 4.24 together with the results from an experiment with
cadmium covers on the foils. It appears that the activation of the foils
nearest the fuel rod may be decreased by approximately 10% by the
presence of the cadmium. The foils farther from the rod are affected
little, if any. This result is to be expected in view of the axial distri-
butions described above. The activation of the foils nearest the rod
should be decreased as a result of the presence of the cadmium covers,
more than the foils further away, for two reasons. First, since they
are closer to the rod, a greater percentage of the contribution from the
rod comes from their immediate vicinity. This is a consequence of the
roughly exponential attenuation of the fast neutrons as they leave their
point of birth. Second, the foils nearest the rod receive a higher per-
centage of their total activation from that rod, the other rods in the
lattice playing a relatively smaller role.
It would be difficult to obtain an analytic correction for the per-
turbation caused by the cadmium covers. Such a correction would be
a complicated function of rod diameter, lattice spacing, and distance
from the foil to the rod. Even the data of Fig. 4.23 are of limited value
for this purpose, since their use requires treatment of an axially
dependent source.
The desired corrections could have been obtained empirically with
data similar to those shown in Fig. 4.24. This procedure was not adopted
because the number of experiments required would have been prohibitive.
A separate correction curve would have been required for every lattice
studied, and more than one experiment would have been necessary in
each case in order to obtain an accurate correction. The net effect would
have been almost to double the amount of experiments required. Since
lattice experimental time was at a premium, it was decided not to per-
form these experiments.
This decision is further supported by additional considerations.
The foils inside the fuel rod were not affected by this perturbation. As
described in section 2.6, the fuel foils were always positioned in a sepa-
rate rod at least one cell away from the moderator holders. Only those
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moderator foils closest to the rod were substantially affected. This result
is to be expected and is supported by the data shown in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24.
The foil locations closest to the fuel rod were not the most important ones
for determining either the fast neutron distributions in the lattice cells or
the fast fission rate inside the fuel. Finally, the results of Fig. 4.23,
together with the calculations discussed above, effectively establish a
reasonably accurate upper limit on the magnitude of this effect. In
accordance with these data, the effect could not exceed 12% to 17%
(depending on the lattice), even if the fast flux activating the foil origi-
nated entirely from within the adjacent rod and from within a very small
volume inside the rod. Neither of these conditions existed in any of the
lattices studied.
The results of the test of the "inverted" moderator foil holder are
given in Fig. 4.25. There is no detectable difference between the results
for the two kinds of holders. This is to be expected, provided the
measurements are made sufficiently high in the lattice.
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Chapter V
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
It is recommended that additional measurements be made of the
intracellular distributions of the activation of threshold detectors. Such
measurements would provide experimental information of direct use for
calculations of radiation damage rates and of certain reactor physics
parameters, such as resonance capture in homogenized lattice cells as
done, for example, in reference D2. Measurements of the intracellular
distribution of the fast flux could also be used to extend the application
of the UNCOL code by providing values of effective removal cross
sections for other materials besides slightly enriched uranium and
heavy water. The values of the effective removal cross section for
uranium and heavy water used in the present work were close to calcu-
lated values found in the literature for a group of neutrons with energies
above 1.35 Mev (see section 4.1.1). As discussed in Appendix D, however,
the results of the UNCOL calculations are quite sensitive to changes in
the values of the effective removal cross sections used, and it is not
obvious that the calculated values found in the literature for other
materials are sufficiently accurate. If comparisons with additional
experiments show that calculated values of removal cross sections for
some other materials besides uranium and heavy water can be used in
UNCOL to give satisfactory agreement, a better basis would be
established for the application of the UNCOL code to assemblies of
different types. The removal cross sections used in the UNCOL code
are those consistent with one energy group having a lower limit of about
1 Mev. In sets of multigroup constants, the neutrons with energies
greater than 1 Mev are usually divided into two or more groups. The
values of the removal cross section for such groups must be combined,
so that an effective value is obtained that includes only transfer from
energies above 1 Mev to lower energies. Viewed from another stand-
point, the procedure used for determining the values of the removal
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cross sections to give agreement between UNCOL results and experi-
mental results can be considered a procedure for the experimental
measurement of removal cross sections. Thus, as discussed in
Appendix D, the experimental values of the removal cross sections for
a group of neutrons above 1 Mev are 0.093 ± 0.003 cm~1 and 0.100 ±
0.005 cm 1 for heavy water and uranium, respectively. Additional
materials in which measurements would be of particular interest
include: water (the results shown in Fig. 4.16 are probably not suf-
ficient to justify assigning a value of 0.098 cm as the removal cross
section for water), graphite, organic compounds similar to those used
as coolants in reactors, thorium, and the oxides of both uranium and
thorium. Single rod measurements, preferably with rods at least
0.75 inch in diameter, are well suited for experiments of this type,
require less material than even miniature lattices, and should provide
results from which values of the effective removal cross sections may
be deduced. Single rod measurements are useful for determining values
of the effective removal cross sections for both fuel and moderator
materials: inside the fuel, the spatial distribution of the fast flux is
determined primarily by the properties of the fuel, while far from the
fuel rod the distribution is a strong function of the properties of the
material surrounding the fuel rod.
It would be worth while to attempt to use the Rh 103(n, n')Rh103m
reaction and one or more of the reactions with cross sections having
relatively high threshold energies in any additional measurements of
intracellular distributions of fast neutrons in lattice assemblies. The
rhodium reaction has a lower threshold energy than any of the reactions
used in the present work. Use of this reaction would provide experi-
mental information about the spatial distribution of the neutrons with
energies below 1 Mev as well as some reaction rate ratios more sensi-
tive to the lower portion of the neutron spectrum than those involving
only the reactions with higher threshold energies. The use of reactions
with cross sections having higher threshold energies, such as the
Mg 24(n, p)Na24 and Al 27(n, a)Na24 reactions, would extend the experi-
mental results into the higher energy portion of the spectrum. It appears
as though the spatial distributions of all the reactions induced by neutrons
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with energies greater than 1 Mev are similar, but the results of the
experiments with the zinc reaction, discussed in section 4.1.1, introduce
some doubt about the distribution of the neutrons with energies greater
than about 5 Mev. The use of the rhodium reaction as well as the reaction
with higher threshold energies was not possible in the present work,
owing to insufficient activation for counting. The increase in power of
the MIT Reactor to 5 MW might permit the use of these reactions in
future lattices, however, and they could also be used in critical
assemblies.
The measurement of axial and radial activity distributions with
threshold detectors would provide useful information about the separa-
bility of the energy and spatial dependence of neutrons in multiplying
assemblies. Measurements of the axial and radial distribution of the
thermal flux are usually made when lattice assemblies are studied, and
comparable measurements of the fast flux would make possible inter-
esting comparisons. Although the effort made in the present work to
measure the radial distribution of the indium reaction was unsuccessful
because the count rates were too low, such measurements can probably
now be made with reasonable accuracy. The recent increase in power of
the MIT Reactor to 5 MW and the use of a specially designed foil holder
for larger foils would increase the count rates, probably enough to make
the measurements feasible. The use of the nickel reaction, with the foils
left in the lattice during the course of a number of other lattice experi-
ments in order to achieve a higher percentage of the saturated activity
than is possible with shorter irradiations, might be a better method
than the use of the indium reaction. The nickel reaction has the advant-
age of not requiring the use of cadmium covers; these would produce
an unacceptable perturbation for other experiments being done simul-
taneously in the lattice. Furthermore, the long half-life (71 days) of
58the Co formed by the reaction makes it possible to use long counting
periods for a large number of foils to improve the statistical accuracey
of the results.
An interesting problem for which the UNCOL code seems well
suited is that of calculating the spatial distribution of the D12(, n)H
reaction in a heavy water assembly. Some experiments have recently
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been done at MIT in which the effects of the spatial distribution of this
reaction were studied (S8). The threshold for this reaction in heavy water
is 2.2 Mev. Gamma rays originating with energies greater than the
threshold energy are likely to be degraded below this amount in a single
interaction. Thus, the spatial distribution of the gamma rays capable of
producing photoneutrons should be amenable to treatment in the same
manner as the uncollided neutron flux. The experimental determination
of the correct attenuation coefficients to be used in this type of calculation
would probably present difficulties. But there is probably less need for
experimental values than in the case of fast neutrons. Gamma-ray attenu-
ation coefficients are well tabulated as functions of energy and it should
be possible to compute reasonably accurate values for use in UNCOL.
The use of the UNCOL code with the method described in section 4.3 to
correlate experimental values of 628 in lattices of clusters of rods
moderated by heavy water would be worth while. Other analytical methods.
are available for calculating 628, such as the HEETR code and the MOCA-2
code (D1), but their application to nonuniform arrays, such as clusters,
is not straightforward. The large amount of experimental work on heavy
water-moderated lattices of clusters of rods at the Savannah River
Laboratory has produced many experimental values of 628 with which
calculations can be compared. The UNCOL code could be used in its
present form for calculations of lattices with clusters of rods but would
be relatively inefficient in terms of computer time compared with a
modified form more compatible with arrangements of rods in clusters.
Such calculations would also require knowledge of the spatial distribution
of the fission rates inside the fuel rods. These distributions are different
for different rod positions within the clusters and could probably be calcu-
lated with THERMOS if experimental results are not available.
The Monte Carlo code, MOCA-2A, (D1) can be used to compute
spatial distributions, 628, and energy spectra, as well as other data.
It should, therefore, provide comparisons for all the results reported
here. In particular, the use of MOCA-2A might be combined effectively
with the use of HEETR for spectral calculations. Since MOCA-2A
involves fewer assumptions, it is probably more accurate than HEETR.
On the other hand, HEETR calculations can be made in a fraction of the
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computer time required for a Monte Carlo code like MOCA-2A. Thus,
HEETR might be used to study effects of varying parameters over a
wide range; then specific calculations of interest could be made with
MOCA-2A.
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Appendix A
COMPUTER CODES
A. 1 UNCOL, Uncollided Flux Approximation
The UNCOL code computes the spatial distribution of the uncollided
fast flux in accordance with the assumptions and the mathematical deri-
vation given in section 3.2. The code was programmed in FORTRAN and
compiled and run on an IBM 7094 computer at the MIT Computation
Center. The amount of computer time required is obviously a function
of the complexity of the problem but is typically about 0.2 minutes per
problem. The required input data are described in section A.1.1. A
listing of the FORTRAN source deck and a brief description of each of
the subroutines is given in section A.1.2, and input and output data for
sample problems are given in sections A.1.3 and A.1.4.
A.1.1 Input Data for UNCOL
The input data are given below in the order required. The names
of the variables for each FORMAT statement are given, followed by the
required FORMAT in parentheses, and then by a brief description of the
variables.
ID(I), I = 1, 12 (12A6)
ID(I) is an arbitrary identification statement of 72 spaces or less
used to label each set of data. It will be printed out as the first line of
the output data.
NF, NM, MORE, IRG, JCON, NMESH1, NMESH2, KAN, KREAD,
KGRPH, KASIG, KRTM, INF (1614)
NF is the number of points for which calculations are to be made
inside the fuel rod and must be greater than one. The location of the
points is determined by the number of points and the radius of the rod.
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The radius is divided into (NF-1) equal increments. The points are then
equally spaced from the center of the fuel rod" outward to the surface of
the rod.
NM is the number of points to be calculated in the moderator. NM
can be any number including zero. The moderator points are located at
equal intervals between the surface of the fuel rod and the midpoint
between fuel rods (i. e., one-half the lattice spacing).
MORE is a control character for additional data. If MORE is non-
zero, the program will re-cycle and read in a new set of input data at
the end of the problem. The algebraic sign of MORE is important if
JCON is negative, as described below.
IRG is the total number of "rings" of fuel rods to be computed
minus two (i. e., if the total is three, IRG = 1). The central rod - the
one containing the fuel points - is not counted as a ring. The number of
rings determines the size of the lattice when a lattice calculation is being
made. In the "read-in" case (see the discussion for JCON), the definition
of the rings is arbitrary, and the number of rings to be used is arbitrary.
In such cases, the rods can be grouped into rings in any arrangement
that is convenient for use of the results (see discussion of NRPR(K)).
JCON is the control character for the macroscopic source distri-
bution. If JCON is zero, a J distribution is assumed. The central rod
is given the weight unity. The rings of additional rods are weighted with
a J distribution according to their distance from the central rod, with
EXTP used as the extrapolated radius. If JCON is positive, the central
rod and all the rings are weighted as unity. If JCON is negative, a
"read-in" problem is calculated, and the weighting coefficients for each
rod are read in with WTRD(J) as described below. The magnitude of
JCON gives the total number of rods for which calculations are to be
made. If JCON is negative and MORE is negative, a non-lattice array
is assumed. In this case, both the weighting coefficients for each rod,
(WTRD(J) ), and the distance in inches of each rod, (R(2, K)), from the
The "center" point is actually slightly offset from the center to avoid
mathematical difficulties that accompany zero arguments.
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nearest rod, must be read in as described below. The number of rods
per ring, NRPR(K), and the labels, LABEL(K), must also be read in as
described below. The magnitude of JCON gives the total number of rods
to be calculated.
NMESH1 is the number of mesh points to be used in the numerical
integration (using the parabolic formula) of Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 for the
nearest rod. For the calculations reported in the present work, NMESH1
was 121. Results with 241 and 481 for NMESH1 differed by less than
0.5%. NMESH1 must be an odd number.
NMESH2 is the number of mesh points to be used in the numerical
integration of Eq. 3.14 for all rods other than the nearest rod. In the
present work, the value of NMESH2 was 21. The use of 41 and 81 for
NMESH2 affected the results by less than 0.5%. NMESH2 must be an odd
number. The amount of computer time required for a given problem is
almost a linear function of the magnitudes of NMESH1 and NMESH2.
KAN is the control character for annular fuel. If KAN is negative,
all the fuel rods are annular. If KAN is positive, only the nearest rod
is annular and all others are solid rods. If KAN is non-zero, the inner
diameter in inches must be read in (DAN) as described below. If KAN
is non-zero, its magnitude is the number of fuel rod points that are
inside the annular fuel section. This must be computed to be consistent
with NF, DIAM, and DAN (see discussion of NF).
KREAD is a control character for calculations for a single point
that is not located in a fuel region. If KREAD is non-zero, no calcula-
tions are made for the nearest rod. This can greatly reduce the amount
of running time required if, for example, a series of points correspond-
ing to experimental facilities in the MITR is being calculated. It is still
necessary to have NF greater than one. Use NF = 2 and NM = 0 for such
cases.
KGRPH is a control character for calculations for a point located
in a third region. An example is a MITR graphite vertical facility. If
In nonuniform arrays, there may not be a central rod or, even if
there is one, it may not coincide with the location of interest. In
such instances, the distribution of the fast flux is calculated in and
around the "nearest" rod.
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KGRPH is non-zero, the value of the cross section (in cm~1) of the
material comprising the third region (SGRPH) and the effective thickness
in inches of the third region (GRAD) must be read in as described below.
KASIG is a control character for calculations for an annular fuel
region in which the center region is a void rather than moderator. If
KASIG is non-zero, the center region is treated as a void when KAN is
non-zero.
KRTM is a control character for calculations for a rod-to-
moderator lattice cell traverse rather than a rod-to-rod traverse which
is the normal case. If KRTM is non-zero, a rod-to-moderator traverse
is calculated.
INF is a control character for the calculation of the correction for
the finite axial length of the lattice. If INF is non-zero, only this calcu-
lation is made, and the following additional data must be read in as
described below: the distance in inches to the edge of the lattice (HGT)
and the convergence criterion (CONV).
SIGF, SIGM, SPA, DIAM, EXTP, DAN (6E12.6)
SIGF is the value of the fuel removal cross section in cm~ 1.
SIGM is the value of the moderator removal cross section in cm .
SPA is the value of the lattice spacing in inches. For non-lattice
problems, it does not enter into the calculations.
DIAM is the value of the diameter of the fuel rod in inches.
EXTP is the value of the extrapolated radius of the lattice in inches
for calculations in which the macroscopic source follows a J distribution.
If JCON is non-zero, EXTP does not enter into the calculations.
DAN is the value of the inner diameter in inches of the annular fuel
region. If KAN is zero, DAN does not enter into the calculations.
CO, C1 (6E12.5)
CO and C1 are the source distribution coefficients discussed in
sections 3.2.3 and 4.1.1.
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NOTE: All the input data below are option data. If JCON is zero or
positive, and KGRPH and INF are zero, no more data are required.
If JCON is negative:
WTRD(J), J = 1, JNO (6E12.5)
WTRD(J) are the values of the read-in weighting coefficients.
JNO is the absolute value of JCON; i. e., the magnitude of JCON
controls the number of rods to be calculated.
If JCON and MORE are both negative:
R(2, K), K = 1, JNO (6E12.5)
R(2, K) are the values of the distances in inches from the other
rods to the nearest rod.
NRPR(K), K = 1, 8 (1614)
NRPR(K) is the number of rods in ring K. The rods for which
distances from the nearest rod are read in with R(2, K) above
can be grouped arbitrarily into as many as eight rings for
convenience in use of the output data.
LABEL(K), K = 1, JNO (12A6)
LABEL(K) is a label, using 6 spaces or less, for rod K.
If KGRPH is non-zero:
SGRPH, GRAD (6E12.6)
SGRPH is the value of the removal cross section in cm~ of
the material constituting the third region.
GRAD is the effective thickness in inches of the third region,
i. e., the effective distance between the point for which calcu-
lations are being made and the moderator region.
If INF is non-zero:
HGT, CONV (6E12.6)
HGT is the distance in inches between the point for which
calculations are being made and the base of the cylindrical
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lattice. For example, if measurements have been made at an
axial height of 16 inches, setting HGT equal to 16.0 permits
the calculation of the appropriate correction for the finite
dimension. More specifically, the correction computed is the
total contribution from distances greater than 16 inches.
CONV is the convergence criterion that determines the number
of rows that are included for the correction for finite length.
-4In CONV = 10~ , as was used in the present work, rows will be
added until the contribution of the additional row drops below
0.01% of the total.
A.1.2 Fortran Listing and Summary of UNCOL
The UNCOL code consists of a MAIN program, three subroutines,
and five function subprograms. The subroutines are called QUAD, SUM,
and AXIAL, and the function subprograms are called BIO, BI1, BKO, BK1,
and BESS. A brief description of each part of the program is given below,
followed by a FORTRAN listing of the entire program.
The MAIN program has been labeled UNCFAP. It does the following
operations:
1. The input data are read in, printed out, and converted to a
consistent set of units (inches to centimeters, etc.).
2. For calculations in lattices, the locations of all the points in
the lattice cell are computed, as well as the distances from
each point to the rods in the lattice.
3. The values of the removal cross sections are computed by
Eq. 3.18.
4. All necessary subroutines are called.
5. For calculations in lattices, the average flux in the fuel and
in the moderator are computed and printed out, as well as
the ratio of these quantities. The calculation of the average
fluxes uses the trapezoidal rule for integration and uses the
locations in the lattice cell as mesh points for which calcu-
lations are made.
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The subroutine QUAD does the following:
1. The fast flux contributed by the nearest rod to points in the
moderator is computed by numerically integrating Eq. 3.14.
The parabolic rule is used for the integration with the number
of mesh points determined by NMESH1. The infinite limit for
the dummy variable is replaced by a finite limit, E, which is
computed as follows:
16.0
C = E(r) - r (A'
This value of the upper limit ensures that the value of the
integrand at the last mesh point is less than 0.01% of the value
at the first mesh point for problems encountered in the present
work. The integration is extrapolated past the upper limit by
assuming that the integrand is linear at that point. Since the
integrand approaches zero asymptotically, this extrapolation
procedure underestimates any remaining portion of the inte-
gral.
2. For each point inside the fuel rod, the fast flux contributed
by that part of the fuel rod inside the point is calculated.
The procedure is analogous to that of step 1.
3. For each point inside the fuel rod, the fast flux contributed
by that part of the fuel rod outside the point is calculated.
This calculation involves the use of Eq. 3.15 but is in other
respects analogous to step 1.
4. The fast flux contributed by all rods except the nearest rod
is computed for each point. This calculation uses Eq. 3.14
but replaces the infinite limit of the dummy variable by E
where,
8.0 .
E = E(r) - r (A.2)
This reduction in the upper limit is consistent with the pre-
vious criterion for Eq. A.1. The function being integrated
consists of products of the modified Bessel functions of the
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first kind, I, and modified Bessel functions of the second kind,
K. The I functions asymptotically approach infinity as the
arguments are increased without limit, while the K functions
asymptotically approach zero as the arguments are increased
without limit. The products of two such functions converge only
if the arguments of the K function exceed those of the I function.
This criterion is automatically satisfied by Eq. 3.14. The con-
vergence is more rapid for equal values of the dummy variable
in the calculations involved in this step as compared with
step 1 because the distances from the points to the rods are
larger than those of step 1 (i. e., the K arguments are larger)
while the rod diameters (and therefore the I arguments) have
not increased.
The use of Eq. A.2 involves one constraint. For r suf-
ficiently large, the upper limit as defined by Eq. A.2 becomes
less than unity, the lower limit, and the integral is negative
and meaningless. Physically, these cases are relatively
unimportant because the fast flux contributed by rods at such
distances is usually insignificant. Nevertheless, to avoid this
complication, the upper limit is never permitted to decrease
below a value of two. This constraint, along with the linear
extrapolation, ensures adequate treatment of points at distances
of more than 100 cm from the rod being calculated.
The subroutine SUM does the following:
1. The appropriate macroscopic weighting coefficients are
computed and applied.
2. The final form of the output data is obtained and the results
printed out.
The subroutine AXIAL does the following:
1. The magnitude of the fast flux at the location of the experi-
ment that is contributed by the fuel rods arranged as shown
in Fig. 4.15 is calculated.
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2. The additional input data required for the calculations of step 1
are printed out together with the results.
The function subprograms BIO, BI1, BKO, BK1, and BESS are used
to compute the Bessel functions IO' I1, KO, K1 , and J0 , respectively.
The polynomial approximations from reference Al are used.
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* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
C UNCFAP
DIMENSI
DIMENSI
DIMENSI
COMMON
COMMON
COMMON
2 FORMAT(
3 FORMAT(
4 FORMAT(
5 FORMAT(
6 FORMAT(
1 DIAM(I
8 FORMAT(
7 FORMAT(
10 FORMAT(
11 FORMAT(
13 FORMAT(
14 FORMAT(
1R MACRO
22 FORMAT(
1 DISTRI
23 FORMAT(
1SOURCE
65 FORMAT(
ON R(15,100),SIG(15,100),PH(30,100) TPH(100),FPH(100)
ON SPH(100),WTC(1000),ID(12),QD(1000),RPH(1 ),WTRD(100)
ON NRPR(8),NOR(100)#LABEL(100)
R,SIGPHTPHFPHSPHNRPRRDNFNM NONORNZ
WTRDEXTPJCONSIGAJJN ,SPAIRGCOC1,NMESH1,NMESH2,RNORM
KANKREADLABELRANKASIG
12A6)
1H1 ,12A6)
1614)
6E12.5)
86HOPTS. FUEL PTS. SIGMAF(CM-1) SIGMAM(CM-1) ROD-S
N) EXTRAP. RADIUS(IN) )
25H NMESH1 NMESH2 ,/18,111)
14,I10,2E13.5,Ell.5,E13.5,2E3.4)
46H MICROSCOPIC SOURCE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS
4H CO= ,E12.6,4H C1= ,E12.6)
14,E16.5)
90H THIS CALCULATION USES READ IN WEIGHTING COEFFI
SCOPIC SOURCE DISTRIBUTION )
70H THIS CALCULATION ASSUMES A JO MACROSCOPIC RADI
BUTION )
76H THIS CALCULATION ASSUMES A CONSTANT MACROSCOPI
DISTRIBUTION )
31H FUEL VOLUME WEIGHTED AVERAGE= ,F7.3/,36H MODER
P( IN)
CIENTS
AL SOU
C. RADI
ATOR V
R
R
A
O0
1ME WEIGHTED AVERAGE= ,F7.3/,8H RATIO= ,F7.3)
105 FORMAT(43H NEAREST ROD IS ANNULAR, INNER RADIUS(CM)= ,F7.3)
106 FORMAT(41H ALL RODS ARE ANNULAR, INNER RADIUS(CM)= ,F7.3)
126 FORMAT(53H THIS CALCULATION IS FOR A ROD TO MODERATOR TRAVERSE
NMESH1 AND NMESH2 MUST BE ODD
IRG IS TOTAL NO. OF RINGS COMPUTED MINUS 2
IF JCON=O-JO DIST. COMPUTED, IF POS.-INFINITE CASE, IF NEG.-READ I
DISTRIBUTION WITH WTRD, JCON IS NO. OF RODS
KAN IS CONTROL FOR ANNULAR CASE, IF NEGATIVE ALL RODE ARE ANNULAR,
IF POSITIVE ONLY NEAREST ROD IS ANNULAR, MAGNITUDE OF KAN IS
THE NUMBER OF FUEL PTS. CONTAINING SOURCES
IF JCON AND MORE ARE NEG., 
-NON-LATTICE ARRAY EXISTS, DISTANCES
MUST- BE READ IN, NO PTS. OUTSIDE FUEL ARE CALC., -JCON IS NO.
OF RODS
MORE IS ALSO CONTROL FOR ADDITIONAL RUNS
KREAD IS CONTROL FOR DATA PT. OUTSIDE OF ALL FUEL LOCATIONS
KGRPH IS CONTROL FOR PRESENCE OF THIRD REGION
KASIG IS CONTROL FOR VOID INSIDE ANNULAR ELEMENT
KRTM IS CONTROL FOR ROD TO MODERATOR TRAVERSE
INF IS CONTROL FOR CALCULATING INFINITE AXIAL CORRECTION
1 READ INPUT TAPE 4,2.(ID(I),I=1,12)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,39(ID(I),I=1,12)
READ INPUT TAPE 494,NFNMMOREIRGJCONNMESH1,NMESH2,KANKREAD,
1KGRPHKASIGKRTMINF
NO=NF+NM
READ INPUT TAPE 4,5,SIGFSIGMSPADIAME'XTPDAN
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,6
OD
FO
CE
L
LU
N
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,7,NONFSIGFSIGMSPADIAMEXTP
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,8,NMESH1,NMESH2
READ INPUT TAPE 4,5,COC1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,10
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,11,CO,C1
IF(INF) 209,9,209
209 CALL AXIAL (SIGFeSIGM9DIAM)
GO TO 68
9 RAN=2.54*DAN/2.0
JJN=0
IF(JCON) 12916918
12 JNO=-JCON
JJN=JNO*MORE
READ INPUT TAPE 4,5,(WTRD(J),J=1,JNO)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,14
GO TO 19
16 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,22
GO TO 19
18 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,23
19 SP=SPA*2.54
.RD=2.54*DIAM/2.0
DRF=RD/FLOATF(NF-1)
DO 20 N=2,NF
20 R(1,N)=DRF*FLOATF(N-1)
R(1,1)=R(1,2)/10.0
IF(JJN) 27,21,21
27 READ INPUT TAPE 4,5,(R(2,K),K=1,JNO)
READ INPUT TAPE 4,4,(NRPR(K),K=1,8)
C NRPR(K) IS NO. OF RODS IN RING K, MAX. NO. OF RINGS IS 8
READ INPUT TAPE 4,2,(LABEL(K),K=1,JNO)
DO 29 K=1,JNO
29 R(2,K)=R(2,K)*2.54
GO TO 32
21 IF(NM) 32,32,122
122 DRM=((SP/2.0)-RD)/FLOATF(NM)
NL=NF+1
DO 25 N=NLNO
25 R(1,N)=RD+DRM*FLOATF(N-NF)
A=SP**2
IF(KRTM) 26,30,26
26 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,126
DO 28 N=1,NO
B=R(1,N)**2
ARG=A+B-1.732*SP*R(1,N)
R(2,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
R ( 5,N) =R (2 ,N)
ARG=A+B
R(3,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=A+B+1.732*SP*R(1,N)
R(4,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=B+3.0*A-1.732*SP*R (1,N)
R(6,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=ARG+3.464*SP*R(1,N)
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R(7,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=B+4.0*A+3.464*SP*R(1,N)
R(8,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=ARG-6.928*SP*R(1,N)
R(9,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=B+4.0*A
R(10,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
R(11N)=1.732*SP-R(1,N)
28 R(12,N)=1.732*SP+R(1,N)
GO TO 32
30 DO 31 N=1,NO
R(2,N)=SP-R(1,N)
B=R(1,N)**2
ARG=A-R(1,N)*SP+B
R(3,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=A+B+R(1,N)*SP
R(4,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
R(5,N)=SP+R(1,N)
ARG=3.0*A+B-3.0*R(1,N)*SP
R(6,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=B+3*0*A
R(7,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=3.0*A+B+1.7320508*R(1,N)*SP
R(8,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=(SP-R(1,N))**2+3.0*A
R(9,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
ARG=3.0*A+(SP+R(1,N))**2
R(10,N)=SQRTF(ARG)
R(lloN)=2.0*SP-R(19N)
31 R(12,N)=2.0*SP+R(1,N)
32 IF(KAN) 33,37,34
33 NZ=NF+KAN+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,106,RAN
GO TO 35
34 NZ=NF-KAN+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,105,RAN
35 FR=(RD-RAN)/RD
SGF=SIGF*FR+SIGM*(1.0-FR)
DO 36 N=-1,NF
36 SIG(1,N)=SGF
GO TO 43 -
37 DO 42 N=1,NF
42 SIG(1,N)=SIGF
SGF=SIGF
43 IF(JJN) 90,41,41
90 IF(KGRPH) 190,91,190
190 READ INPUT TAPE 4,5,SGRPHGRAD
GRD=GRAD*2.54
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,199,SGRPHGRAD
199 FORMAT(49H THIS CALCULATION IS FOR A PT. IN
18H SIGMA= ,E12.6,13H DIST.(IN.)= ,E12.6)
DO 192 K=1,JNO
192 SIG(2,K)=(RD*SGF+GRD*SGRPH+(R(2,K)-(RD+GRD))
A THIRD REGION
*SIGM)/ R(2,K)
/ ,8X,
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GO TO 59
91 DO 92 K=1.JNO
92 SIG(2,K)=(RD*SGF+(R(2,K)-RD)*SIGM)/R(2,K)
GO TO 59
41 IF(NM) 48,48,141
141 NN=NF+1
DO 44 N=NNNO
44 SIG(1,N)=(RD*SIGF+(R(1,N)-RD)*SIGM)/R(1,N)
48 DO 50 M=2,12
DO 50 N=1,NO
50 SIG(MN)=(RD*SIGF+(R(MN)-RD)*SIGM)/R(MN)
M=13
DO 55 N=1,IRG
LX=(N+2)*3
R(13,N)=SP*FLOATF(LX)/3.14159
55 SIG(MN)=(RD*SIGF+(R(MN)-RD)*SIGM)/R(MN)
59 CALL QUAD
CALL SUM
IF(NM) 68,68,159
159 IF(KAN) 68,60,68
60 IF(JJN)68,61,61
61 QD(1)=R(1,2)/4.0
DO 62 N=2,NO
62 QD(N)=R(1,N)
AFN=(TPH(1)*QD(1)**2 +TPH(NF)*QD(NF)**2)/2.0
AFD=(QD(1)**2+QD(NF)**2)/2.0
AMN=(TPH(NF+1)*QD(NF+1)**2+TPH(NO)*QD(NO)**2)/2.0
AMD=(QD(NF+1)**2+QD(NO)**2)/2.0
N1=NF-1
N2=NF+2
DO 63 N=2#N1
AFN=AFN+TPH(N)*QD(N)**2
63 AFD=AFD+QD(N)**2
AF=RNORM*AFN/AFD
NN=NO-1
DO 64 N=N2#NN
AMN=AMN+TPH(N)*QD(N)**2
64 AMD=AMD+QD(N)**2
AM=RNORM*AMN/AMD
FAF=AF/AM
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,65,AFAMFAF
68 IF(MORE) 1,70,1
70 CALL EXIT
END
* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE QUAD
DIMENSION R(15,100),SIG(15,100),PH(30,100),TPH(100),FPH(100)
DIMENSION SPH(100),WTC(1000),ID(12),QD(1000),RPH(1 ),WTRD(100)
DIMENSION NRPR(8),NOR(100),LABEL(100)
COMMON RSIGPHTPHFPHSPHNRPRRDNFNMNONORNZ
COMMON WTRDEXTPJCONSIGAJJN ,SPAIRGCOC1,NMESH1,NMESH2,RNORM
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COMMON KANKREADLABELRANKASIG
WTC(1)=1.0
WTC(NMESH1)=1.0
KU=NMESH1-1
DO- 10 K=2,KU,2
10 WTC(K)=4.0
KU=KU-1
DO 12 K=3,KU,2
12 WTC(K)=2.0
IF(KREAD) 15,11,15
11 IF(JJN) 55,14,14
15 M=l
DO 16 N=1NF
16 PH(MN)=0.0
GO TO 103
14 TF(NM) 214,559214
C NEAREST ROD MODERATOR
214 FA=C1*RD**3
FB=CO*RD
FC=2.0*C1*RD**2
FD=4.0*C1*RD
M=1
PTS. CALCULATED
NL=NF+1
DO 17 N=NLNO
17 PH(MN)=0.0
VR=RD
KCON=0
18 DO 50 N=NLNO
U=SIG(MN)*R(MN)
V=SIG(MN)*VR
EP=16.0/U
YD= (EP-1.0) /FLOATF (NMESH1-1)
DO 25 K=1NMESH1
Y=1.0+YD*FLOATF(K-1)
A=U*Y
B=V*Y
C=SIG(MN)*Y
QD(K)=BKO(A)*(BI1(B)*(FA+FB-FD/(C**2))+FC*BIO(B)/C)/C
25 PH(MN)=PH(MN)+WTC(K)*QD(K)
PH(MN)=PH(MN)*4.0*YD/3.0
DH*QD(K-1-)-QD(K)
50 PH(MN)=PH(MN)+0.5*(QD(K)**2)*YD/DH
IF(KAN) 51955951
51 KCON=KCON+1
GO TO (52,55),KCON
52 VR=RAN
FA=-C1*RAN**3
FBz-CO*RAN
FC=-2.0*C1*RAN**2
FD=-4.0*C1*RAN
GO TO 18
C FUEL PTS.- CONTRIBUTION FROM
55 NW=1
INSIDE
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IF(KAN) 57s60957
57 GA=C1*RAN**3
GB=CO*RAN
GC=2.0*Cl*RAN**2
GD=4.0*C1*RAN
NW=NZ
60 M=1
DO 61 N=1NF
61 PH(M#N)=O.0
DO 100 N=NW*NF
UV=SIG(MeN)*R(MoN)
EP=16.0/UV
YD=(EP-1.0)/FLOATF(NMESH1-1)
FA=Cl*R(M*N)**3
FB=CO*R (MeN)
FC=2.0*Cl*R(MeN)**2
FD=4.0*Cl*R (MeN)
DO 75 K=1NMESH1
Y=1.0+YD*FLOATF(K-1)
AB=UV*Y
63 C=SIG(MN)*Y
QD(K)=BKO(AB)*(BIl(AB)*(FA+FB-FD/(C**2))+FC*BIO(AB)/C)/C
PH(MeN)=PH(MoN)+WTC(K)*QD(K)
IF(KAN) 6575,65
65 BB=SIG(MN)*RAN*Y
QD(K+2)=BKO(AB)*(BI1(BB)*(GA+GB-GD/(C**2))+GC*BIO(BB)/C)/C
PH(M#N)=PH(MtN)-WTC(K)*QD(K+2)
75 CONTINUE
100 PH(MeN) =PH(M,N)*4.0*YD/3.0
C FUEL PTS.-CONTRIBUTION FROM OUTSIDE. IN ROD
FD=4.0*Cl*RD
FE=CO*RD
FF=C1*RD**3
FG=2.0*C1*RD**2
M=1
NL=NF-1
DO 150 N=1NL
REF=R(MeN)
IF(KAN) 101,202,101
101 REF=MAX1F(R(MeN)*RAN)
IF(KASIG) -201,202,201
201 W=SIG(MN)*REF
GO TO 102
202 W=SIG(MeN)*R(MeN)
102 FA=CO*REF
FB=4.0*Cl*REF
FC=C1*REF**3
FH=2.0*C1*REF**2
U=SIG(MtN)*REF
V=SIG(MeN)*RD
EP=16.O/V
YD=(EP-1.O)/FLOATF(NMESH1-1)
QQ=0
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DO 125 K=1NMESH1
Y=1.0+YD*FLOATF (K-1)
A=U*Y
B=V*Y
C=SIG(MN)*Y
D=W*Y
QD(K)=BIO(D)*(BK1(A)*(FA+FB/(C**2)+FC)+BKl(B)*(-FD/(C**2)-FE-FF)-
1BKO(B)*FG/C+BK0(A)*FH/C) /C
125 QQ=QQ+WTC(K)*QD(K)
QQ=QQ*4.0*YD/3. 0
DH=QD(K-1)-QD(K)
150 PH(M.N)=PH(MN)+QQ+0.5*(QD(K)**2)*YD/DH
KCON=o
IF(JJN) 103,104,104
103 ML=2
MU=2
NLw2
NU=-JCON
I1=2
GO TO 120
C ALL.EXCEPT NEAREST ROD CALCULATED
104 WTC(NMESH2)=1.0
11=1
105 GO TO (110,115,170),11
110 ML=2
MU=12
NL=1
NU=NO
GO TO 120
115 ML=13
MU=13
NL=1
NU=IRG
120 DO 121 M=MLMU
DO 121 N=NLNU
121 PH(MN)=0.0
FA=Cl*RD**3
FB=CO*RD
FC=2.0*Cl*RD**2
FD=4.0*Cl*RD
VR=RD -
122 DO 160 M=ML#MU
DO-160 N=NL9NU
U=SIG(MN)*R(MN)
V=SIG(M#N)*VR
EP=8.0/U
GO TO 310
305 EPfEP*2.0
310 IF(EP-2.0) 305,305,315
315 YD=(EP-1.0)/FLOATF(NMESH2-1)
DO 135 K=1,NMESH2
Y=1.0+YD*FLOATF (K-1)
A=mU*Y
133
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B=V*Y
C=SGI*Y
C=SIG(MtN) *Y
QD(K)=BK0(A)*(BIl(B)*(FA+FB-FD/(C**2))+FC*BIO(B)/C)/C
135 PH(MoN)=PH(MN)+WTC(K)*QD(K)
PH(MN)=PH(MN)*4.0*YD/3.0
DH=QD( K-1)-QD( K)
160 PH(MN) =PH(MN)+0.5*(QD(K)**2)*YD/DH
IF(KAN) 162,168,168
162 KCON=KCON+1
GO TO (164,168,164,168,164,168,164,168),KCON
164 VR=RAN
FA=-C1*RAN**3
FB=-CO*RAN
FC=-2.0*Cl*RAN**2
FD=-4. 0*Cl*RAN
GO TO 122
168 11=11+1
GO TO 105
170 RETURN
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE SUM
DIMENSION R(15,100),SIG(15,100),PH(30,100),TPH(100),FPH(100)
DIMENSION SPH(100),WTC(1000),ID(12),QD(1000) ,RPH(1 ),WTRD(100)
DIMENSION NRPR(8),NOR(100),LABEL(100)
COMMON RSIGPHTPHFPHSPHNRPRRDNFNMNONORNZ
COMMON WTRDEXTPJCONSIGAJJN ,SPAIRGCOC1,NMESH1,NMESH2,RNORM
COMMON KANKREADLABELRAN
DO-4 M=1912
4 WTC(M)=1.0
WTC(3)=2.0
WTC(4)=2.0
DO 8 M=6,10
8 WTC(M)=2.0
QD(1)=18.0
DO 9 M=2,IRG
9 QD(M)=QD(M-1)+6.0
DO 10 N=1NO
TPH(N)=O.0
FPH(N)=0.0
10 SPH(N)=0.0
DO 11 N=1,IRG
11 RPH(N)=0.0
IF(JCON) 150,160,170
150 IF(JJN ) 300,300,151
151 WTC(1)=WTC(1)*WTRD(1)
WTC(2)=WTC(2)*WTRD(2)
WTC(3)=WTC(3)*(WTRD(3)+WTRD(7))/2.0
WTC(4)=WTC(4)*(WTRD(4)+WTRD(6))/2.0
WTC(5)=WTC(5)*WTRD(5)
*
*
*
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WTC(6)=WTC(6)*(WTRD(9)+WTRD(19))/2.0
WTC(7)=WTC(7)*(WTRD(11)+WTRD(17))/2.0
WTC(8)=WTC(8)*(WTRD(13)+WTRD(15))/2.0
WTC(9)=WTC(9)*(WTRD(10)+WTRD(18))/2.0
WTC(10)=WTC(10)*(WTRD(12)+WTRD(16))/2.0
WTC(11)=WTC(11)*WTRD(8)
WTC(12)=WTC'(12)*WTRD(14)
DO 152 K=1,IRG
KW=K+19
152 QD(K)=QD(K)*WTRD(KW)
GO TO 170
300 JNO=-JCON
NRS=1
DO 400 N=1NO
PH(1#N)=PH(1,N)*WTRD(1)
400 TPH(N)=PH(1,N)
KU=NRPR ( 1)+1
DO 301 K=2,KU
DO 401 N=1,NO
FPH(N)=FPH(N)+PH(2,K)*WTRD(K)
401 TPH(N)=TPH(N)+PH(2,K)*WTRD(K)
301 NOR(K)=1
IF(NRPR(2)) 350,350,302
302 NRS=2
KL=KU+1
KU=KU+NRPR(2)
DO 303 K=KLKU
DO 402 N=1,NO
SPH(N)=SPH(N)+PH(2,K)*WTRD(K)
402 TPH(N)=TPH(N)+PH(2,K)*WTRD(K)
303 NOR(K)=2
IF(NRPR(3)) 350,350,304
304 DO 306 NN=1,IRG
NRS=NRS+1
KL=KU+1
KU=KU+NRPR(NRS)
DO 306 K=KLKU
RPH(NN)=RPH(NN)+PH(2,K)*WTRDtK)
306 NOR(K)=NRS
350 DO 355 K=1,IRG
DO 355 N=1,NO
355 TPH(N)=TPH(N)+RPH(K)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,390
390 FORMAT (38H DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS 9/ 51H ROD DIST.
1(CM) DIST.(IN) RING WEIGHT*COEFF. LABEL
DO 352 K=1,JNO
352 QD(K)=R(2,K)/2.54
DO 354 K=1,JNO
354 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,391,KR(2,K),QD(K),NOR(K),WTRD(K),LABEL(K)
391 FORMAT( lXI12,F1O.2,F1O.2.I5,Fll.4,7XA6)
GO TO 440
160 ARG=2.405*SPA/EXTP
WTRD(1)=BESS(ARG,1)
135
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DO 163 M=2,5
163 WTC(M)=WTC(M)*WTRD(1)
ARG=2.405*2.0*SPA*3.0/(3.14159*EXTP)
DO 164 M=6,12
WTRD(M)=BESS(ARG1)
164 WTC(M)=WTC(M)*WTRD(M)
DO 165 N=leIRG
ARG=2.405*FLOATF(N+2)*3*0*SPA/(3.14159*EXTP)
WTRD(N)=BESS( ARGl)
165 QD(N)=QD(N)*WTRD(N)
170 DO 12 N*19NO
DO 12 M=112
12 TPH(N)=TPH(N)+PH(MN)*WTC(M)
DO 20 N=1NO
DO 20 M=2,5
20 FPH(N)=FPH(N)+PH(MN)*WTC(M)
DO 28 N=1NO
DO 28 M=6912
28 SPH(N)=SPH(N)+PH
DO 30 N=1,IRG
30 RPH(N)=RPH(N)+PH
DO 31 N=1,NO
DO 31 1=19IRG
(MN)*WTC(M)
(13,N )*QD(N)
31 TPH(N)=TPH(N)+RPH(I)
40 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,60
60 FORMAT(19H UN-NORMALIZED FLUX
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,44
DO 65 N=1,NO
DN=R(1,N)/2.54
65 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,70,NR(1,N),DNTPH(N),PH(1,N),FPH(N),SPH(N)
70 FORMAT(I3,F7.3,F10.4,4E12.5)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,80
80 FORMAT(17H ADDITIONAL RINGS
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,82
82 FORMAT(5X2H 11OX2H 2,10X2H 3,1OX2H 4,10X2H 5,10X2H 6,1OX2H 7,
11OX2H 8,10X2H 9,9X3H 10)
IF(IRG-10) 83,83,85
83 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,84#(RPH(N),N=1,IRG)
GO TO 98
84 FORMAT(10E12.5)
85 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,84,(RPH(N),N=1,10)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,86
86 FORMAT(4X3H 119X3H 12,9X3H 13,9X3H 14,9X3H 15,9X3H 16,9X3H 17,9X3
1H 18,9X3H 1999X3H 20)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,84,(RPH(N),N41llIRG)
98 DO 16 N=1 IRG
16 RPH(N)=RPH(N)/TPH(NO)
DO 24 N=1NO
24 FPH(N)=FPH(N)/TPH(NO)
DO 32 N=1NO
32 SPH(N)=SPH(N)/TPH(NO)
DO
36 PH
36 Ne1NO
(1N)=PH(l,N)/TPH(NO)
4
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RNORM=TPH(NO)
DO 90 NolNO
90 TPH(N)=TPH(N)/TPH(NO)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,40
40 FORMAT(38H RELATIVE FLUX NORMALIZED TO CELL EDGE )
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2o44
44 FORMAT(68H PT. DIST.(CM) DIST.(IN) TOTAL NEAREST ROD FIRST RING
1 SECOND RING
DO 50 N=1,NO
DN=R(1,N)/2.54
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,48,NR(1,N),DNTPH(N),PH(1,N),FPH(N),SPH(N)
48 FORMAT(I3,F7.3,F1O.4,F12.4,3E12.5)
50 CONTINUE
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,80
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,82
IF(IRG-10) 101,101,120
101 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,84,(RPH(N),N=1,IRG)
GO TO 200
120 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,84,(RPH(N),N=110)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,86
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,84,(RPH(N),N=11,IRG)
200 RETURN
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE AXIAL (SIGFSIGMDIAM)
DIMENSION R(15,100),SIG(15,100),PH(30,100) eTPH(100),FPH(100)
DIMENSION SPH(100),WTC(1000),ID(12),QD(1000),RPH(1 ),WTRD(100)
DIMENSION NRPR(8),NOR(100),LABEL(100)
COMMON R,SIG,PHTPHFPHSPHNRPRRDNFNMNONORNZ
COMMON WTRDEXTPJCON,SIGAJJN ,SPAIRGCOC1,NMESF1,NMESH2,RNORM
COMMON KANKREADLABELRANKASIG
2 FORMAT (6E12.6)
READ INPUT TAPE 4,2,HGTCONVGAM
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,5,HGToCONVGAM
5 FORMAT(13H HEI)HT(IN) = ,F5.2,7H CONV = ,E12.6,14H GAMMA(CM-1)
1 ,E12.6)
WTC(1)=1.0
WTC(NMESH2)=1.0
KU=NMESH2--1
DO 3 K=2,KU,2
3 WTC(K)=4.0
KU=KU-1
DO 4 K=3,KU,2
4 WTC(K)=2.0
SP=SPA*2*54
RD=2.54*DIAM/2.O
FA=C1*RD**3
FB=CO*RD
FC=2.O*Cl*RD**2
FD=4.0*Cl*RD
LR=EXTP/SPA
*
*
*
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DO 8 J=1,LR
ARG=SPA*2.405*FLOATF(J)/EXTP
8 WTRD(J)=BESS(ARG,1)
RNORM=0.0
VR=RD
AV=HGT*2.54
RW=SP*0.86603
12 FLX=0.0
DO 137 J=1,LR
AH=SP*FLOATF(J)
20 ARG=AV**2+AH**2
RA=SQRTF(ARG)
SGI=(RD*SIGF+(RA-RD)*SIGM)/RA
U=SGI*RA
26
28
29
V=SGI*VR
EP=8.0/U
GO TO 28
EP=EP*2.0
IF(EP-2.0) 26,26,29
YD=(EP-1.0)/FLOATF(NMESH2-1)
F-X=0.0
DO 135 K=1,NMESH2
Y=1.0+YD*FLOATF(K-1)
A=U*Y
B=V*Y
C=SGI*Y
QD(K)=BK0(A)*(BI1(B)*(FA+FB-FD/(C**2))+FC*BI0(B)/C)/C
135 FX=FX+WTC(K)*QD(K)
FX=FX*4.0*YD/3.0
DH=QD(K-1)-QD(K)
FX=FX+0.5*(QD(K)**2)*YD/DH
137 FLX=FLX+FX*WTRD(J)
RNORM=RNORM+FLX
200 AVIN=AV/2.54
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,211, AVIN
211 FORMAT (12H DIST.(IN) = ,F8.2)
ARG=AV*GAM
FLX=FLX*2.0
FLXP=FLX*EXPF(ARG)
FLXM=FLX*EXPF(-ARG)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,212,FLXFLXPFLXM
212 FORMAT (18H LINEAR CONTRIB. = ,E12.6,21H WEIGHTED CONTRIB.S
12.6)
AV=AV+RW
IF(CONV-FLX/RNORM) 12,12,303
303 RETURN
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
FUNCTION BESS(ARGJ)
GO TO (1,1),J
1 IF(ARG-3.0)7,7,6
*
*
*
= ,2E1
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C JO FOR ARG LESS THAN 3
7 T=ARG/3.0
BESS=1.0-2.2499997*(T**2.0)+1.2656208*T**4.0-.3163866*T**6.0+.0444
1479*T**8.0-.0039444*T**10.0+.0002100*T**12.0
RETURN
6 T=3.0/ARG
PRINT 11
11 FORMAT(26H JO ARG GREATER THAN 3.0
FO=.79788456-.0000077*T-.00552740*T**2.0-.00009512*T**3.0+.001 3 72
137*T**4.0-.00072805*T**5.0+.00014476*T**6.O
THETAO=ARG-.78539816-.04166397*T-.00003954*T**2.0+.OO26 2 5 73*T** 3 .0
1-.00054125*T**4.0-.00029333*T**5.0+.00013558*T**6.
C JOFOR ARG GREATER THAN 3
8 BESS=FO*COSF(THETAO)/SQRTF(ARG)
RETURN
END
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A.l.3 Sample Lattice Problem Treated with UNCOL
* r)ATA
10/10/65, 0.75-2.5
0005001000100005000002410021
0e 0.093 2.5
1 0 0.2782
10/10/65, 0.75-2.5
0.75 19.32
PTS. FUEL PTS.
15 5
NMESH 1
S IGMAF(CM-I)
1.0000 [-01
NME:SH2
SIGMAM(CM-1) ROD-SP(IN)
.93000E-01 .25CCCE 01
241 21
MICRCSCCPIC SJURCE DISTRIOUTIf1N CEEFFICIENTS
CC= .1CC000E 01 C1= .27820CE CO
THIS CALCULA
UN-NORMALIZE
PT. CIST.(CM
1 .024
2 .23P
3 .476
4 .714
15
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
.992
1.175
1.397
1.619
1.841
2.064
2.286
2.508
2.73C
2.953
3.175
T
RCD DIAt(IN)
.75000E 00
EXTRAP. RADIUSILN)
.1932E 02
ION ASSU11ES A JC MACROSCOPIC RADIAL SCURCE DISTRIRUTION
D FLUX
DIST.
.0094
.0937
.1875
.2812
.1750
.4625
.5500
.6375
.7250
.8125
.9C00
.9875
1.0750
1.1625
1.2500
ADDITICNAL RINGS
1
.29880E 01
RELATIVE FLUX
PT. CIST.(CP)
1 .024
2 .238
3 .476
4 .714
5 .952
6 1.175
7 1.397
8 1.619
9 1.841
10 2.064
11 2.286
12 2.5C8
13 2.730
14 2.953
15 3.175
.12890
NORMA
DIST.
.0094
.0937
.1875
.2812
.3750
.4625
.5500
.6375
.7250
.81 25
.9000
.9875
1 .0750
1.1625
1.2500
ADDITIONAL RINGS
I
.80242E-01
2
(IN) TOTAL
.81109E 02
.80682E 02
.79178E 02
.76068E 02
.68296F 02
.56055E 02
.49782E 02
.45787E 02
.43C30E 02
.41053E 02
.39619E 02
.38587E 02
.37875E 02
.37434E 02
.37237E 02
3
E .1 .51688E
LIZED TO CELL
(IN) TOTAL
2.1782
2.1721
2.1263
2.C428
1.8341
1.5054
1.3369
1.2296
1.1556
1.1025
1.C640
1.G363
1.C17?
1 .C053
1.C000
.34508E-P1
3
N EARFST
.54983E
.547 18E
.52943E
.49732E
.41827E
.29432E
.22973E
18761E
15750E
.13480E
.11705E
.10281E
.91143E
.81423E
.73215E
ROD
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
02
01
01
01
4
00 .18415E
EDGE
NEAREST ROD
.14766E 01
.14695E 01
.14218E 01
.13356E 01
.11233E 01
.79040E 00
.61696E 00
.50383E 00
.42296E 00
.3620CE 00
.31435E 00
.27610E 00
.24477E 00
.21866E CO
.19662E C
4
IRST RING SECUND RING
13876E
13889E
13928E
13993E
14086E
14198E
14336E
14502E
147C0E
14932E
152C5E
15526E
15903E
16349E
16881E
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
(2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
.72265E
.72.15E
.72A33E
.73193E
.73599E
.74021E
.74487E
.75000E
.75562E
.76175E
.76842E
.77566E
.78349E
.79193E
.80102E
CO .49841E-01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
0.1
01
01
01
01
01
6
FIRST RING SECOND RING
.37264E
.37299E
.374C3E
.37579E
.37827E
.38128E
.30499E
.38946E
.39477E
.40102E
.40834E
.41694E
.42707E
.43905E
.45335E
.13881E-01 .49453E-C2
FUEL VCLUME WEIGHTED VERAGE= 74.036
MODERATCR VOLUME WEICFTED AVERAGE= 39.936
RATIC= 1.854
Co
Co
C0
CO
Co
CO
CO
CO
C0
C0
CO
C00
CO
CO
C00
.19407E
19474E
.19559E
.19656E
.19765E
.19878E
.20004E
.20141E
.20?92E
.20457E
.20636E
.20831E
.21041E
.21268E
.'1512E
.133P56-02
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
n
00
6
7 8
7 8
A.l.4 Sample MITR Problem Treated with UNCOL
* DATA
10/10/65 MITR POS. 1 CORE CONFIGURATION 62
000400000-1000010-30012100210002
0.1 0.093 6.375
I. 0.015
0.12496 0.12524 0.12097
0.12401 0.06286 0.07032
0.06335 0.08359 0.08987
0.08185 0. 0.
0. 0.03755 0.
0. 6.375 6.375
6.375 13.25 13.25
13.25 13.25 13.25
13.25 20.935 20.935
20.935 20.935 20.935
000600120011
POS 1POS 2POS 3POS
POS 13POS 14POS 15POS
POS 25POS 26POS 27POS
0010
3.16
0.11584
0.06697
0.06510
0.04221
0.04359
6.375
13.25
13.25
20.935
20.935
4POS 5POS 6POS 7POS
16POS 17POS 18POS 19POS
28POS 29POS 30
24.0
0.11725
0.08669
0.08910
0.
0.03284
6.375
13.25
13*25
20.935
20.935
1.935
0.11910
0.0726
0.07398
0.
0.03072
6.375
13.25
13.25
20.935
20*935
8POS 9POS 10POS 11POS 12
20POS 21POS 22POS 23POS 24
10/10/65 MITR POS. 1, CORE CONFIGURATION 62
PTS. FUEL PTS. SIGMAF(CM-1) SIGMAM(CM-1) ROD-SPIN) RCD DIAM(IN)
4 4 1.OOOOOE-01 .93000E-01 .63750E 01 .31600E 01
NMESHI NMESH2
121 21
MICROSCOPIC SOURCE DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS
CO= .100000E 01 C1= .15000OE-01
THIS CALCULATION USES READ IN WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS FOR MACROSC
NEAREST ROD IS ANNULAR, INNER RADIUS(CM)= 2.457
DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS
ROD OIST.(CM) DIST.(
1 0. 0.
2 16.19 6.
3 16.19 6.
4 16.19 6.
5 16.19 6
6 16.19 6
7 16.19 6
8 33.65 13
9 33.65 13
10 33.65 13
11 33.65 13
12 33.65 13
13 33.65 13
14 33.65 13
15 33.65 13
16 33.65 13
17 33.65 13
18 33.65 13
19 33.65 13
20 53.17 20
21 53.17 20
22 53.17 20
23 53.17 20
24 53.17 20
25 53.17 20
26 53.17 20
27 53.17 20
28 53.17 20
29 53.17 20
30 53.17 20
UN-NORMALIZED FLUX
PT. DIST.(CM) DIST.
1 .134 .0527
2 1.338 .5267
3 2.675 1.0533
4 4.013 1.5800
ADDITIONAL RINGS
I N)
.37
.37
.37
.37
.37
.37
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
.93
( IN)
1 2
.60672E-02
RELATIVE FLUX NORMALIZED
PT. DIST.(CM) DIST.(IN)
1 .134 .0527
2 1.338 .5267
3 2.675 1.0533
4 4.013 1.5800
ADDITIONAL RINGS
1 2
.37371E-03
RING
0
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
23
23
23
23
WEIGHT.COEFF.
.1250
.1252
.1210
.1158
.1172
.1191
.1240
.0629
.0703
.0670
.0867
.0726
.0633
.0836
.0899
.0651
.0891
.0740
.0818
0.
0.
.0422
0.
0.
0.
.0375
0.
.0436
.0328
.0307
TOTAL NEAREST
.15954E 02 .11823E
.15954E 02 .11823E
.17254E 02 .13122E
.16235E 02 .12103E
3
TO CELL
TOTAL
.9827
.9827
1.0628
1.0000
ROD
02
02
02
02
4
EDGE
NEAREST
.72823E
.72823E
.80827E
.74551E
ROD
00
00
00
00
LABEL
POS 1
POS 2
POS 3
POS 4
POS 5
POS 6
POS 7
POS 8
POS 9
POS 10
POS 11
POS 12
POS 13
POS 14
POS 15
POS 16
POS 17
POS 18
POS 19
POS 20
POS 21
POS 22
POS 23
POS 24
POS 25
POS 26
POS 27
POS 28
POS 29
POS 30
FIRST RING
.37839E 01
.37839E 01
.37839E 01
.37839E 01
5
FIRST RING
.23307E 00
.23307E CO
.23307E 00
.23307E 00
EXTRAP. RADIUSIIN)
.2400E 02
OPIC SOURCE DISTRIBUTION
SECOND RING
.34166E 00
.34166E 00
.34166E 00
.34166E 00
6 7
SECOND RING
.21045E-01
.21045E-01
.21045E-01
.21045E-01
3 4 5
8
6 7 8
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A.2 HEETR, High Energy Events in Thermal Reactors
A brief discussion of the HEETR code is given in section 3.3 and
more detailed discussions are available in references C9 and C10. The
copy of the code supplied by Dr. H. K. Clark was modified slightly, as
described below, for use in the present work. The changes in the input
data required by these modifications are given in section A.2.1, and a
FORTRAN listing of the entire code as used in the present work is given
in section A.2.2.
The dimensions of the subscripted variables were changed to be
consistent with the use of five energy groups, as many as 20 regions,
and only one "symmetry class" (i. e., calculations for lattices of clusters
of rods are excluded). This modification reduced the storage require-
ments of the code sufficiently to permit loading the entire code into the
IBM 7094 at the MIT Computation Center. By so doing, it was possible
to avoid the use of "chain jobs" and thereby to reduce greatly the amount
of computer time required per problem.
The control of the sequence of operations in the code was modified
in two ways. First, in accordance with the above discussion, the chain
nature of the code was eliminated by making PART 1 the main program
and PART 2 a subroutine which is called by PART 1. Second, a control
option was introduced which permits the calculation of a series of
problems with the same nuclear data without the necessity for reading
in the nuclear data with each set of data for a new problem. This modi-
fication reduces considerably the number of input data cards and com-
puter time required for a series of problems with the same nuclear data.
A.2.1 Input Data for HEETR
A detailed discussion of the input data required for the HEETR
code is given in reference C10. The additional input data required as
a result of the modifications to HEETR for use in the present work are
discussed in this section. The name of the required input variable is
given first, followed by the format to be used, and then by a brief
description of the variable.
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MORE (1415)
MORE is a control character that permits the calculation of a series
of problems with one batch of input data. If MORE is zero, the program
will terminate at the completion of the calculation for the first set of data.
If MORE is negative, at the completion of the calculation for the first set
of data, the code will read in a complete new set of data, including the
nuclear data. If MORE is positive, the code will repeatedly read in new
sets of input data, except for the nuclear data, at the end of each problem.
MORE is read in on the first card of input data together with NG and NM
as described in reference C10.
ID(I), I = 1, 12 (12A6)
ID(I) is an identification statement used to label the output of the
problem. ID(I) will be printed at the top of the list of the output. ID(I)
is read in on the second card following the nuclear data.
T (7F10.6)
T is the temperature in Mev of the Maxwellian distribution assumed
for the fission neutron spectrum. The subroutine, FNSPM, which is
used to calculate the shape of the fission neutron spectrum, was modified
by Clark in a later version of HEETR than the one reported in reference
C10. The newer version of FNSPM assumes a Maxwellian distribution
for the fission neutron spectrum and requires the use of a library routine
to calculate values of the Error Function. The Error Function is not
available as a library routine at the MIT Computation Center, so the
newer version of FNSPM was further modified so that the Error Function
is computed by the appropriate series representation.
A.2.2 Fortran Listing of HEETR
A Fortran listing of the version of the HEETR code used in the
present work is given below.
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* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CPT-1 MAIN HEETR CODE
301 FORMAT(14I5)
302 FORMAT(7F10.6)
303 FORMAT(/////)
304 FORMAT(24F3.2)
305 FORMAT(12A6')
310 FORMAT(50X14HPROBLEM NUMBERI5)
311 FORMAT(lH065X18HWEIGHT FRACTION OF)
312 FORMAT(30F TYPE NO. DENSITY(G/CC) ,2XA6,8(4XA6))
313 FORMAT(18,F18.5,F13.6,8F10.6)
314 FORMAT(46HlPRINTOUT OF LIBRARY TAPE AND FISSION SPECTRUM),
315 FORMAT(98H1 GROUP EL(MEV) FISSION SOURCE SIGMA-T SIGMA-
1TR SIGMA-C SIGMA-F NU A6,F16.3)
316 FORMAT(15,1PE14.4,OPF12.5,1PE15.3,3E12.3,OPF9.3)
317 FORMAT(104HO SIGMA-IJ (TRANSFER TO GROUP I FROM GROUP J),
1ARRANGED AS 11, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33,...,(NG+1)(NG))
318 FORMAT(1OX11F1O.4)
319 FORMAT(74HlPRINTOUT OF MACROSCOPIC CROSS SECTIONS AND FISSION SPEC
1TRUM FOR EACH TYPE)
320 FORMAT(112H1 GROUP EL(MEV) FISSION SOURCE. SIGMA-T SIGMA
1-TR SIGMA-C SIGMA-F NUSIGMA-F TYPE NUMBER I)
321 FORMAT(15,1PE14.4,OPFl2.5,F15.7,4F12.7)
322 FORMAT(12OH1HEETR CODE COMPUTES EVENTS IN.CYLINDR
lCAL CELLS FROM ESCAPE AND TRANSMISSION PROBABILITIES
323 FORMAT(31H1END OF LAST PROBLEM OF SERIES 12/////)
324 FORMAT(120HOSOURCE SUPPLIED FOR EACH REGION IS RELATIVE NUMBER OF
1NEUTRONS PRODUCED BY FISSIONS OCCURRING IN GROUP NG+1.
325 FORMAT(120HOSOURCE SUPPLIED FOR EACH REGION IS ESTIMATE OF RELATIV
1E NUMBER OF NEUTRONS PRODUCED BY FISSIONS OCCURRING IN NG GROUPS.)
326 FORMAT(120HOTRANSMISSION AND ESCAPE PROBABILITIES ARE COMPUTED FRO
IM TOTAL CROSS SECTIONS.
327 FORMAT(120HOTRANSMISSION AND ESCAPE PROBABILITIES ARE COMPUTED FRO
1M TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONS.
328 FORMAT(120HODANCOFF FACTORS ARE EMPLOYED FOR INTERACTION BETWEEN E
1LEMENTS IMMERSED IN MODERATOR.
329 FORMAT(120HOTHE CELL APPROXIMATION IS MADE WITH ZERO CURRENT AT TH
1E CELL BOUNDARY. -
330 FORMAT(19X20HTHERMAL VALUE OF NU=F5.310X43HTEMPERATURE OF FISSION
1 SPECTRUM MAXWELLIAN=F5.3)
331 FORMAT(12A6)
332 FORMAT(lH0,12A6)
DIMENSION ST( 5,25),STR( 5,25),SC( 5,25),SF( 5,25),VNU( 5,25),SIJ(
1020,25),AWT(25),COMP(26,10),EL( 5),SGMT( 5,10),SGMTR( 5,10),SGMC(
25,10),SGMB( 5,10),VSGMB( 5,10),SGMIJ( 20,10),SPRM( 5),NWSC(1)
DIMENSION NR(10),INT(20,1) ,RAD(20,1) ,FS(20,1) ,ATAS(24),WTS(24,1
1,1) ,WIL(24),CC(25),NOUT(5),ID(12)
COMMON SGMTSGMTRSGMCSGMBVSGMBSGMIJSPRMNGNSCNRNWSC
COMMON NRTNSTELINTRADRADCFSFSMATAS.WTSWILNSANSRNCC
COMMON NOUTVNUTHNTINNTOUTMORE
C NG=NO. OF GROUPS, NSC=NO. OF SYMMETRY CLASSES, NR(I)=NO. OF
C REGIONS IN EACH CLASS, NRT=NO. OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF REGIONS IN.
C CELL, NM=NO. OF MATERIALS FOR WHICH DATA ARE TO BE READ, NWSC(I)=
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NO. OF UNITS WITHIN EACH SYMMETRY CLASS, ST(I,J)= SIGMA TOTAL OF
MATERIAL J IN GROUP I. SIMILARLY STR, SC. SF, AND VNU REPRESENT
SIGMA TRANSPORT, SIGMA CAPTURE, SIGMA FISSION# AND NU* SIJ(IJ)
REPRESENTS TRANSFER CROSS SECTIONS OF MATERIAL J ARRANGED IN THE
ORDER 11, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33,...,(NG+1)(NG). INT(JI) IS THE
REGION TYPE INDEX FOR SYMMETRY CLASS I. INT(JI) ASSUMES A TYPE
NO. FOR EACH REGION J. AWT(I)=ATOMIC WEIGHT OF MATERIAL I.
COMP(I,J)=DENSITY OF TYPE J FOLLOWED IN ORDER BY WEIGHT FRACTIONS
OF VARIOUS MATERIALS 1-1. RAD(IJ)=OUTER RADIUS OF REGION I OF
SYMMETRY CLASS J. EL(I)=LOWER BOUND OF GROUP I IN MEV. FS(IJ)=
ESTIMATED OR ACTUAL FISSION SOURCE IN EACH REGION I OF EACH
SYMMETRY CLASS J. NP=PROBLEM NO. NST=SOLUTION TYPE(IF NST IS EVEN.
FS IS ACTUAL SOURCE IN NG+1 GROUP. IF ODD FS IS ESlIMATE. 0 THRU 3
INDICATE TRANS. APPROX.). ATAS(I)=POSSIBLE AXIS TO AXIS SEPARATION
VALUES IN INCREASING ORDER. WTS(IJK)=NO. OF UNITS IN SYMMETRY
CLASS K TRANSMITTING NEUTRONS TO UNIT OF SYMMETRY CLASS J AT A
SEPARATION ATAS(I). FSM=ACTUAL OR ESTIMATED FISSION SOURCE IN
MODERATOR.
INTRACELL SPACINGS MUST BE LISTED FIRST IN INCREASING ORDER FOL-
LOWED BY INTERCELL SPACINGS. EVEN IF SOME INTER ARE LESS
UA.TAS=UNIT AXIS TO AXIS SEPARATION. RADC=RADIUS. OF CELL
VNUTH=THERMAL VALUE OF NU. T=TEMPERATURE OF FISSION SPECTRUM.
IF NST=2,3,6,OR 7,(AND IF NSC=NWSC(NSC)=1) CODE USES CELL BOUNDARY
IF RATIO OF U-238 TO U-235 FISSIONS IS DESIRED. NST IS INCREASED
BY 10. THE URANIUM MUST BE MATERIAL TYPE 2, AND MATERIAL TYPE 3
MUST BE PURE U-238 HAVING THE SAME ATOMIC DENSITY AS IN MATERIAL
TYPE 2. THIS OPTION IS AVAILABLE ONLY WHEN NST IS EVEN.
NCC IS NEGATIVE EXPONENT OF 10 FOR CONVERGENCE CRITERION
MODERATOR REGION IS ALWAYS TYPE 1. NSA=NO. OF INTRA CELL SPACINGS.
NSR=NO. OF INTERCELL SPACINGS
NOUT SPECIFIES OUTPUT. IT CONSISTS OF 5 NUMBERS.IF FIFTH NUMBER IS
NON-ZERO, LIBRARY TAPE IS PRINTED. IF FOURTH NUMBER IS NON-ZERO
MACROSCOPIC SIGMAS FOR TYPES EMPLOYED ARE PRINTED. IF THIRD NUMBER
IS NON-ZERO, TPOO, TPOI, AND DTP ARE PRINTED. IF SECOND NUMBER IS
NON-ZERO. ATAS, WTS, AND WIL ARE PRINTED. IF FIRST NUMBER IS NON-
ZERO, FISSION SOURCES AND DISADVANTAGE FACTORS ARE PRINTED.
NLIB=4
NTIN=4
NTOUT=2
500 READ INPUT TAPE NLIB,301,NGNMMORE
NIJ=((NG+1)*(NG+2))/2-1
DO 2 I=1,NM
2 READ INPUT TAPE NLIB.302,(ST(JI),J=1,NG),(STR(J.I),J=1,NG),(SC(J,
1I),J=1,NG),(SF(JI),J=1,NG),(VNU(JI),J=1,NG),(SIJ(JI),J=1,NIJ)
2,AWT(I)
READ INPUT TAPE NLIB,302, (EL(I),1=1,NG)
READ INPUT TAPE NLIB,305,(CC(I),I=1,NM)
502 READ INPUT TAPE NTIN30o1,NSC,(NR(I),I=1,NSC),(NWSC(I),I=1,NSC),NRT
1,NSTNSANSRNCCNP,(NOUT(I),1=1.5)
IF(NSC)21,21.22
21 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,323,NR(1)
CALL EXIT
22 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,322
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READ INPUT TAPE
K=NM+1
DO 4 1=1,NRT
4 READ INPUT TAPE
DO 3 I=1NSC
K=NR(I)
READ INPUT TAPE
READ INPUT TAPE
3 READ INPUT TAPE
READ INPUT TAPE
NATAS=NSA+NSR
READ INPUT TAPE
READ INPUT TAPE
DO 5 I=lNSC
DO 5 J=1,NSC
5 READ INPUT TAPE
DO 18 I'lNATAS
4,331,(ID(I),1112)
NTIN,302,(COMP(JI),J=1,K)
NTIN
NTIN
NTIN
NTIN
,301,
,302,
,302,
,302,
(INT(JI),J=1,K)
(RAD(JoI),J=1,)K)
(FS(JI),J=1,K)
UATASFSMRADCVNUTHT
NTIN,302,(ATAS(I)*I=19NATAS)
NTIN,304,(WIL(I),I=1,NSA)
NTIN,304,(WTS(KIJ),K=1,NATAS)
18 ATAS(I)=UATAS*ATAS(I)
DO 14 I=1NRT
DO 7 J=1eNG
SGMT(JI)=0.
SGMTR(JI)=0.
SGMC(J,I)=0.
SGMB(J,I)=Q.
7 VSGMB(JI)=0.
DO 8 J=1NIJ
8 SGMIJ(JI)=0.
DO 14 J=1,NM
IF(COMP(J+1,1))14,14,10
10 XN=COMP(1,I)*COMP(J+1,I)*.6023/AWT(J)
DO 11 L=1,NG
SGMT(LI)=SGMT(LI)+XN*ST(LJ)
SGMTR(L,I)=SGMTR(LI)+XN*STR(LJ)
SGMC(LI)=SGMC(LI)+XN*SC(LJ)
SGMB(LI)=SGMB(LI)+XN*SF(LJ)
11 VSGMB(LI)=VSGMB(LI)+XN*SF(LJ)*VNU(LJ)
DO 12 L=1,NIJ
12 SGMIJ(LI)=SGMIJ(LI)+XN*SIJELJ)
14 CONTINUE
SM=0.
DO 17 I=1,NG
IF(I-1)15,15,16
15 SPRM(I)=FNSPM(EL(I),T)
GO TO 17
16 SM=SM+SPRM(I-1)
SPRM(I)=FNSPM(EL(I),T)-SM
17 CONTINUE
IF(NST-10)101,100,100
100 MST=NST
NST=MST-10
101 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,303
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,310,NP
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,332,(ID(I),I=1,12)
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IF(FLOATF(NST/2)-FLOATF(NST)/2.+.1)23,23,24
23 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,325
GO TO 25
24 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,324
25 N=NST/4+1
GO TO (26,27),N
26 WRITE OUTPUT
GO TO 28
2-7 WRITE OUTPUT
28 N=NST+1
GO TO (29,29
29 WRITE OUTPUT
GO TO 42
30 WRITE OUTPUT
42 WRITE OUTPUT
NST=MST
IF(NM-9)31,3
31 N=NM
GO TO 33
N=9
WRITE OUTPUT
WRITE OUTPUT
DO 34 I=1,NR
34 WRITE OUTPUT
WRITE OUTPUT
IF(NM-9)45,45,35
35 IF(NM-18)36,36,37
36 N=NM-9
GO TO 38
37 N=9
38 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
DO 39 I=1,NRT
39 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
IF(NM-18)45,45,40
40 N=NM-18
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
WRITE
WRITE
DO 41
41 WRITE
45 WRITE
WRITE
IF (NOL
46 WRITE
DO 48
WRITE
DO 47
47 WRITE
1I) ,SF(
WRITE
48 WRITE
OUTPUT TAPE
OUTPUT TAPE
1=1,NRT
OUTPUT TAPE
OUTPUT TAPE
OUTPUT TAPE
TAP E NTOUT,327
TAPE NTOUT,326
,30,30,29,29,30,30),N
TAPE NTOUT,328
TAPE NTOUT,329
TAPE NTOUT,303
1,32
TAPE NTOUT,311
TAPE NTOUT,312,(CC(I),I=1#N)
T
TAPE NTOUT,313,ICOMP(1.I),(COMP(J+1,I),J=19 N)
TAPE NTOUT,303
NTOUT,311
NTOUT,312, (CC(I+9),I=1,N)
NTOUT,313,ICOMP(1)i(COMP(J+10),J=1,N)
NTOUT,303
NTOUT,311
NTOUT,312,(CC(I+18),I=1,N)
NTOUT
NTOUT
NTOUT
,313,ICOMP(1),(COMP(J+19),J*1,N)
,303
,330,VNUTHT
T(5))46,60,46
OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,314
I=1NM
OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT9315#CC(I),AWT(I)
J=1NG
OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,316,JEL(J),SPRM(J),ST(J
JI),VNU(JI)
OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,317
OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,318,(SIJ(11,1)91I=1,NIJ)
60 IF(NOUT(4))61,80,61
,I),STR(JI),SC(J9
32
33
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61 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,319
DO 63 I=1NRT
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,320,I
DO 62 J=1,NG
62 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,321,JEL(J),SPRM(J),SGMT(JI),SGMTR(JI),
1SGMC(J,I),SGMB(JI),VSGMB(JI)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,317
63 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,318,(SGMIJ(III),II=1,NIJ)
80 CALL PART2
IF(MORE) 500,550,502
550 CALL EXIT
END
* LIST8
* . LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CPART2 HEETR CODE
SUBROUTINE PART2
DIMENSION SGMT( 5,10),SGMTR( 5,10),SGMC( 5,10),SGMB( 5,10),VSGMB(
15,10),SGMIJ( 20,10),SPRM( 5),NR(10),INT(20,1) ,RAD(20,1) ,ABT(20,1
2, 20),FS(20,1) ,AA(19,10),AQ(19,10),VA(2,10),ATAS(24),WTS(24,1,
31) #WIL(24),TPOI(19,1, 20),TPOO(20,1, 20),DTP.(24,20),NWSC(1) ,ABM
4(20),VQ(2,10),V(20,1) ,UFS(20,1) ,PFS(20,1) ,DFS(2 91) ,NOUT(5),
5PHI(20),EL( 5),IH(20),FDU(20,1) ,FNU(20,1) oDLTA(2 .l) *IS(7),
61R(7),DA(7)
COMMON SGMTSGMTRSGMCSGMBVSGMBSGMIJ.SPRMNGNSCNRNWSC
COMMON NRTNST.ELINTRADRADCFSFSMATAS#WTSWILNSANSRNCC
COMMON NOUT9VNUTHNTINNTOUTsMORE
C ABT(I,J,K)=ABSORPTIONS IN REGION I, SYMMETRY CLASS J, AND GROUP K.
C ABM(I)=ABSORPTIONS IN MODERATOR IN GROUP I.
301 FORMAT(40H1 PRINTOUT OF AVERAGED CONSTANTS/////)
302 FORMAT(30HO MODERATOR CELL RADIUS=F8.4 ,13H VOL FRACT=F7.5
1,19H THRML FISS SRCE=F7.5,14H LAST ITER=F7.5)
303 FORMAT(30H0 MODERATOR CELL RADIUS=F8.4, 13H VOL FRACT=F7.5
1,19H FINAL FISS SRCE=F7.5,14H PREV ITER=F7.5)
304 FORMAT(7HOCLASS I1,6H NO.=I2,7H REGNI3,7H TYPEI2,10H RADIUS
1=F8.4,13H VOL FRACT=F7.5,19H THRML FISS SRCE=F7.5,13H LAST I
2TER=F7.5)
305 FORMAT(7HOCLASS I1,6H NO.=IZ,7H REGNI3,7H TYPEI2,10H RADIUS
1=F8.4,13H VOL FRACT=F7.5,19H FINAL FISS SRCE=F7.5,13H PREV I
2TER=F7.5)
306 FORMAT(1OX7HGROUP 10110)
307 FORMAT(120HOGROUP EL(MEV) SPECTRUM FLUX SIGMA-T
1 SIGMA-TR SIGMA-C SIGMA-F NU*SIGMA-F NU
308 FORMAT(I4,1PE15.3,OPF1O.5,1PE13.4,OPF1O.4,F12.4,F13.5,F12.5,F13.5,
1F15.4)
309 FORMAT(104HO SIGMA-IJ (TRANSFER TO GROUP I FROM GROUP J),
1ARRANGED AS 11, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33,...,(NG+1)(NG))
310 FORMAT(10X11F10.4)
311 FORMAT(lHO///4OX41HPARAMETERS AVERAGED OVER SPACE AND ENERGY//9H S
1IGMA-T=F8.5,13H SIGMA-TR=F8.5,14H 1/(TRMFP)=FB.5,12H SIGM
2A-C=F9.6,12H SIGMA-F=F9.6,7H NU=F7.4/6X11HNU*SIGMA-F=F9.6,18
3H SIGMA-REMOVAL=F9.6,39H TAU (TRMFP/(3*SIGMA (C+F+R-NU*F)))=
4F8.3/llX58HFRACTION OF SOURCE NEUTRONS ARISING FROP THERMAL FISSIO
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5NS=F9.6/llX34HRATIO OF FAST TO THERMAL FISSIONS=F8.5)
312 FORMAT(41HlPRINTOUT OF DANCOFF FACTORS IN MODERATOR)
313 FORMAT(12HO RADIUS=F7.4,29H AXIS-TO-AXIS SEPARATION=F7.4)
314 FORMAT(5X15HDANCOFF FACTOR 1OF10.5)
315 FORMAT(39HlPRINTOUT OF TRANSMISSION PROBABILITIES)
316 FORMAT(7HOCLASS I1,11H REGION 12)
317 FORMAT(10X1OHTPOI 10F10.5)
318 FORMAT(46HlPRINTOUT OF AXIS-TO-AXIS SPACINGS AND WEIGHTS)
319 FORMAT(30HOAXIS-TO-AXIS SEPARATION 8F11.4)
320 FORMAT(81HOWTS(I,J,K) ARRANGED WITHIN ROWS BY I. ROWS ADVANCE BY J
1, AND GROUPS OF ROWS BY K)
321 FORMAT(24F5.1)
322 FORMAT(5X15HDISADVNTG FCTR 10F10.5)
323 FORMAT(30H NO. IN INF. REG. LATTICE 8Fll.4)
324 FORMAT(10X10HTPOO 10F10.5)
325 FORMAT( 1HO//4OX41HDTSADVANTAGE FACTORS AND VOLUME FRACTIONS)
326 FORMAT(11X 41HOVERALL RATIO OF U-238 TO U-235 FISSIONS=F8.5)
327 FORMAT(21X 22HSYMMETRY CLASS, REGION 15,1H,12,6(I7o1H,I2))
328 FORMAT(21X 22H U-238/U-235 FISSIONS 7F10.5)
IDA=0
IF(NST-10)111,110,110
110 NST=NST-10
IDA=1
111 CALL TRP(NSTNSCNRINTNGNSANSRWTSWILATASRADRADCSGMT,
1SGMTRTPOOTPOIDTPL)
IF(L)2,2,1
1 FS(L,1)=FSM
2 SUMA=0.
DO 31 I=1NSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 31 J=1,KK
31 SUMA=SUMA+FS(J,I)*FLOATF(NWSC(I))
IF(L)32,32,33
32 SUMA=SUMA+FSM
FSM=FSM/SUMA
33 DO 34 I=lNSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 34 J=1,KK
34 FS(JI)=FS(J,I)/SUMA
IF(FLOATF(NST/2)-FLOATF(NST)/2.+.1)38,38,35
35 DO 36 I=lNSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 36 J=1,KK
36 DFS(JI)=FS(JI)
IF(L)37,37,38
37 DFSM=FSM
38 VM=0.
DO 7 I=1NSC
K=NR(I)
DO 7 J=1#K
IF(J-1)3,3,4
3 V(1,1)=(RAD(1,1)/RADC)**2
GO TO 5
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4 V(JI)=(RAD(JI)**2-RAD(J-1,1)**2)/RADC**2
5 IF(L)6,6,7
6 VM=VM+V(JI)*FLOATF(NWSC(I))
7 CONTINUE
IF(L)8 ,8,9
8 VM=1.-VM
9 N=NST/4
0 CALL SOLN(LNGNSCNSTNSANSRNRINTNWSC
lSPRMDTPTPOOTPOIRADRADCABTABMWTS)
DO 12 I=1NSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 12 J=1,KK
JJ=INT(JI)
UFS(J, I )=0.
DO 12 K1l#NG
IF(N)10,10,11
10 ABT(J,IK)=ABT(JIK)/(SGMTR(
GO TO 12
11 ABT(JIK)=ABT(JIK)/(SGMT(K
12 UFS(J,I)=UFS(JI)+VSGMB(KJJ)
I-F(L)13,13,17
13 UFSM=0.
DO 16 I=1NG
IF(N)14,14,15
14 ABM(I)=ABM(I)/(SGMTR(I,1)*VM)
GO TO 16
15 ABM(I)=ABM(I)/(SGMT(I,1)*VM)
16 UFSM=UFSM+ABM(I)*VSGMB(I,1)*V
17 IF(FLOATF(NST/2)-FLOATF(NST)/
18 SUMA=0.
DO 19 I=1NSC
KK=NR (I)
DO 19 J=1,KK
PFS(J,I)=FS(JI )-UFS(JI)
19 SUMA=SUMA+PFS(J,I )*FLOATF(NWS
IF(L)20,20,21
20 PFSM=FSM-UFSM
SUMA=SUMA+PFSM
UFSM=UFSM/SUMA
PFSM=PFSM/SUMA
21 SUMC=O.
DO 22 I=1,NSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 22 JulKK
UFS(JI)=UFS(JI)/SUMA
PFS(J,I)=PFS(JI)/SUMA
22 SUMC=SUMC+ABSF(DFS(JI)-PFS(J
IF (L)23,23,24
23 SUMC=SUMC+ABSF(DFSM-PFSM)
24 IF(SUMC-10.**(-NCC))60,60,25
25 SUMC=O.
DO 41 I=1,NSC
KK=NR(I)
,SGMTSGMTRSGMIJFSFSM
KJJ)*V(JI))
,JJ)*V(JI))
*ABT(JIK)*V(JI)
2.+.1)51,51,18
C ( I) )
,1))*FLOATF(NWSC(I))
4
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DO 41 J=1,KK
FS(J,I)=DFS(J,I)+UFS(JI)
41 SUMC=SUMC+FS(JI)*FLOATF(NWSC(I))
IF (L)42,42,43
42 FSM=DFSM+UFSM
SUMC=SUMC+FSM
FSM=FSM/SUMC
43 DO 44 I=1,NSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 44 J=1,KK
44 FS(JI)=FS(J,I)/SUMC
GO TO 40
51 SUMA=0.
SUMC=O.
DO 52 I=1,NSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 52 J=1,KK
52 SUMA=SUMA+UFS(JI)*FLOATF(NWSC(I))
IF(L)53,53,54
53 SUMA=SUMA+UFSM
UFSM=UFSM/SUMA
SUMC=ABSF(FSM-UFSM)
54 DO 55 I=1,NSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 55 J=1,KK
UFS(J,I)=UFS(J, )/SUMA
55 SUMC=SUMC+ABSF(FS(J,1)-UFS(JI))*FLOATF(NWSC(I))
IF(SUMC-10.**(-NCC))60,60,56
56 DO 57 I=1,NSC
KK=NR(I)
DO 57 J=19KK
57 FS(J,I)=UFS(JI)
IF(L)58,58,40
58 FSM=UFSM
GO TO 40
60 DO 63 I=1,NG
PHI (1)=0.
DO 61 J1lNSC
KK=NR ( J)
DO 61 JJ=1,KK
61 PHI(I)=PHI(I)+ABT(JJ,JI)*V(JJJ)*FLOATF(NWSC(J))
IF(L)62,62,63
62 PHI(I)=PHI(I)+ABM(I)*VM
63 CONTINUE
DO 66 I=1,NG
DO 64 J=1,NSC
KK=NR(J)
DO 64 JJ=1,KK
64 ABT(JJ,J#I)=ABT(JJJI)/PHI(I)
IF(L)65.65,66
65 ABM(I)=ABM(I)/PHI(I)
66 CONTINUE
DO 69 I=1,NG
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SGMT(1,10)=0.
SGMTR( 1,10)=0.
SGMC(I,10)=0.
SGMB(T110)=0.
VSGMB(I,10)=0.
DO 67 J=1NSC
F=FLOATF(NWSC(J))
KK=NR(J)
DO 67 JJ=1KK
LL=INT(JJ.J)
=SGMT( I
)=SGMTR
=SGMC( I
=SGMB( I
)=VSGMB
,69
=SGMT( I
)=SGMTR
SGMT (I ,10)
SGMTR (I ,10
SGMC( 1,10)
SGMB( 1.10)
67 VSGMB(I,10
IF (L)68,68
68 SGMT(I,10)
SGMTR(I,10
SGMC(I,10)=SGMC(I
SGMB(I,10)=SGMB(I
VSGMB(I,10)=VSGMB
69 CONTINUE
NIJ=((NG+1)*(NG+2
K=NG+1
DO 72 I=1NG
LL=((I-1 )*I)/2+1
DO 72 J=IK
LL=LL+J-1
SGMIJ(LL,10)=0.
DO 70 II=1NSC
KK=NR(IT)
DO 70 JJ=1,KK
MM=INT(JJ II)
70 SGMIJ(LL,10)=SGMI
1F(NWSC(II))
IF (L)71971 s72
71 SGMIJ(LL,10)=SGMI
72 CONTINUE
SMP=0.
SGT=0.
SGTR=0. -
SGC=0.
SGB=0.
VSGB=O.
9
10)+SGMT(ILL)*V(JJJ)*ABT(JJJI)*F
I,10)+SGMTR(ILL)*V(JJ.J)*ABT(JJ,J,I)*F
10)+SGMC(ILL)*V(JJJ)*ABT(JJJ,1)*F
10)+SGMB(ILL)*V(JJJ)*ABT(JJ,J,I)*F
I,10)+VSGMB(ILL)*V(JJ9 J)*ABT(JJJI)*F
,10)+SGMT(I,1)*VM*ABM(I)
(I,10)+SGMTR(I,1)*VM*ABM(I)
,10)+SGMC(I,1)*VM*ABM(I)
.10)+SGMB(I,1)*VM*ABM(I)
(I,10)+VSGMB(Itl)*VM*ABM(I)
))/2-1
J(LL,10)+SGMIJ(LLMM)*V(JJII)*ABT(JJ,II,I)*FLOAT
J(LL,10)+SGMIJ(LL,1)*VM*ABM(I)
SGIJ=0.
PH=0.
DO 73 I=1,NG
PH=PH+PHI (I)
SGT=SGT+SGMT(I,10)*PHI(I)
SGTR=SGTR+SGMTR(I,10)*PHI(I)
SGC=SGC+SGMC(I,10)*PHI(I)
SMP=SMP+PHI(I)/SGMTR(I,10)
SGB=SGB+SGMB(I,10)*PHI(I)
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VSGB=VSGB+VSGMB(I,10)*PHI(I)
KK (NG* (NG+1) ) /2+1
73 SGIJ=SGIJ+SGMIJ(KK,10)*PHI(I)
PH=1*/PH
DO 74 I=1,NG
74 PHI(I)=PHI(I)*PH
SGT=SGT*PH
SGTR=SGTR*PH
SGC=SGC*PH
SGB=SGB*PH
VSGB=VSGB*PH
SGIJ=SGIJ*PH
SMP=1./(SMP*PH)
KK=NG/11+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,301
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,307
DO 75 I=leNG
75 IH(I)=I
DO 80 I=1NG
VV=VSGMB(I,10)/SGMB(1,10)
80 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,308,IEL(I),SPRM(I),PHI(I),SGMT(I,10),
1SGMTR(1,10),SGMC(I,10),SGMB(I,10),VSGMB(1.10),VV
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,309
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,310,(SGMIJ(I,10),I=1,NIJ)
IF(FLOATF(NST/2)-FLOATF(NST)/2.+.1)87,87,81
81 VV=VSGB/SGB
FTNR=(l1-SUMA)/SUMA
FTFR=FTNR*VNUTH/VV
TAU=1./(3.*SMP*(SGC+SGB+SGIJ-VSGB))
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT.311,SGTSGTR#SMPSGCSGBVVVSGBSGIJTAU,
1SUMAFTFR
TF(IDA)126,126.112
112 DO 113 I=1NG
IF(SGMB(I,3))114,114,113
113 CONTINUE
114 NFG=I-1
SA=0.
SB=0.
Sc=0.
DO 118 J=1,NSC
NK=NR(J) -
DO 118 K=1,NK
IF(INT(KJ)-2)118,115,118
115 FDU(KJ)=0.
FNU(KJ)=O.
DO 116 I=1eNFG
116 FDU(KJ)=FDU(KJ)+SGMB(I,3)*ABT(KJI)*PHI(I)
FDU(KJ)=FDU(KJ)*V(KJ)*FLOATF(NWSC(J))*(l-SUMA)/VSGB
DO 117 I=1NG
117 FNU(K,J)=FNU(KJ)+SGMB(I,2)*ABT(KJI)*PHI(I)
FNU(KJ)=FNU(KJ)*V(KJ)*FLOATF(NWSC(J))*(l.-SUMA)/VSGB
X=DFS(KJ)*FLOATF(NWSC(J))*SUMA/VNUTH+FNU(KJ)-FDU(KJ)
DLTA(KJ)=FDU(KoJ)/X
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SA=SA+FDU(KJ)
SB=SB+FNU(KJ)
SC=SC+DFS(KJ)*FLOATF(NWSC(J))*SUMA
118 CONTINUE
DELTA=SA/(SC/VNUTH+SB-SA)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,326,DELTA
IL=O
1=0
TJ=1
119 DO 123 J=IJNSC
NK=NR(J)
DO 122 K=IK,NK
IF(INT(KJ)-2)122,120,122
120 1=1+1
IF( I-7) 121,124,124
121 IS(I)=J
IR(I)=K
DA(I)=DLTA(KJ)
122 CONTINUE
123 I.K=1
IL=1
IF(I)126,126,124
124 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,327,(IS(JJ),IR(JJ),JJ=1,I)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,328,(DA(JJ),JJ=1,I)
IF(IL)125,125,126
125 1=0
I J=J
I K=K
GO TO 119
126 IF(NOUT(1))82,93,82
82 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,325
IF(L)83,83,85
83 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,302,RADCVMDFSMPFSM
DO 84 T=1,KK
JJ=XMINOF(NG,10*I)
K=10* ( -1)+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT#306,(-IH(J),J=K,JJ)
84 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,322,(ABM(J),J=KJJ)
85 DO 86 I=1,NSC
LL=NR( I) -
DO 86 J*1LL
MM=INT(JoI)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,304,I.NWSC(I),J,MMRAD(J,I),V(J,I),DFS(J,I
1),PFS(JI)
DO 86 JJ=1,KK
LM=XMINOF(NG,10*JJ)
K=10*(JJ-1)+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,306,(IH(II),II=KLM)
86 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,322,(ABT(JIII),II=KLM)
GO TO 93
87 IF(NOUT(1) )88,93,88
88 IF(L)89,89,91
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89 WRITE OUTPUT
DO 90 I=1,KK
JJ=XMINOF(NG,
K=10*(I-1)+1
WRITE OUTPUT
90 WRITE OUTPUT
91 DO 92 I=1,NSC
LL=NR(I)
DO 92 J=1,LL
MM=INT(JI)
WRITE OUTPUT
1),FS(JI)
DO 92 JJ=1,KK
LM=XMINOF(NG,
K=10*(JJ-1)+1
WRITE OUTPUT
92 WRITE OUTPUT
93 NATAS=NSA+NSR
IF(NOUT(2))94
94 IF(L)994,994,
994 WRITE OUTPUT
95
96
97
98
TAPE N
10*I)
TOUT,303,RADCVMUFSMFSM
TAPE NTOUT,306,(IH(J),J=KJJ)
TAPE NTOUT,322,(ABM(J),J=K,JJ)
TAPE NTOUT,305,INWSC(I),J,MMRAD(J,1),V(JI),UFS(JI
10*JJ)
TAPE NTOUT,306,(IH(II),II=K,LM)
TAPE NTOUT#322,(ABT(JIII),II=KLM)
,98,94
98
TAPE NTOUT,318
LM=(NSA+NSR)/9+1
DO 96 I=1,LM
JJ=XMINOF(NSA+NSR,8*I)
LL=XMINOF(NSA*8*1)
K=8*(I-1)+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,319,(ATAS(J),J=K,JJ)
IF(NSA-K)96,95,95
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,323,(WIL(J),J=KLL)
CONTINUE
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,320
DO 97 K=1,NSC
DO 97 JmlNSC
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,321,(WTS(IJK),1=1,NATAS)
IF(NOUT(3))99,105,99
99 IF(L)100,100,102
100 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
K=NR(1)
R=RAD(K, 1)
DO 101 LL=1,NATAS
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
DO 101 I=1,KK
JJ=XMINOF(NG,10*1
K=10*(-1)+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
101 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
102 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE
NTOUT,312
NTOUT,313,RATAS(LL)
NTOUT,306,
NTOUT,314,
NTOUT9315
IF(J-1)104,104,103
103 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,317,
104 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,324*
105 RETURN
DO 104 I=1,NSC
K=NR(I)
(IH(J),J=KJJ)
(DTP(LLJ),J=KJJ)
(TPOI(J-1,I9LM),LM=MMLL)
(TPOO(J,ILM),LM=MMLL)
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DO 104 J=1,K
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,316,1,J
DO 104 JJ=1,KK
LL=XMINOF(NG,10*JJ)
MMu1o*(JJ-1)+1
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NTOUT,306,(IH(LM),LM=MMLL)
END
* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CFNSPM
FUNCTION FNSPM(ET)
FRACTION OF FISSION NEUTRONS ABOVE
N(E)=A*SQRTF(E)*EXPF(-E/T) WHERE T
X=E/T
SX=SQRTF(X)
IF(SX-3.0) 1,1,11
1 ANS=1.0
E CALCULATED FROM
IS TEMPERATURE OF
5=0.0
D=1 .0
2 S=S+1.0
D=D*S
TM=((-1.0)**S)*(SX**(2.0*S))/(D*(2.0*S+1.0))
ANS=ANS+TM
TEST=ABSF(TM/ANS)
IF(TEST-0.000001) 5,2,2
5 ANS=ANS*2.0*SX/1.7724539
6 FNSPM=1.0+1.1283792*SX*EXPF(-X)-ANS
RETURN
il ANS=1.0-1.0/(2.0*(SX**2))+3.0/(4.0*(SX**4))-
1.0/(16.0*(SX**8))-945.0/(32.*(SX**10))+10395
2 135135./(128.*(SX**14))+2027025./(256.*(SX*
EX=-(SX**2)
ANS=1.0-EXPF(EX)*ANS/(SX*1.7724539)
GO TO 6
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
C
C
*
*
*
CMO
SUBROUTINE MOD(IGNSCNSTNSANSRNRNWSCSGMT
1,RADRADCABMSPRMFSM,G,EQHII,C,Q)
DIMENSION H(10),TS(10,10),SPRM( 5)
DIMENSION-NR(10),RAD(20,1 ),SGMT( 5,10),SGMTR(
1,ABM(20),NWSC(1) *WTS(24,1,1) ,DTP(24,20)9
M=(IG*(IG+1))/2
K=NR( 1)
R=RAD(K,1)
SUM=0.
DO 1 I=1NSC
1 SUM=SUM+FLOATF(NWSC(I))
V=RADC**2-SUM*R**2
N=NST/4
MAXWELLIAN
15.0/(8.0*(SX**6))+105
*/(64.*(SX**12))-
*16))
,SGMTR,SGMIJWTSDTP
5,1 ),SGMIJ(
G(10,10)
20,10)
,EQ( 10)
D
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IF (N) 2 ,2 3
2 C=(SGMTR(IG,1)-SGMT(IG,1)+SGMIJ(M,1))/SGMTR(IG,1)
B=SGMTR(IG,1)*R
GO TO 4
3 C=SGMIJ(M,1)/SGMT(IG,1)
B=SGMT(IG,1)*R
4 EF=.5*R**2/(B*V)
L=NSA+NSR
DO 6 I=1NSC
DO 6 J=1,NSC
TS(I #J) w0.
DO 6 K=1,L
IF(WTS(K,IJ))6,695
5 TS(IJ)=TS(IJ)+WTS(K.IJ)*DTP(KIG)
6 CONTINUE
SUM=0.
DO 8 I= 1,NSC
H (I )=0.
DO 7 J=1,NSC
7 H(I)=H(I)+TS(I.J)
8 SUM=SUM+FLOATF(NWSC(l))*EF*(1.-H(I))
EE=1.-C*(1.-SUM)
HI I=EE
DO 10 I=1,NSC
10 G(II)=-(EE*TS(I,I)+C*FLOATF(NWSC(Il))*EF*(l-H(
DO 12 I=1NSC
DO 12 J=1#NSC
IF(I-J)11,12,11
11 G(I,J)=-(EE*TS(I,J)+C*FLOATF(NWSC(J))*EF*(l-H(
12 CONTINUE
Q=SPRM(IG)*FSM
K=IG-1
IF(K) 17,17,13
13 DO 16 I=1,K
M= (IG*(IG+1)) /2-K-1+I
IF(N) 14,14,15
14 Q=Q+ABM( I)*SGMIJ(M,1)/SGMTR( I,1)
GO TO 16
15 Q=Q+ABM(I)*SGMIJ(M,1)/SGMT(I,1)
16 CONTINUE
17 DO 18 I=1,NSC
18 EQ(I)=Q*EF*(1.-H(I))
RETURN
FND
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE TRP(NSTNSCNR,INTNGNSANSRWTSWI
1SGMTSGMTRTPOOTPOIDTPKK)
CTRP
DIMENSION
11) ,SGMT(
220)
NR(10),INT(2091) ,WTS(24,1,1)
5,10),SGMTR( 5,10),TPOI(19,1,
,WIL( 2
20) ,TPO
I) )**2)
LATASRADRADC,
4),ATAS(24),RAD(20,
0(2 ,1. 20),DTP(24,
*
*
*
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N=NST/4
KK=NST+1
GO TO (31,31,32,32,31,31,32,32),KK
31 KK=0
GO TO 25
32 NR(1)=NR(1)+1
KK=NR ( 1)
RAD(KK91)=RADC
INT(KK,1)=1
25 DO 8 I=leNSC
M=NR( I )
DO 8 J=1,M
L=INT(J, I)
IF(J-1)2,2,1
1 A=RAD(J-1,I)/RAD(JI)
2 DO 8 K=1,NG
IF(N)3,3,4
3 B=SGMTR(KL)*RAD(JI)
GO TO 5
4 B=SGMT(KL)*RAD(JI)
5 I.F(J-1)6,6,7
6 TPOO(1,IK)=TCYL(B)
GO TO 8
7 TPOO(JIK)=TOO(AB)
TPOI(J-1,IK)=TOI(AB)
8 CONTINUE
IF(KK)26,26,24
26 M=NSA+NSR
K=NR (1)
R=RAD(K,1)
C TO BE ABLE TO USE DANCOFF FACTOR ALL OUTERMOST RADII MUST BE EQUAL
X=0.
DO 16 I=1NSA
A=R/ATAS(I)
Y=DCFR(A,0.)*WIL(I)
X=X+Y
IF(X-1*)10,10,9
9 Y=(1.-(X-Y))/Y
10 DO 15 L=1,NG
IF(N)11,11,12
11 B=SGMTR(L,1)*R
GO TO 13
12 B=SGMT(L ,1)*R
13 DTP(1,L)=DCFR(AB)
IF(X-1.)15,15,14
14 DTP(IL)=DTP(IL)*Y
15 CONTINUE
IF(X-1.)16,16,17
16 CONTINUE
GO TO 20
17 IF(I-NSA)18,20,20
18 J=I+1
DO 19 I=JNSA
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DO 19 L1leNG
19 DTP(I*L)u0.
20 J-NSA+1
IF(M-J)24.27,27
27 DO 23 I=JM
A=R/ATAS(I)
DO 23 L1leN'G
IF(N)21921*22
21 B=SGMTR(Lol)*R
GO TO 23
22 B=SGMT(L,1)*R
23 DTP(IL)=DCFR(AB)
24 RETURN
END
* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CJVECTR
SUBROUTINE JVECTR(NRINTIG. ISCNSTSGMTSGMTRSG
1TPOIRADABTAAAQVAVQ)
IG=GROUP INDEX. ISC=SYMMETRY CLASS INDEXJVECTR=V
REGION 1 + VQ. ABSORPTION IN REGION I=AA*ABSORPTI
DIMENSION TPOO(20,1, 20),TPOI(19,1, 20),NR(1) ,IN
1),AQ(19,10),AUX(2),SGMT( 5,10),SGMTR( 5,10),SGMIJ
2#ABT(20,19 20),VA(2,10),DMX(2,2),SIMX(2,2) FS(20,
3,VQ(2.10)
M=(IG*(IG+1))/2
N=NST/4
L=INT(1,ISC)
IF(N)2,2,3
2 C=(SGMTR(IGL)-SGMT(IGL)+SGMIJ(ML))/SGMTR(IG.L)
B=RAD(1ISC)*SGMTR(IGL)
GO TO 4
3 CuSGMIJ(ML)/SGMT(IGL)
BuRAD(1.ISC)*SGMT(CIGL)
4 X=TPOO(1ISCIG)
Eu(1.-X)/(2.*B)
VA(le ISC)=((1.-C)*X+C*E)/(1.-X)
VA(2#TSC)=(1.-C+C*E)/(1.-X)
Q=SPRM(IG)*FS(1,ISC)
K=IG-1
IF(K)9.9,5
5 DO 8 z1,K
M=(IG*(IG+1))/2-K-1+I
IF(N)6,6*7
6 QaQ+ABT(1,ISCI)*SGMIJ(ML)/SGMTR(IL)
GO TO 8
7 Q=Q+ABT(1ISC,1)*SGMIJ(ML)/SGMT(I.L)
8 CONTINUE
9 VQ(1ISC)*(E-X)*Q/(1.-X)
VQ(291SC)=(E-1.)*Q/(1.-X)
MM=NR(ISC)-1
IF(MM)26926#1
MIJ#SPRMoFSTPOO,
A*ABSORPTION IN
ON IN REGION 1+AQ
T(2091) ,AA(19,10
( 20910),SPRM( 5)
1) ,RAD(20,1)
C
C
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1 DO 25 Iu1,MM
CALL MATS(INTI+1,ISCIGNSTSGMTSGMTRSGMIJTPOO#TPOI,RAD.DMX9
1SIMX#EOtEI#C)
L=INT(1+1, ISC)
10 AA(IISC)=(VA(1,ISC)-VA(2,ISC))/(1.-C)
AQ(I,ISC)=(VQ(1,ISC)-VQ(2,ISC))/(l-C)
Q=SPRM( IG)*FS( I+1,ISC)
IF(K)15.15,11
11 DO 14 J=1,K
M=(IG*( IG+1) 1/2-K-1+J
IF(N)12,12,13
12 Q=Q+ABT(1+1,ISCJ)*SGMIJ(ML)/SGMTR(JL)
GO TO 14
13 Q=Q+ABT(I+1,ISCJ)*SGMIJ(ML)/SGMT(JL)
14 CONTINUE
15 DO 16 J=1,2
AUX ( J)-0.
DO 16 JJ=1,2
16 AUX(J)=AUX(J)+DMX(JJJ)*VQ(JJISC)
AUX(1)=AUX(1)+Q*EO
AUX(2)=AUX (2 )+Q*EI
DO 17 J=1,2
VQ(J,I SC)=0.
DO 17 JJ=1,2
17 VQ(JISC)=VQ(JISC)+SIMX(JJJ)*AUX(JJ)
DO 18 J=1,2
AUX(J) =0.
DO 18 JJ=1,2
18 AUX(J)=AUX(J)+DMX(JJJ)*VA(JJISC)
DO 19 J=1,2
VA(JISC)=0.
DO 19 JJu1,2
19 VA(JISC)=VA(J,
AA( IISC)=AA( I,
AQ(IISC)=AQ( I,
25 CONTINUE
26 RETURN
END
LIST8 -
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
S
SUBROUTINE
1SIMXEO,EI,
IJK ARE R
MATRIX. SIM
DIMENSION S
1TPOI(19,1,
M=(K*(K+1))
N=NST/4
L=INT(IJ)
A=RAD(I-1,J
1 IF(N)2,2,3
ISC)+SIMX(JJJ)*AUX
ISC)+(VA(2, ISC)-VA(
ISC)+(VQ(2,ISC)-VQ(
(JJ)
1 ,ISC)+Q)/ (1.-C)
MATS(INTeIJKNSTSGMTSGMTRSGMIJTPOOTPOIRADDMX,
C)
EGIONSYMMETRY CLASS AND GROUP INDICES. DMX IS RIGHT
X IS INVERSE OF LEFT MATRIX
GMT( 5,10),SGMTR( 5,10),SGMIJ( 20,10),TPOO(20,1# 20),
20),INT(20,1) ,DMX(2,2),SIMX(2,2),RAD(2 91)
/2
)/RAD(IJ)
*
*
*
CMAT
C
C
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2 C=(SGMTR(KL)-SGMT(KL)+SGMIJ(ML))/SGMTR(KL)
B=RAD(IJ)*SGMTR(KL)
GO TO 4
3 C=SGMIJ(ML)/SGMT(KoL)
B=RAD(IJ)*SGMT(KL)
4 X=TPOI(I-leJoK)
Y=TPOO(ItJ,K)
DEN=2.*B*(1.-A**2)
G=A*X+Y
EO=(l.-G)/DEN
EI=(1.-X)*A/DEN
DMX(l1,)=X*(1.-C*(1.-EIl))+C*EO
DMX(1,2)=0.
DMX(2,1)=C*EI*(1.-X)
DMX(2,2)=-(l.-C*(1.-EO-EI))
SIMX(1,1)=-1,/DMX(2,2)
SIMX(2,2)=-1./(A*X*(1.-C*(1.-EO))+C*EI*(1.-Y))
SIMX(1,92)=(Y*(1.P-C*(1.-EI))+C*EO*(1.-A*X))*SIMX(1,1)*SIMX (2,2)
SIMX(2,1)=0.
21 RETURN
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
SUBROUTINE SOLN (LNGNSCNSTNSANSRNR, INTNWSCSGMTSGMTR,SGMIJ
1,FSFSMSPRMDTPTPOOTPOIRADRADCABTABMWTS)
CSOLN
DIMENSION NR(10),INT(20,1),NWSC(1),SGMT(
1 FS(20,1), DTP(24,20),TPOO(20
20,1),ABT(20,1,20),ABM(20),AA(19,10),AQ(1
3AUX(10,10),ANC(10,1),G(10,10),EQ(10) WTS
4SGMIJ(135,10),SPRM( 5)
DO 18 IG=1,NG
IF(L) 13,13,14
13 CALL MOD(IGNSCNSTNSANSRNRNWSC*SGMT
1RADCABMSPRMFSMG,EQ,HIICQ)
14 DO 1 ISC=1NSC
1 CALL JVECTR(NRINTIGISCMSTSGMTSGMTR
1RADABT#AA,AQ,VA,VQ)
IF(L) 15,15,16
15 DO 2 I=1NSC
DO 2 J=1NSC
2 AUX(IoJ)=G(IJ)*VA(1,J)
DO 3 I=1NSC.
3 AUX(II)=AUX(II)+HII*VA(2,I)
DO 4 I=1NSC
ANC(,1 )=0.0
DO 4 J=1NSC
4 ANC(I,1)=ANC( Il, )+G( I,J)*VQ( 1,J)
DO 5 I=1 9NSC
5 ANC(I,1)=-ANC(I1l)-HII*VQ(2,1)+EQ(I)
IF(NSC-1) 20,20,21
21 PRINT 100
5,10
,1,20
9,10)
(24,1
),SGMTR( 5,10),
),TPOI(19,1,20),RAD(2
,VA(2,10),VQ(2,10),
,1) ,
,SGMTRSGMIJWTSDTP,RAD,
,SGMIJSPRM9FSTPOO,TPOI,
*
*
*
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100 FORMAT(17H LEO WAS REACHED )
CALL EXIT
20 ANC(11)=ANC(ll)/AUX(1,1)
GO TO 10
16 ANC(1,1)=(VQ(2,1)-VQ(1l))/(VA(1,1)-VA(21))
10 DO 7 I=1NSC
K=NRC I)-1
ABT (1.1 IG )=ANC ( I,1)
IF(K) 797.6
6 DO 9 J=1K
9 ABT(J+1 I IG)=AA(JI)*ANC( Il)+AQ(J,I)
7 CONTINUE
IF(L) 17.17.18
17 ABM(IG)=Q
DO 8 I=1NSC
8 ABM(IG)-ABM(IG)+FLOATF(NWSC(I))*(ANC(I,1)*(VA(1,1)
1)-VQ(2,1))
ABM(IG)=ABM(IG)/(1.0-C)
18 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
FUNCTION
COMPUTES
ARATION)
RADF(UV
DANF(UV
DCFR(R*S)
DANCOFF FACTOR AS FUNCTION OF R=RADIUS/(AX
AND OF S=SIGMA*RADIUS
=SORTF(1./R**2-(U+V)**2)
=BEKI3(S*(RADF(U#V)-SQRTF(1.-U**2)-SQRTF(1
CDCFR
C
C
1UoV)
DIMENSION A(8)oH(8)
A(1)=0.98940093
A(2)=0.94457502
A(3)=0.86563120
A( 4)=0.75540441
A (5)=0.61787624
A(6)=0.45801678
A(7)=0.28160355
A(8)=0.09501251
H(1)=0.02715246
H(2)=0.06225352
H(3)=0.09515851
H(4)=0.12462897
H(5 )=0.14959599
H(6)0.16915652
H(7)=0.18260342
H (8 )=0.18945061
IF(S)4,5o4
4 SUM=0.
DO 3 1=1.8
DO 3 JuleI
IF (I-J) 292,1
VA(2#I))+VQ(lI
IS-TO-AXIS SEP-
.-V**2)))/RADF(
*
*
*
)
)
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1 SUM=SUM+4.*H(I)*H(J)*(DANF(A(I) A(J))+DANF(A(I),-A(J)))
GO TO 3
2 SUM=SUM+2.*H(J)**2*(DANF(A(J)ACJ) )+DANF(A(J) ,-A(J)))
3 CONTINUE
DCFRu.10132118*SUM
GO TO 8
5 B=2.*R
E=SQRTF(1.-B**2)
IF(E)6,6,7
6 DCFR=.18169012
GO TO 8
7 C=ATANF(B/E)
DCFR=.31830988*(C-SINF(.5*C)/COSF(s5*C))
8 RETURN
END
* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CBEKI3
FUNCTION BEKI3(X)
IF(X-.1)19292
1 BEKI3=.73665545/(.93793888+X*(1.1941916+X*(.588245
1X*(-1.5791166+X*4.292469)))))
GO TO 9
2 IF(X-.4)3#494
3 BEKI3=.57149776/(.72767871+X*(.92546909+X*(.474152
1X*(-.025930075+X*.055707999)))))
GO TO 9
4 IF(X-1.)5,6,6
5 BEKI3=.32724738/(.41667409+X*(.52956551+X*(.275427
1X*(.011919149+X*.013920954)))))
GO TO 9
6 IF(X-2.5)79898
15+X*(*57033719+
8+X*(.25082036+
30
7 BEKI3=(.22159402+X*(-.093883791+X*(.014738215-X*.0
1.28267237+X*(.23563203+X*(.063402052+X*.013600324)))
GO TO 9
8 Y-1./(X+3.25)
BEKI3=1.2684458*SQRTF(Y)*EXPP(-X)/(1.0120742+Y*(-.
1-1.1646323+Y*(1.3873864-Y*4.4655208))))
9 RETURN
END -
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
L
1
4
+X*(.12837751+
85765003)))/(
0325432+Y*(
FUNCTION TCYL(B)
IF(B-5.)1l12
IF(B-.001) 5,4,4
T OBl0 (B)
Ti=BT1(B)
U0uBK0(B)
U1=BK1 (B)
TCYL=1.-4.*B**2/3.*(2.*(B*(Ul*Tl+UO*T)-1.)+Ul*T/B-UO*T1+Ul*TO)
*
*
*
C TC Y
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GO TO 3
5 TCYL=1.-B*(2.-B*(2.6666667-B*(1.3659315-LOGF(B)),)
GO TO 3
2 TCYL=3./(16.*B**2)*(1.+5./(8.*B**2))
3 RETURN
END
* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CTOO
FUNCTION TOO(A9B)
DIMENSION X(7)#H(7)
X(1)=.98628381
X( 2)u.92843488
X( 3)=.82720132
X( 4)=.68729290
X( 5)=.51524864
X( 6)=.31911237
X( 7)=.10805495
H(1)=.035119460
H( 2)=.080158087
H( 3)=.12151857
H( 4)=.15720317
H( 5)=.18553840
H( 6)=.20519846
H( 7)=.21526385
SUM =0.
IF(B-.001) 2o2#4
2 DO 3 1=17
Y=B*2.*SQRTF(1.-X(I)**2)
Z=B*2.*SQRTF( 1.-(A*X( I) )**2)
3 SUM=SUM+(Y**3*(.32487747*(1.+.024358732*Y**2)-LOGF(Y)*11.+.025*Y**
12)/6.)-Z**3*(.32487747*(1.+.024358732*Z**2)-LOGF(Z)*(1.+.025*Z**2)
2/6.)*A)*H(I)
TOO= -1.2732395*SUM
C=SQRTF(1.-A**2)
TERM= A+B*(2.-1.2732395*(A*C+ATANF(A/C))) -4*B**2*(2.-3.*A+A**3)
1 /3.
TERMsl.--TERM
TOOxTOO+TERM
GO TO5 -
4 DO 1 1=1,7
1 SUM=SUM+BEKI3(2.*B*SQRTF(1.-(A*X(Il))**2))*H(I)
TOO=TCYL(B)-1.2732395*A*SUM
5 RETURN
END
* LIST8
* LABEL
* SYMBOL TABLE
CTO1
FUNCTION TOI(A#B)
DIMENSION X(7),H(7)
X(1)=.98628381
E '1Z 6? (GLc -X) JI
(X) 116 NOUJ.Nnj
116)
318VI 1O8I9'AS
13av1
ON3
*Z + 6ZC9L4?91$-) * Z + ZLEgge9~0) *Z- + F,90LLGOO-)
*Z + 908?91600*) * Z + 6t9SLGIO00-) *Z + L81~gZOQ) I
*Z + L1698ZEIO0) * Z + 841696E*) * ((X)Aib()S / (X)AdX3) u 018
t? 04. 09
("(((1894?0O * 7 + 99L09EO*O) * 7 + ZEL69ZO) *-7 I
+ Z64L9OZ~) Z + 4?Z46680*E) *Z.+ 6Z9GIGOE) * Z + 001 x Ole
Z**('L% X) n 7 z
E 'Z I (SL*I X) Jl
(X) 018 NOIDNfld
018)
318VI. 108SJAS *
-139VI
ON3
L'11 00 t?
G 01 09
Wb31+I0I=I10I
(V-(V/C)/V)dNVIV+D)*9L6199E9)*=b3
S6EL41*I*1I0j.jo
(A)JD90*A+(**A*L8E0O+1 )*A*L4?LL 4?EO-9186ES8L )*Z**A+I0.LI01O E
L41=1 E 00 Z
t~z~z (0=101)
94?610?*(9 )H
L98G8I0xCS )H LIOZLG6IO=(y E)H
L969510906=CL )X
O6Z6ZL890C4? )X
ZEIOLZ9*=CE )X
99t74860z(? )X
V9
165
23
2 Z a (X / 3.75)**2
BIl a (.5 + Z * (.87890594 +
Z * (.02658733
0 4
3.75 / X
a (EXPF(X) / SQRT
(-.003620183 +
(.022829673 + Z
.004200587)))))
Z * (.51498869 +
+ Z * (.00301532
Z * (.15084934 +
+ Z * .00032411))))))
* (.39894228 + Z * (-.039880242
(.001638014 + Z * (-.01031555 + Z
(-.028953121 + Z * (.017876535 - Z
+
*
*
z *
4 RETURN
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
FUNCTION
IF (X -
2 Z x (X /
SERIES =
1
2
BKO = SE
BKO (X)
2.0) 2, 29 3
2.0)**2
-. 57721566 + Z * (.4227842 +
(.0348859 + Z * (.00262698 +
.0000074)))))
RIES - LOGF(X / 2.0) * BIO(X)
GO TO 4
3 Z = 2.0 / X
BKO = (1.2533141 + Z *
1 (-.01062446 + Z *
2 .00053208)))))) /
4 RETURN
END
LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
-.07832358 + Z *
(.00587872 + Z *
(SQRTF(X) * EXPF
(.23069756 + Z *
(.0001075 + Z *
(.02189568 + Z
(-.0025154 + Z
(X))
FUNCTION BK1 (X)
IF (X - 2.0) 2. 2, 3
2 Z (X / 2.0)**2
SERIES * 1.0 + Z * (.15443144 + Z * (-.67278579 + Z
1 + Z * (-.01919402 +-Z * (-.00110404 - Z *
BK1 a SERIES / X + LOGF(X / 2.0) * BIl(X)
GO TO 4
3 Z = 2.0
BK1 =
1(
2
4 RETURN
END
1.2533141
.01504268
00068245)
+
+
z
z
*
*
1
GO T
3 Z a
B11
1
2
3
*
*
*
CBKC
* .
*
*
CBK1
* (-.18156897
.00004686)))))
* (.23498619 + Z * (-.0365562 Z *
* (-.00780353 + Z * (.00325614 - Z *
) / (SQRTF(X) * EXPF(X))
Z *
Z *
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HEETR COCE COMPUTES EVENTS IN CYLINDRICAL CELLS FROM ESCAPE AND TRANSMISSION PROBABILITIES
PROBLEM NUMBER2C002
DIAM.=0.25 IN., SPAC.=2.5 IN., ENRICH.=1.14 PER CENT
SOURCE SUPPLIEDFOR EACH REGION IS RELATIVE NUMBER OF NEUTRONS PRODUCED BY FISSIONS OCCURRING IN GROUP NG+1.
TRANSMISSICN AND ESCAPE PROBABILITIES ARE COMPUTED FROM TRANSPORT CROSS SECTIONS.
THE CELL APPROXIMATI CN IS MADE WITH ZERO CURRENT AT THE CELL BOUNDARY.
WEIGHT FRACTION OF
1 1.10420 .004000 .996000 0. 0. 0.
2 18.90000 0. 0. 0. .011400 .988600
18,0000 0. 0. 0. .988600
4 .00050 0. 1.000000 0. 0. 0.
0.~0 0_ _ _
2._7ML0 VAL. O . 1.000000 0. 0.
THERMAL VALUE OF NU=2.430 TEMPERATURE OF FISSION SPECTRUM MAXWELLIAN=1.370
PRINTLUT CF AVERAGEC CONSTANTS
EL(VEV)
3.679E 00
2.231E O'%
1.353E C
8.208E-01
4.979E-r 1
SPECTRUM
.14659
.2'703
.22383
.17596
.11346
SIGMA-IJ (TRANSFER TO
.0767 .0469
.0227 .0374
FLUX
1.4496F-1 I
2.2242E-C1
2.1495r-n1l
1.9891E-C1I
2.1877E-f1I
GROUP I FROM
.0854
. 834
SIGMA-T
.1686
.2019
.2511
.3158
.3145
GROUP
.C127
.1238
SIGMA-TR
.1061
.1468
.2038
.2733
.2473
J), ARRANGED
.0486
.0026
AS 11,
.0976
.0199
SIGMA-C
.00309
.CC004
.10011
.CC024
.*00019
21, 22, 31,
.0138
.0504
SIGMA-F
.00113
.00103
.00087
.00007
.00C02
NU*SIGMA-F
.00350
.00287
.00227
.00018
.00005
32, 33,...,(NG+1)(NG)
.0241 .0647
.1036 .1905
PARAMETERS AVERAGED OVER SPACE AND ENERGY
SIGMA-T= .25492
NU*SIGMA-F=
SIGMA-TR= .20029 1/(TRMFP)= .18f%20 SIGMA-C= .000571 SIGMA-F= .000600
.001682 SIGMA-REMOVAL= .077930 TAU (TRMFP/(3*SIGMA-(C+F+R-NU*F)))= 23.893
FRACTICN OF SOLRCE NEUTRONS ARISING
RATIC OF FAST TO THERMAL FISSIONS=
CVERALL RATIO CF U-238 TO U-?35 FISS
SYMMETRY CLASS, REGION
U-238/U-235 FISSIONS
FROM THERMAL FISSIONS=
.01635
IONS= .C1564
1, 1 1, 2 1,
.01949 .01806 .0
.981483
3 1, 4
1612 .01382
DISADVANTAGE FACTORS AND VOLUME FRACTIONS
CLASS 1 NC.= 1 REGN 1 TYPE 2 RADIUS= .0794 VOL FRACT= .00057
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5
CISACVNTG FCTR 5.01564 4.776P3 5.42884 5.12156 3.61768
CLASS 1 NC.= I REGN 2 TYPE 2 RADIUS= .1587 VOL FRACT= .00171
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5
CISACVNTG FCTR .4.71580 4.49822 5.1C565 4.82447 3.42812
CLASS 1 NC.= 1 REGN 3 TYPE 2 RADIUS= .2381 VOL FRACT= .00285
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5
CISADVNTG FCTR 4.29694 4.12788 4.65281 4.40879 3.16279
CLASS 1 NC.= 1 REGN 4 TYPE 2 RADIUS= .3175 VOL FRACT= .0-399
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5
OISADVNTG FCTR 3.81639 3.658 9 4.13092 3.93078 2.85751
CLASS 1 NC.= 1 REGN 5 TYPE 4 zAflIUS= .3329 VOL FRACT= .CCC9
GROUP 1 2 3 4 5
CISADV.TG FCTR 3.31423 3.13469 3.54304 3.39169 2.51156
CLASS 1 NC.= 1 REGN 6 TYPE s RApIUS= .4040 VOL FRACT= .20473
GRCUP 1 2 3 4 5
CISADVNTG FCTR 2.67893 2.61135 2.93288 2.85490 2.18878
CLASS 1 N.C.= I PFGt: 7 TYPF 1 NAF)IU)S= .5G,8 VOL FRACT= .CC857
GRCUP 1 2 3 4 5
THRML FISS SRCE= .05967
THRML FISS SRCE= .18152
THRML FISS SRCE= .30950
THRML FISS SRCE= .44931
THRML FISS SRCE=D.
THRML FISS SRCE=0.
LAST ITER= .05967
LAST ITER= .18152
LAST ITER= .30950
LAST ITER= .44931
LAST ITER=0.
LAST ITER=0.
THRML FISS SRCE=3.
GRCUP
1
2
3
4
5
NU
3.0998
2.7803
2.6007
2..5485
2.5200
.0119.1285
NU= 2.8039
ii
LAST ITER=O.
CISACVNTG iCTR
CLASS I NC.= I
G C U P
PISAI'VNTG CTR
.4?447 2.'1535 2.4273) 2 .34 9 5 5  1.~29?
FEG q TYPF I API tUS= .7620 VflL FRACT= .'2914
1 4 C-
1.66691 1.657-9 1.82269 1. F 19) 1.513)
CLASS I AC.= ! REG" 9 TYPF 1 ;ADIIJS= 1. 16r- VOL FRACT=
GRCLP
CISACVATG FCrTR
CLASS I NC.= 1
GR CU P
CISACVNTG FCTR
CLASS 1 N'.= 1
CRCUP
CISACVNTG FCTR
CLASS I NC.= I
GRCUP
CISACVNTG FCTR
CLASS 1 NC.=
G P CU P
CISACVATG FCTR
CLASS 1 NC.= 1
GR CL P
CISACVATG FCTR
CLASS 1 NC.= 1
GRCUP
CISACVA TG FCTR
CLASS 1 %C.= 1
GRCUP
CISArVATG FCTR
1 3 4
48
1.35446 1.355I8 1.43714 1.44559 1.3r668
PEGN 1.) TYPE 1 RADIUS= 1.27' 0 VOL FRACT= .C5246
1 2
1.178PH 1.1q9272
3 4
1.22664 1.23627 1.16823
REGN 11 TYPE 1 -AfIUJS= 1.524("
1 3
VOL FRACT= .36411
4 5
I.7683 1.7266 1.29147 1.'9968 1.-7584
REGNI 12 TYPF 1 vAP11US= 1.778C VOL FRACT= .27577
1
.99443
2
99816
3 4
.9994C 1.0054" 1.C18?
REGN 13 TYPE 1 QADIUS= 2.132' VOL FRACT= .C8743
1
.94332
2
.94615
3
.93476
4
.93845
5
.963P9
REGN 14 TYPE 1 -ADAIUS= 2.286C VOL FRACT= .299')9
I
.9'764
3
.8P897
RECN 15 TYPE 1 RIADIUS= 2.54C0
1
8 8298
2
.8893 9i
3
.85693
4 5
.89156 .92984
VOL FRACT= .11;74
4
8 5672
5
.9 55;
REGN 16 TYPE I -APIUS= 3.3270 VOL FRACT= .41714
1
83233
2 3 4
.83573 .8 232
5
THRML FISS SRCE=3.
THRML FISS SRCE=,.
THRML FISS SRCE=I.
THRML FISS SRCE=3.
THRML FISS SRCE=D.
THRML FISS SRCE=3.
THRML FISS SRCE=O.
THRML FISS SRCE=Z.
THRML FISS SRCE=D.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
LAST ITER=3.
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A.3 RATIO, Activation Ratio Calculation
The RATIO code uses the results of the HEETR code and differential
cross section data to compute differential energy spectra, a matrix of the
ratios of the threshold reactions involving fast neutrons, and the percent-
age of the total of the reaction rates, resulting from interactions with
neutrons in each energy group. These results make it possible to com-
pare the differential energy spectra characteristic of different lattices
and of different regions within the same lattice. The results of the RATIO
calculations also permit the determination of theoretical intracellular
distributions of the activations of the threshold reactions which can then
be compared with experimental results.
A.3.1 RATIO Input Data
The input data are given below in the order required for use with
the code. The names of the variables for each FORMAT statement are
given, followed by the required format in parentheses, and then by a
brief description of the variables.
MAXU, MAX (214)
MAXU is the number of reactions for which calculations are to be
done.
MAX is the number of energy mesh points (spaced 0.25 Mev apart)
to be used in the numerical integration of the reaction rates. In the
present work, the value of MAX was 60.
NMIN(I), I=1, MAXU (1814)
NMIN(I) is the value of the lowest energy mesh point for which
there is a non-zero value of the cross section for the reaction denoted
by I . The use of NMIN(I) avoids the necessity for reading in large
numbers of zeros for the values of the cross sections at energies below
the threshold energies.
LABEL(I), I=1, MAXU (12A6)
LABEL(I) is a label composed of a total of no more than 6 spaces
of numbers and letters that can be used to identify each of the reaction
rates.
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SIG(I, J), J=NMIN(I), MAX, I=1, MAXU (8E9.4)
SIG(I, J) is the value of the cross section for the reaction denoted by
I at the energy corresponding to the mesh point denoted by J. A new card
is started each time I advances (i. e., for each different reaction).
ID(I), I=1, 12 (12A6)
ID(I) is an identification statement used to label the results. ID(I)
will be printed as the first line of the set of output data for the problem.
EL(J), J=1, 5 (6E12.6)
EL(J) is the value of the lower energy limit for the energy group
denoted by J (J = 1 for the highest energy group). In the present work,
the values of EL(J) corresponded to those given in Table 4.2.
FL(J), J=1, 5 (6E12.6)
FL(J) is the magnitude of the integral flux in the energy group
denoted by J. In the present work, the values used for FL(J) were those
listed under the heading, "FLUX, " in the HEETR results.
T, NFG, MORE, IFS (E12.6, 6I4)
T is the temperature of the Maxwellian distribution of the fission
neutrons. The discussion in section A.2.1 of T in the input data for the
HEETR code is applicable here.
NFG is the number of energy mesh points contained in the highest
energy group. In the present work, the value of MAX was 60 and the
value of EL(1) was 3.7 Mev, so that NFG was 46.
MORE is a control character for a series of calculations with one
batch of input data. If MORE is zero, the program will terminate at the
end of the calculations for the first problem. If MORE is positive, at
the end of the calculations for the first problem, the program will read
in data for calculations for a new problern, beginning with ID(I); i. e.,
the same cross section data will be used in all the succeeding problems.
If MORE is negative, at the end of the calculations for the first problem,
the program will read in a value for FMLT1, which is discussed below,
and repeat the calculations with no other changes in the input data.
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IFS is a control character for calculations involving a fission
neutron spectrum. If IFS is non-zero, the values of FL(J) do not enter
into the calculations. The energy spectrum of the fast flux and the corre-
sponding ratios of the reaction rates will be consistent with the spectrum
of fission neutrons.
If MORE is negative:
FMLT1 (6E12.6)
FMLT1 is a multiplying factor used to change the value of the fast
flux at the mesh point corresponding to an energy of 0.25 Mev. The lower
limit of the lowest energy group used in the HEETR calculations was
about 0.5 Mev. The spectrum must be extrapolated to lower energies
because some of the reactions have thresholds below 0.5 Mev. The RATIO
code is written so that normally the magnitude of the flux at 0.25 Mev
will be the same as the value at 0.5 Mev. The use of FMLT1 makes it
possible to make calculations for other values of the flux at 0.25 Mev.
None of the results for spectra of interest in the present work were sig-
nificantly affected by changes in the value of the fast flux at 0.25 Mev.
For example, making the assumption that the magnitude of the fast flux
at 0.25 Mev was twice the value at 0.5 Mev gave reaction rate ratios that
differed by less than 1% from those obtained by making the assumption
that the magnitude of the fast flux at 0.25 Mev was zero. These results
are not surprising because even for those reactions having the lowest
thresholds, the values of the cross sections at 0.25 Mev are small.
A.3.2 Fortran Listing of RATIO
A Fortran listing of the RATIO code is given below.
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LIST8
LABEL
SYMBOL
RATIO
TABLE
DIMENSION SIG(20,60),EL(10),FL(10),FLD(60),SPRM(60),RR(20),RRR(20,
120),NMIN(20),LABEL(20),ID(12),R1(20),R2(20),R3(20),R4(20)R5(20)
2RT(20),SPRX(60)
500 FORMAT (6E12.6)
501 FORMAT (12A6)
502 FORMAT (8E9.4)
503 FORMAT (214)
504 FORMAT (1814)
505 FORMAT (E12.69614)
506 FORMAT(29H GROUP ACTIVATION PERCENTAGES 9/9H REACTION 95Xi2H 1,1OX
12H 2,10X#2H 3,1OX92H 4,10X,2H 5
507 FORMAT(2XtA6.6E12.6)
510 FORMAT (66H ENERGY(MEV) DIFF. FLUX FISSION FLUX SPRM. FISSION DEN
1SITY SPRM.
520
530
540
550
560
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
(28HOREACTION RATE RATIO MATRIX //)
(7X,18(1X,A6))
(lXA6,18(F7.2)
(1Hi,12A6)
(2E12.69E16.6,E21.6)
IFS ,IS FISSION SPECTRUM CASE CONTROL, FsS. IF NON-ZERO
I1 IS CONTROL FOR FLUX AT 0.25 MEV, =0.5 MEV FLUX IF ZERO
IF NOT, READ IN FMLT1
12 IS CONTROL FOR GRP. PERCENTAGE OF ACT. CALCeo CALCULATED
READ INPUT TAPE 4,5039MAXUMAX
READ INPUT TAPE 4,5049(NMIN(I)9l1lMAXU)
READ INPUT TAPE 4,501#(LABEL(I)#I=1MAXU)
DO 5 I=1MAXU
N=NMIN( I)
5 READ INPUT TAPE 4,502o(SIG(IoJ).J=N#MAX)
DO 20 I=leMAXU
N=NMIN( I)
NN=N-1
IF(N-1) 300,20,12
12 DO 15 J=lsNN
15 SIG(I,J)=0.0
20 CONTINUE
10 READ INPUJT TAPE 4,501,(ID(I),1=1,12)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,550.(ID(I),1=l1l2)
READ INPUT-TAPE 4,500,(EL(J),J=15)
READ INPUT TAPE 4,500,(FL(J),Jw1,5)
READ INPUT TAPE 4,505,T,NFG*MOREIFS
DO 40 J=295
40 FL(J)=FL(J)/FL(1)
FL(1)=1.0
DO 117 1=1#60
KI-61-I
IF(I-1) 115,1159116
115 SM=FNSPM(15.25,T)
SPRM(60)=FNSPM(15.O9T)-SM
GO TO 117
116 SM=SM+SPRM(KI+1)
IF ZERO
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2
EI=15.0-0.25*FLOATF(I-1)
SPRM(KI)=FNSPM(EI,T)-SM
117 CONTINUE
AVG=0.0
KI=61-NFG
DO 120 K=K I60
1=61-K
EI15.0-0.25*FLOATF(I-1)
120 AVG=AVG+SPRM(K)*SQRTF(EI)
AVG=AVG/FLOATF(60-KI+1)
RAT=FL( 1)/ ((15.0-EL(1) )*AVG)
DO 125 K=KI,60
1=61-K
Elz15.0-0.25*FLOATF(I-1)
125 FLD(K)=SPRM(K)*RAT*SQRTF(EI)
DO 122 Kxl 60
I=61-K
EI=15.0-0.25*FLOATF(I-1)
SPRX(K)=SPRM(K)*RAT*SQRTF(EI)
122 SPRM(K)=SPRM(K)*RAT
IF(IFS) 200,130,200
130 DO 135 K*1#3
135 FLD(K)=FL(5)/(EL(4)-EL(5))
DO 140 K=4,5
140 FLD(K)=FL(4)/(EL(3)-EL(4))
DO 145 K=6#8
145 FLD(K)=FL(3)/(EL(2)-EL(3))
DO 150 K=9,14
150 FLD(K)=FL(2)/(EL(1)-EL(2))
GO TO 200
170 READ INPUT TAPE 4,500#FMLT1
FLD(1)=FLD(1)*FMLT1
200 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,510
DO 210 K1960
E=0.25*FLOATF(K)
210 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,560*EFLD(K),SPRX(K)*SPRM(K)
DO 250 J=leMAXU
RR(J)=(FLD(1)*SIG(Jl)+FLD(60)*SIG(Jo60))/2.0
DO 250 Ki2,59
250 RR(J)=RR (J)+FLD(K)*SIG(JK)
DO 270 Ju1,-MAXU
DO 270 K=lMAXU
270 RRR(JK)=RR(J)/RR(K)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,520
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,5309(LABEL(I).I-leMAXU)
DO 280 J=1,MAXU
280 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 29540,LABEL(J),(RRR ((JK)K=l.
282 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,506-
DO 288 J=1MAXU
R5(J)=FLD(2)*SIG(J,2)+FLD(3)*SIG(J#3)
R4(J)=FLD(4)*SIG(J,4)+FLD(5)*SIG(J5)
R3(J)=FLD(6)*SIG(J,6)+FLD(7)*SIG(J,7)+FLD(8)*SIC
R2(J)=O.O
AXU)
(J,8)
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3
DO 283 K=9014
283 R2 (J)uR2(J )+FLD( K)*SIG(JKI
R1(J)=0.0
DO 284 K=15#60
284 R1(J)=R1(J)+FLD(K)*SIG(J.K)
RT(J)=R1(J)+R2(J)+R3(J)+R4(J)+R5(J)
R1(J)=R1(J)/RT(J)
R2(J)=R2(J)/RT(J)
R3(J)=R3(J)/RT(J)
R4(J)=R4(J)/RT(J)
R5(J)=R5(J)/RT(J)
288 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 2,507,LABEL(J),R1
290 IF(MORE) 170,300910
300 CALL EXIT
END
L IST8
LABEL
SYMBOL TABLE
NSPM
FUNCTION FNSPM(ET)
FRACTION OF FISSION NEUTRONS ABOVE
N(E)=A*SQRTF(E)*EXPF(-E/T) WHERE T
X=E/T
SX=SQRTF(X)
IF(SX-3.0) 1,1,11
1 ANS=1.0
S=0. 0
D=1.0
2 S=S+1.0
D=D*S
TM=((-1.0)**S)*(SX**(2.0*S))/(D*(2.
ANS=ANS+TM
TEST=ABSF(TM/ANS)
IF(TEST-0.000001) 5,2#2
5 ANS=ANS*2.0*SX/1.7724539
6 FNSPMa1.0+1.1283792*SX*EXPF(-X)-ANS
RETURN
11 ANS=1.0-1.0/(2.0*(SX**2))+3.c/(4.0*
1.0/(16.0*(SX**8))-945.0/(32.*(SX**1
2 135135./(128.*(SX**14))+2027025./(
EX=-(SX**2)
ANS=1.0-EXPF(EX)*ANS/(SX*1.7724539)
GO TO 6
FNr
(J).R2(J),R3(J),R4(J),R5(J)
E CALCULATED FROM
IS TEMPERATURE OF MAXWELLIAN
0*5+1.0) )
(SX**4))-15.0/(8.O*(SX**6))+105
0))+10395./(64.*(SX**12))-
256.*(SX**16)
*
*
*
CF
C
C
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A.3.3 Sample Problem Treated with Ratio
* DATA
0016006015.0
00010001000200030004000500050006000600110016001800240038 240001
PU(NF)NP(NF)IN(NN)DU(NF)NI(NP)TH(NF)ZN(NP)
AL(NA)IN(N2)MG(NP)RH(NN)
80.
1520.
1520.
1620.
2043.
2200.
2360.
2530.
.5571E
*1890E
. 1610E
*1885E
.2598E
.2435E
.2435E
.2540E
10.
355.
280.
170.
70.
0.
0.
0.
5.
552.
568.
910.
1050.
1017.
1040.
1245.
.2100E
.5600E
.6475E
.6361E
.5525E
.4250E
.2643E
10.
138.
140.
335.
300.
275.
322.
1.4
49.
168.
300.
1520.
1520.
1790.
2060.
2220.
2380.
2550.
02.3000E
04.1880E
04.1580E
04.1996E
04.2585E
04.2430E
04.2440E
04.2573E
25.
370.
265.
157.
57.
0.
0.
0.
10.
540.
570.
965.
1040.
1020.
1050.
1270.
.
03.2557E
03.5824E
03.6512E
03.6284E
03.5394E.
03.4062E
03
75.
140.
140.
335.
300.
275.
337.
3.2
58.
188.
1520.
1520.
1520.
1975.
2100.
2260.
2420.
2600.
04. 1660E
04.1810E
04.1540E
04.2177E
04.2520E
04.2420E
04.2450E
04.2640E
115.
335.
230.
132.
32.
0.
0.
900.
1520.
1520.
1910.
2080.
2240.
2400.
2575.
03.1300E
04.1845E
04. 1555E
04.2087E
04.2553E
04.2425E
04.2445E
04.2607E
65.
350.
250.
145.
45.
0.
0.
0.
110.
550.
570.
1015.
1030.
1020.
1070.
.2384E-06.3133E
03.3013E 03.3553E
03.6044E 03.6133E
03.6550E 03.6556E
03.6206E 03.6128E
03.5262E 03.5131E
03.3875E 03.3687E
100.
140.
140.
330.
298.
278.
352.
6.3
68.
208.
115.
140.
140.
325.
295.
280.
368.
12.
80.
228.
1520.
1520.
1520.
2000.
2120.
2280.
2445.
04.1768E
04.1775E
04.1545E
04.2268E
04.2495E
04.2422E
04.2459E
04
175.
325.
220.
120.
20.
0.
0.
450.
561.
597.
1050.
1015.
1020.
1115.
02.5601E
03.4100E
03.6222E
03.6562E
03.6050E
03.5000E
03.3500E
120.
140.
175.
320.
290.
285.
383.
18.
93.
246.
S(NP) P(NP)AL(4P)SI(NP)FE(NP)
1520.
1520.
1530.
2010.
2140.
2300.
2470.
04. 1840E
04.1740E
04. 1570E
04.2359E
04.2470E
04.2425E
04.2469E
230.
310.
207.
107.
7.
0.
0.
550.
565.
620.
1060.
1010.
1020.
1140.
02.9409E
03.4550E
03.6311E
03.6568E
03.5919E
03.481'2E
03.3312E
125.
140.
250.
315.
282.
293.
398.
24.
112.
265.
1520.
1520.
1540.
2020.
2160.
2320.
2490.
04.1873E
04.1690E
04.1635E
04.2449E
04.2455E
04.2427E
04.2478E
275.
30 .
195.
95.
1.
0.
0.
56
566.
71 *
1060.
1013.-
1025.
1180.
02. 1327E
03.5 OE
03.6400E
03.6517E
03.5787E
03.4625E
03.3125E
13
14
315.
31 .
278.
30 .
413.
32.
13
283.
1520.
1520.
1550.
2025.
2180.
2340.
2510.
04..1890E 04
04.1640E 04
04.1760E 04
04.2540E 04
04.2440E 04
04.2430E 04
04.2507E 04
315.
290.
182.
82.
0.
0.
0.
565.
567.
820.
1060.
1015.
1030.
1220.
03.1714E 03
03.5300E 03
03.6437E 03
03.6439E 03
03.5656E 03
03.4437E 03
03.2937E 03
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Appendix B
SOME REMARKS CONCERNING
THE SINGLE COLLISION TRANSPORT KERNEL
The single collision transport kernel expresses the neutron first
collision density at a point r, resulting from a cylindrical shell source
of infinite length and of radius r'. The kernel has been tabulated by
Weinberg and Wigner (W1) and also derived from the point kernel by
Cady (C1):
Tc(r, r') = f Ko(Ery) I (Er'y) dy, r > r' , (B.1)
1
Tc(r, r') = K (r'y) I(Fry) dy, r < r' (B.2)
This kernel is the theoretical basis for the UNCOL code and has
therefore been considered in some detail in this work. The kernel
closely resembles the cylindrical shell diffusion kernel (Wi):
1D (r, r') = K (kr) I (kr') , r > r' , (B.3)
c 2w7D o o
1Dc(r,r') = K (kr') I (kr), r < r' (B.4)c 2 7rD 0 o
Some additional remarks concerning this kernel are presented
here because T and the integral of Dc are related to a wide class of
integrals involving products of Bessel functions.
An integral somewhat similar to Tc can be integrated analytically:
I = f K 0 (Ery) I(Ir'y) y dy, r > r', (B. 5)
1
1
I= 2 1 )2 [ ZrK 1(ZrI0(Zr')+Zr'K0(Er)I (Er')]. (B.5a)(zEr) - (Er')
The integral in TC, on the other hand, apparently cannot be expressed in
closed form.
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It is clear from the derivation of Tc that the dummy variable, y, is
a function of the axial variable, z, of the cylinder (the kernel assumes the
source is not a function of z). It might be expected that, since fast neutrons
are attenuated exponentially as they leave the source, the relative values
of the kernel at two points - say, r1 and r2 -should not be strong functions
of the z dependence of the cylindrical source, especially for large values
of z. These factors suggest that Eq. B.5a might provide a reasonable
approximation to T . Calculations made with Eq. B.5a indicate that it is,
c
in fact, generally a very poor approximation to Eq. B.1, even for the pur-
pose of determining relative values of Tc for different values of r.
Equation B.5a predicts an excessive relative attenuation for increasing r.
This apparently means that small values of r are more highly favored by
a z dependence of the source that increases in both the positive and nega-
tive directions.
The present situation occurs often with integrals of Bessel functions
in that equations of the type Eq. B.1 frequently appear in practice, while
only related types like Eq. B.5 have analytic solutions (M1, W2). Approxi-
mations like the one considered above must be regarded with caution.
Another method of solution of Eq. B. 1 is the use of series for each
of the two Bessel functions. Both 10 and K have convergent power series
which are often useful for small values of the arguments, and both have
asymptotic series for use with large values of the argument. The diffi-
culty with this method arises in the region where the argument(s)
increase to values of approximately five (5.0). The power series con-
verge very slowly, requiring an excessive number of terms, while the
asymptotic series are not yet sufficiently accurate, regardless of the
number of terms used. Furthermore, the asymptotic series involve the
use of exponentials, so that cases arise involving the products of expo-
nentials and polynomials. Then the solution again results in an asymp-
totic series which may not converge rapidly enough.
A third alternative for the solution of Eq. B.1 involves the use of
polynomial approximations. Polynomials have been obtained which
approximate I and K to seven significant figures and which do not
involve an excessive number of terms (Al). Here again, however, expo-
nential terms are included and the approximations change as the arguments
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increase. The term-by-term integrations produce asymptotic series and
convergence may present a problem. Consider, for example, the general
case. For small arguments, let:
I (Ery) ~ Pis(Ery) = polynomial in Zry = u,
K 0 (Zr'y) ~ PKS(Zr'y) = polynomial in Er'y = u 2'
for large arguments, let:
10 (Ery) ~ eZry pIL(Ery) = u3
K 0 (Erly) ~ e-Er'y pKL (r'y)= u 4 .
[Note that the ranges (of the argument) of applicability for the use of the
small (or large) argument approximation are generally different for I
and K9.]
Then,
V = f 0 I9(Zry) K9(Zr'y) dy, (B.6)
1
V = f u1 u2 dy + f 2 u1 u 4 dy+f 3 u3 u 4 dy, (B.6a)
1 C1  C 2
where E 1 and e2 are selected so that valid approximations are used
throughout as y increases, and c3 is chosen sufficiently large to
approximate accurately the original integral.
The last two integrals involve products of exponentials and poly-
nomials. They can be integrated by parts to give series solutions in
two different ways (the exponential terms can be either integrated or
differentiated). In general, only one method converges adequately, and
the proper choice again depends upon the magnitude of the argument.
Since one method cannot be used at E and the other at E2 for example,
in the second integral, it is necessary again to break up the integrals
as follows:
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V = u1 u 2 dy + f; u u4 dy + 2 u u4 dy
1 1
+ u3u4 dy + f 3 3u 4 dy. (B.7)
C 2  C 2
The choices of e' and e' must be such that both methods of integration1 2
by parts converge adequately. It is a formidable task to construct a
generalized selection criterion for use with a wide range of arguments.
A rather extensive effort failed to produce a selection criterion that
was adequate for the cases considered.
Still another alternative for a computer solution of Eq. B.1 is
numerical integration. This method can be satisfactory provided the
final result does not require still another integral (as in the present
work). The infinite limit often requires large numbers of mesh points
for accurate numerical integration. Since, in a double numerical inte-
gration, each point requires a number of mesh points equal to the
product of the number of mesh points used for each individual inte-
gration, the amount of computer time required can be considerable.
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Appendix C
A SIMPLE METHOD
FOR ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX GAMMA SPECTRA
A problem quite frequently met by experimenters is that of accu-
rately measuring the gamma activity of a particular nuclide in the
presence of extraneous gamma activity. At least two methods have been
used to treat this problem: treating the data obtained from integral
counting by exponential least-squares methods, and the use of semi-
conductors such as lithium drift detectors which are capable of such high
energy resolution that the activities of different gamma rays are easily
separated. A third method is developed here. This method is probably
not new, but does not appear to be discussed in the literature.
In the exponential least-squares method, a series of counts is
made over a period of time. The time period must be comparable
either with the half-life of the nuclide of interest or else with that of
all extraneous gamma activities. Provided that the half-lives are suf-
ficiently different, and that the desired activity is a sufficiently large
fraction of the total count rate, the results can be analyzed by iterative
least-squares methods to give the desired gamma activity. This method
is particularly useful if multichannel analyzing equipment is not available.
A good example of the method is the computer code, FRANTIC (R4).
The advent of lithium-drifted germanium diode detectors has
brought about many innovations in gamma counting because of the greatly
improved energy resolution attainable. Usually, the photopeak of the
gamma energy of interest is so well defined that noise from all other
sources can be accurately subtracted, or "stripped out." On the other
hand, the efficiency of such devices is usually low, at least at the
present time, as compared with that of scintillation detectors. Thus,
while lithium-drifted germanium detectors are ideal for highly active
sources with complicated gamma spectra, they may not be suitable
when the low count rate is limiting.
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To illustrate the third method, consider a typical scintillation
counter-multichannel analyzer output for two gamma energies as in
Fig. C.1.
Then,
C 1 (t) = A 1 (t) + fA 2 (t) , (C.1)
where:
C1 (t) = total count rate under photopeak number 1,
A 1 (t) = photopeak activity of gammas with energy E,
A 2 (t) = photopeak activity of gammas with energy E 2 '
f = constant relating C I(t), A 1 (t), and A 2 (t).
This equality merely states that the total count rate under photopeak
number 1 is the sum of the photopeak activity from gammas of energy
E 1 and some Compton effect counts resulting from gammas of the
higher energy E The constant f is the ratio of the Compton effect
count rate between E and E to the photopeak count rate (E to E )
for gammas with energy E 2 '
In addition, we have:
A 1 (t 2 ) = A 1 (t 1 ) e -(t 2 -ti )/7 (C.2)
A2 (t 2 ) = A 2 (t 1 ) e(t 2-t1)r2 (C.3)
Furthermore, provided that no gammas are counted with energies
greater than E2 which have a separate half-life,
A 2 (t) = C 2 (t), (C.4)
where,
C 2 (t) = total count rate under photopeak number 2.
Now, C 1 (t) and C 2(t) can be measured and r and r2 are known. If the
foil of interest is counted at two different times, we can construct two
equations like Eq. C.1 which have only two unknowns, A 1 and f. If the
* Equation C.3 is not required in the determination of f. It can, however,
be used to check the assumption that all the higher energy gammas have
the same half-life.
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FIG.C.I TYPICAL SCINTILLATION COUNTER GAMMA SPECTRUM
WITH TWO PHOTOPEAKS
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foil is counted more than twice, a redundant set of equations can be
obtained. Values of f can then be averaged over several determinations
and an estimate of the accuracy obtained. Furthermore, the value of f
depends only on the counting setup; once it has been determined, it can
be used to correct the counts of all the other foils counted with the same
technique. Thus, if a large number of foils must be counted and time is
at a premium (because of a short half-life, for example), only one foil
need be counted repeatedly.
This method is not limited to gamma spectra involving only two
decay schemes. The extension to the general case is straightforward.
With terminology similar to that of Eqs. C.1 - C.4:
1 1 1C (t) = AM(t) + f A2 (t) + f A 3 (t) + . . fAn(t)
2 2 2C 2 (t) = A 2 (t) + f 3 A3 (t) + f4 A4 (t) + . . . fnAn(t),
Cn(t) An(t) ,
and,
Ai(tn) = A(t) en-t1
A 2 (t ) = A2 (t 1 ) e-tti 24(tn t 1 )/2
A (t n) = An(t) e-(tn-t 1 n
Finally, this method can be expected to be more accurate generally than
the exponential least-squares method, since more information is used to
reduce the experimental uncertainty.
Such a calibration is valid even when there are present many gamma
rays having energies greater than the one of interest, provided only
that all of the higher energy gammas have the same half-life. In this
case, the calibration can be performed with any convenient higher
photopeak, and f will in some cases exceed unity.
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Appendix D
EFFECTS OF CROSS SECTION VARIATIONS
ON RESULTS OF UNCOL CALCULATIONS FOR LATTICES
The UNCOL calculations for which results were reported in section
4.1.1 used values of removal cross sections of 0.093 cm~ for heavy water
and 0.100 cm 1 for uranium. Some examples of UNCOL calculations using
other values of the removal cross sections are given here to show the
sensitivity of the UNCOL results to such changes.
The results of UNCOL calculations of the spatial distribution of the
fast flux within the lattice cell for lattices of 0.25-inch-diameter rods
and 0.75-inch-diameter rods are given in Figs. D.1 and D.2, respectively.
The spacing in both cases is 2.50 inches. Results are shown for four
combinations of cross-section values in addition to those mentioned
above. Both the fuel and moderator cross-section values were alter-
nately varied, and the results normalized to the cell edge to be consistent
with the results of section 4.1.1. These calculations show that the normal-
ized values of the fast flux within the fuel rod increase when the moderator
cross section is increased or when the fuel cross section is decreased.
These results can be qualitatively explained in physical terms. For points
within the fuel rod, the major source for fast neutrons is the rod, itself.
Thus, for these points, the magnitude of the fast flux is affected more by
the changes in the value of the fuel cross section than by changes in the
value of the moderator cross section. The moderator region, on the other
hand, contains no sources of fast neutrons. Since all the neutrons
reaching points in this region must pass through the moderator, the
moderator cross section is more important here than the fuel cross
section.
The moderator region is a source of neutrons from the H2(y, n)H1
reaction, but these are not significant compared to the fuel sources of
neutrons except when the assembly is in a shutdown condition, or for
calculations of problems in kinetic behavior.
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The spatial distributions are more sensitive to changes in the values
of the moderator cross section than to changes in the values of the fuel
cross section. This effect is a result of the greater volume of D 20 than
fuel in these lattices. The moderator to fuel volume ratios are 108.6 and
11.0 for the lattice of 0.25-inch rods and the lattice of 0.75-inch rods,
respectively. For tighter spaced lattices, such as those characteristic
of water-moderated assemblies, the effect of changes in the value of the
fuel cross section should be increased.
As comparisons of the distributions show, the UNCOL results are
quite sensitive to small changes in values of either the fuel or moderator
cross sections. In view of the good agreement between experiment and
-1 -1
UNCOL results with M = 0.093 cm~ and ZF = 0.100 cm~ , these values
can be considered experimental determinations of the group removal
cross sections for a fast neutron energy group with a lower boundary of
approximately 1 Mev. Estimates of the uncertainties in the cross sections
so determined are 0.003 cm~ for the heavy water removal cross section
and 0.005 cm- for the slightly enriched uranium removal cross section.
The values of these estimates are based on comparisons between the
results displayed in Figs. D.1 and D.2 and the experimental results.
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Appendix E
SUMMARY OF MITR LATTICE PROJECT LITERATURE
The work of the MITR Heavy Water Lattice Project is described in
the reports and papers listed below. The list covers the period from
September 1961 to August 1965.
1. Heavy Water Lattice Project Annual Report, NYO-9658,
September 30, 1961.
2. Heavy Water Lattice Project Annual Report, NYO-10, 208
(MITNE-26), September 30, 1962.
3. Heavy Water Lattice Project Annual Report, NYO-10, 212
(MITNE-46), September 30, 1963.
4. Heavy Water Lattice Project Annual Report, MIT-2344-3
(MITNE-60), September 30, 1963.
5. Weitzberg, A., and T. J. Thompson, Coincidence Technique for
U 2 3 8 Activation Measurements, Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc., 3, 456
(December 1960).
6. Madell, J. T., T. J. Thompson, A. E. Profio, and I. Kaplan,
Spatial Distribution of the Neutron Flux on the Surface of a
Graphite-Lined Cavity, NYO-9657 (MITNE-18), April, 1962.
7. Weitzberg, A., I. Kaplan, and T. J. Thompson, Measurements
of Neutron Capture in U238 in Lattices of Uranium Rods in
Heavy Water, NYO-9659 (MITNE-11), January 8, 1962.
8. Palmedo, P. F., I. Kaplan, and T. J. Thompson, Measurements
of the Material Bucklings of Lattices of Natural Uranium Rods
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Appendix F
NOMENCLATURE
saturated specific activation for reaction i
(disintegrations/ sec-gm)
coefficient of second-order term in S(r)
diffusion kernel for cylindrical shell sources
distance (in., cm)
lower bound of neutron energy group (Mev)
235 238
fission rate for U , U (fissions/unit time)
factor defined by Eqs. 4.9 and 4.13
integral defined by Eq. B.5
modified Bessel function of the first kind, of order n
Bessel function of order n
constant used in Eq. 4.6
modified Bessel function of the second kind, of order n
average chord length of fuel rod (cm)
atom density (atoms/gm)
polynomial approximations to 10, K for small arguments
PIL' KL polynomials involved in approximations to I, K for large
arguments
P R expressions involving Bessel functions given by Eqs. 3.16
and 3.17
r distance (in., cm)
A.1
Cl
D c(r, r')
d
EL
25 28F ,F
G
I
I
n
n
k
K
n
0
N
PIS, PKS
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RG
R 28
S(r)
T c(r,r')
T c(r, r')
TR(r)
u1 , u 2
u 3 , u
V
VM/VF
average horizontal distance between MITR graphite facilities
and core tank (in., cm)
U 238cadmium ratio for neutron capture
relative fission source distribution for UNCOL calculations
single collision transport kernel for cylindrical shell sources
uncollided flux transport kernel for cylindrical shell sources
uncollided flux transport kernel for cylinder source
polynomial approximations to 10, K for small arguments
approximations to I, K for large arguments
integral defined by Eq. B.6
moderator-to-fuel volume ratio
Nomenclature (Greek)
p numerical factor used in one-group theory
625 cadmium ratio for U235 fission
628 ratio of U238 fission rate to U235 fission rate
25 28 235 238
v , v neutrons produced per fission for U , U
" (r) effective removal cross section for UNCOL calculations (cm 1
"F M) G effective removal cross section for UNCOL calculations
for fuel, moderator, graphite (cm )
aUF(E) microscopic fission cross section for U238 (cm 2
<I> integrated fast flux above EL
O(E) differential neutron spectrum
OF(r) fast flux spatial distribution
F average fast flux in fuel
M average fast flux in moderator
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OTH(r) thermal flux spatial distribution
4 (E) spectrum of once-collided neutrons in uranium
Oi (E) spectrum of twice-collided neutrons in uranium
X(E) fission neutron spectrum
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